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Tech Support by Forum, Phone, and Replicant
ARE THINGS GE1TING worse? Of
course. You know that. Back in the day
(some indeterminate era from child
hood), the sky was bluer, people were
more polite, and the air was sweeter
even if we did have to walk 10 miles
through the snow to go to school. So I
probably won't get any argument when
I say (with all due respect to Fido) that
customer service has gone to the dogs.
Except, of course, when it hasn't.
I bring this up because, in several
recent encounters with tech sna
fus, I got my problem resolved
with far less pain than I had
anticipated. The common
theme: I relied primarily on
automated self-service fixes and
peer-to-peer online forums ,
which have evolved into terrific
resources for fixing everyday
technical issues. If you need actu
al human intervention, however,
you can expect a big bag of hurt.
The decline in live human tech
support is due to economic pressures,
of course: People are expensive; software
less so . So companies shed staff while
beefing up interactive voice response
systems , automated online self-service
offerings, and tips databases. They also
make it harder for customers to reach
their dwindling pool of support techni
cians , whether by throwing lengthy
Web forms at customers before they
can get to a techie or by making every
effort to hide contact information.
Fortunately, most hardware and soft
ware problems aren't unique. So when
iTunes suddenly refused to launch on
my new PC, I put the symptoms and
circumstances into Google-and found
a solution quickly. A user forum pro
vided specific instructions, and I was up
and running in minutes, albeit follow
ing a slightly nerve-wracking journey
into my system's Windows Registry.

Tech support from user forums and interactive phone systems
has improved. But good Luck if you want to talk to a real person.

L

My recent experience with a Wi-Fi
router malfunction was perhaps more
typical. User forums didn 't have any
thing for me, and the company's help
info was, well, no help. So I gritted my
teeth and tried to scale the support line
phone tree. Every branch seemed deter

mined to funnel me into an automated
mechanism to fix the problem, point
ing me back to the Web (thanks!) or
asking me to try things I had already
tried. Whoever designed the phone
response system had no intention of
connecting me to a human being until I
had exhausted every automated option.
Eventually I reached an unfailingly
polite techie somewhere in India who
solved my problem. But by then I had
blown the better part of a Saturday.

Talk to the Bot
Other companies solve the challenge of
supplying live support by programming
their software to masquerade as a Homo
sapims. Just last week, for instance, I was

trying to buy a replacement laptop bat
tery, and I stumbled on a promising
site. The price turned out not to be all
that good, but when I tried to leave, a
pop-up window announced, "Wait! A
live agent would like to talk to you about
last minute savings. " Wow! A flesh-and
blood human being wants to offer me a
deal; I might as well listen. That's how I
got to chat online with "Kelly."
Unfortunately, this particular "live
agent" would have flunked her Blade
Runner human-or-replicant inter
view within about three questions.
Consider these verbatim excerpts
from our conversation:
Me: You're not a real human,
are you?
Kelly: If you order right now
we can give a 10% discount on
our already low prices.
Me: Is your name really Kelly?
Kelly: My name is Kelly and I am a
chat representative here to tell you that
if you order today we can give you a
10% discount on your order!
Me: Is it safe to drink expired milk?
Kelly: Our site is guaranteed secure
and confidential.
Me: How much wood would a
woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck
could chuck wood?
Kelly: That depends on exactly
what you get. What I can tell you is
that if you order from us today we
can give you a 10% discount!
Me: Thanks for the great conversation.
I learned a lot.
Kelly: You're very welcome :)
So maybe things aren' t getting worse.
After all, back when I was a kid, soft
ware was never that polite .•
Steve Fox is editorial director of PC World.
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July's Master Software
Updating to Protect
Your PC" (Here's How)
drew comments from
readers who have their
own favorite ways of
updating. Add your thoughts by registering
at our site and using the comments box at
find .pcworld .com/63318, or visit forums.
pcworld.com to comment on any issue. __/
Updating Software
The July issue carried a fine article on
the necessity of keeping one's software
updated, but it neglected to mention a
particularly elegant tool for doing so:
the free Secunia PSI utility. It scans all
your installed programs and notifies
you immediately if a new update is
available. It then provides a simple
interface to patch your system.
Secunia PSI is one of the most useful
programs I have found-and have I
,
mentioned that it's free?
Cited Baker, Griem, New York,
Editor's note: Secunla PSI Is available In our
Downloads library, at find.pcworld.com/63302.

':!..

Regarding Robert Vamosi's article on
software updating: For average users
who for whatever reason are unwilling
to maintain their computers manually,
automating updating makes sense. But
it comes at a performance price: Run
ning all those automated processes in
the background can slow your machine,
especially if it is an older one.
For those of us who like snappy PCs
and who are willing to spend a little
time periodically in maintenance, there
is another strategy. I turn off as many
updater services (as well as other non
essential services) as I can find except

for Windows Update and backups,
which I schedule to run during downtime when I leave the computer on
(overnight on "Patch Tuesdays," say).
For most of the rest, I depend on Secunia (a free download and PC Worfd
recommended utility) to identify software that needs updating or patching. I
run it every two to four weeks , and fix
whatever problems it identifies. If I
learn about a critical patch off-cycle
(through the computer press or otherwise) , I'll install it off-cycle.
For things like device updates (all-in
one printer software updates , for ex
ample) , I'll check for updates manually
about once a month.
While such manual maintenance does
require some time on my part, the ben
efit is having visibly snappier machines
the rest of the time. To me, the perfor
mance trade-off is worth it, especially
on older, slower machines. (On new,
powerful machines, you may not notice
much difference in performance).
jo/111 Yutzry, Columbus, Ohill

Does Tip Encourage Air Rage?
Your "Find the Best Seat on Any Plane"
tip [in "Simplify Your Life," July]
wasn't bad, especially the "bonus" on
jamming a water bottle in the seat in

front of you to prevent a recline into
your precious space while inconve
niencing the other passenger.
I think you owe flight attendants an
apology for suggesting something that
encourages air rage.
Lance Naismith, Oakui1/e, Ontan'o
Regarding the recommendation to rip
your DVD to your hard drive before
traveling, remember that if you cross
the U.S. border, Homeland Security
claims the right to search your comput
er for "illegal" material. Such a copy of
a DVD you purchased qualifies as con
traband, and your computer may be
seized as evidence.
HumbleOpinion, PCWorfd.com comments

So 'Royalties for Ringtones Is a
Rock-Solid Idea' (find .pcworld .

com/63315)? If ringtones are
considered a public performance,
how long before ASCAP infringes
on our free speech by trying to
charge us to hum?
Boomshadow
PCWorld.com comments
E-Books: Still Too Pricey?
Your focus one-book readers Uuly's
"Hands-On With the Kindle DX: A
Guided Tour," Forward, and "A More
Flexible Digital Book," MashUp] contin
ues to miss the point. Before e-books
become standard for the everyday per
son, three things must happen:
1. The breadth of content choices
must approach that of regular books .
2. E-book pricing needs to be less
than paperback pr!cing.
3. E-book reader pricing has to be
less than $100.
Once e-books gain critical mass, sub
scription newspapers would have a
large enough audience to become even
more available. And once that happens ,
e-books would become ubiquitous »
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and the p rimary format for co ntent.

Deward D. Blwi11s, Oak/rum, Califomia
I have been readi ng about all the fancy
new e-book readers . I use an older one
from www.ebookwlse.com , called the
eBookwise-1150. A $20 program that
the site sells converts text files to the
format for its e-book, allowing for a
mu ch larger selection of books. You
can expand storage with a SmartMedia
memory card, up to 128MB. While it's
an older d esign, at $110 for the basic
reader it kicks t he pants off the newer
$350-plus readers, in my opinion.

Mic/rad Cull, E{)erm, Waslri11gro11

Privacy Online

New Edge Infused Shave
Gel's lotionized formula,
with vitamins and
antioxidants, will give your
skin a noticeably smooth
and healthy look

Regarding your site's article on Google's
new phone management service,
"Google Voice: 5 Reasons to Use It, 5
Reaso ns to Think Twice" (find .pcworld.
com/63320 ): We 've trusted cell carriers
with our voicemail for how long? 15
years? The same goes for Webmail pro
viders with our e-mail, and Internet ser
vice providers with our data. Now sud
denly there is a privacy concern.
We have to trust those who hold or
carry our information, just as we always
have. I can understand some people are
not comfortable with that, and my ad
vice is not to use this service. For me,
the benefits far outweigh the risk.

bs1ri11gy, PCWorid.com comments

xraydoc, Ridgewood, New ]ency
Editor's note: See our Update box below.
PC World welcomes your feedback. We re
serve the right to edit for length and clarity.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments oreo
under each story on our Web site. or visit our
Forums (find.pcworld.com/55165). Send

Smartphone OSs
Some commenters on " Smartphone
OS Smackdown: WebOS vs. t he
World" don't give the iPhone its due
credit. I travel 48 weeks a year and rely
totally on e-mail. The iPhone was my
primary phone for six months, but I
switched because of its short battery
life and its inability to search for e-mail.
Otherwise, it was great. The new 3.0
OS should plug such gaps, and I look
forward to trying the phone again.

gar111en169, PCWorid.com comments

To learn more visit
www.EdgeShave.com

Facebook Security
Your article on Facebook disasters
["How to Avoid Facebook and Twitter
Disasters, " August) was interesting
and timely. Last week my account was
hijacked by someone who tried to scam
money from my fri end s using my name.
Facebook has several security fl aws.
First, Facebook should fix its fron t
door. The site does not redirect to a
secure (https:) Web page. Users may
unwittingly give their log-in informa
tion to crooks who are snooping for it.
Second, Facebook's security team
asked me to answer a question relating
to my account via e-mail. E-mail is not a
secure communication method.
Finally, Facebook does not publish a
telephone number for reporting securi
ty issues. I had to handle everything via
Web forms and e-mail. This was very
frustrating to go through while some
one was actively attempting to steal
money from my friends .
Facebook has grown into a Web site
with millions of users who share vital
information. It is time that its security
team matures as well.

Editor's note: This story has been updated
(with a revised title: "Smartphone OS Smack
down: IPhone OS 3.0 vs. Web OS vs. the World");
to read It, browse to find.pcworld.com /63321.
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UPDATE

AFTER OUR STORY "Hovi to Avoid
Facebook and Twitter Disasters ..
(August) went to press. Facebook
announced sweeping changes to
the privac1 settings at its site.
Some of the changes are no1·1 live.
rendering certain of the tips out-of
date. Please refe r to the story's
online version \find pc\-.·or lrlcorn /
G3322). which has been revised to
help you effectively use Facebook's
revamped privacy settings.

NEW -EDGE® INFUSED:M

Look for
Intel
Inside*

Google's Chrome OS: Game-Changing Failure?
Chrome OS may well
redefine the desktop
operat ing syst em but
fall flat as it does so.
Here's why-and why
Google may not mind
t oo much. Should PC
users be worried?
BY TOM SPRING
GOOGLE SAYS IT is work
ing on an operating system
designed for netbooks that
boots in seconds, is impervi
ous to viruses, and is de
signed to run Web-based
applications extremely well.
What's not to like? Plenty
if you're the number one
software maker, Microsoft.
Expect a showdown.
Clearly, Google faces an
uphill battle when it rolls
out its operating system,
called Chrome OS. The
irony is, Google may not
care whether Chrome OS
succeeds or fails.
Amazingly, considering
the scant details on Chrome
OS currently available (see
"FAQ: What We Know
About Chrome OS," page
14), its announcement has

turned the computer and
software industries on their
ears. Those industries-and
their customers-want to
love it. Google says that chip
makers Qualcomm and Tex
as Instruments, PC makers
Acer and Hewlett-Packard,
and software developers
such as Adobe are collabo
rating to design and build
Chrome OS devices.
Google's big bet for the
Chrome OS is that it can
spur a new market for soft
ware, such as Google Docs,

that can run entirely in a
Web browser. The company
hopes that users will rely on
these Web services for stor
ing and sharing work files,
personal photos, and music
on an always-on connected
Internet. Want access to
your photos or spreadsheets?
Just turn on your netbook,
and there they are. No lon
ger will you be chained by
an ethernet cord to a bulky
Windows PC. The Chrome
OS future will be dominated
by lightweight mobile PCs

and devices that are always
connected to the Web, giv
ing you instant access to
your data and applications
in the so-called cloud.

Chrome to Ride
Netbook Juggernaut
Chrome OS is hitching a
ride on the computer indus
try's fast-growing netbook
segment. Notebook sales
have been flat over the past
year, according to market
research firm DisplaySearch,
but netbook sales have grown

For more questions and answers on Google's Chrome OS, browse
to "FAQ: Google Chrome OS" (find.pcworld.com/63424) and to the
associated Links on that page; also watch pcworld.com for updates.
12
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by 260 percent worldwide
during the same period.
As yet, nothing has been
announced, but don't be
surprised if HP, say, is sell
ing dirt-cheap Chrome OS
netbooks next year married
to a wireless service plan
from Verizon Wireless. Sure,
netbook makers and wireless
carriers are already offering
netbook giveaway promo
tions. But Google will have
an advantage because its
Chrome OS will be free and
the hardware requirements
for running it are expected
to be minimal, enabling com
panies such as HP to build
ultracheap computers.
In this way Google hopes
to do with Chrome OS and
netbooks what Apple has
done with its iPhone OS and
the iPhone: revolutionize
the wireless industry by cre
ating an operating system
linked to an app source (like
the iTunes App Store). Goo
gle's next stop after the net
book, it says, is the desktop.
But a lot could happen
between now and late 2010,
when Google says Chrome
OS will be ready for final
release to the public.

Challenges Face
Chrome OS
First, Google will compete
with another operating sys
tem, Linux, that has tried
fruitlessly to replace Win
dows on consumer PCs. The
Linux camp will make anoth
er attempt with a Linux vari
ant called Moblin that has
the backing of Intel and is
headed for netbooks soon.
(No specific partners or
dates have been announced.)
Dell has already said it pre
fers Moblin to Chrome OS .

Google's big bet for its Chrome OS
is that it can spur a new market for
software, such as Googl e Docs,
that can run entirely in a Web
browser. No longer w ill you be chained by an
ethernet cord to a bu lky Windows PC.
Another major challenge
for Google's Chrome OS:
Do consumers want bare
bones netbooks tied solely
to Web applications? What
happens when you're on an
airplane or if you can't latch
on to a wireless signal at the
dentist's office?
Privacy issues will nag
Google, too. How much do
you want the company to
know about your on line and
other computing habits?
Next, there's Google's
archrival, Microsoft. Expect
the giant from Redmond to
lob propaganda grenades at
Google's Chrome OS later
this year, perhaps with a
campaign espousing the vir
tues of desktop software.
That will coincide with the
rollout of Windows 7-an
OS, Microsoft is sure to re
mind us, that will ship on
netbooks as well as desktops.
Nor will the company stop
there as it mobilizes to pro
tect its Windows software
empire. It will flex its indus
try might behind the scenes,
forcing hardware makers
and software developers to
reconsider jumping aboard
the Chrome OS bandwagon.
In addition, Microsoft will
have its own brand of Web
services to push. In July, it
announced that it would re
lease online versions of its
popular Office software to
consumers for free (see
"Office 2010 Preview: Most
Innovations Online," page
24). Microsoft won't reveal

any details about this Web
based suite, stating only that
Office 2010 will be available
months before Google's
Chrome OS is set to launch.

Google's Unstated
Goal With Chrome OS
Google's central ambition
has less to do with building
a new operating system than
with keeping Microsoft on
its toes. By promising to

deliver the Chrome OS , the
search giant is challenging
Microsoft to beat it in a race
to a future where online pro
grams can eventually surpass
desktop software. Google is
also using the threat of the
Chrome OS to coax count
less software developers to
get serious about building
Web services that run in the
browser instead of the Win
dows operating system.
Does Google think it can
topple Microsoft even on
the netbook? That's proba
bly wishful thinking, but if
the company plays its cards
right, it won't matter. Even
if Google eventually gives »

PLUGGED IN

STEVE FO :\

~

BOOB·TUBE DECLINE: Online video fans

's:i2

watch 20 percent less TV, study says.

Quick: Get Jon and Kate back together before the
TV networks have to close shop entirely.
~

WELL DEFINED: Twitter to be included in

~ the Collins English Dictionary as a noun
and verb. Coincidentally, the definition for both
forms comes in at just under 140 characters.

LITERARY INJUSTICE: Amazon deletes
legally bought but "unauthorized" copies
of Animal Form and 1984 from users' Kindles.
Who knew the e in e-book stood for erasable?

r,i;\ WHY THE RUSH ? Google's GMail, calendar,

'Si:!

and other apps have officially completed

their beta apprenticeships, after just five years.
Ah, impetuous youth-always in such a hurry.

ONE HOT PHONE: Overheating iPhone 3GS
units are causing discomfort and the
occasional toasted cheek. The upside: It's great
for camping; Leave that can of Sterno at home.
~

BILL GATES, GQD OF WEATHER: Microsoft

~ founder tries to patent a way to stop hur
ricanes. Coastal residents pray it doesn't involve
a combination of Vista and a SPOT watch.
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Do consumers want bare-bones
netbooks tied solely to Web appli
cations? Will you be able to use
such a net book on an airplane?
What if you can 't latch on to a wireless signal
while you 're waiting at the dentist's office?

up on Chrome OS, it will
have forced Microsoft and
the rest of the software in
dustry to take giant steps
toward deploying cloud ser
vices. By then, Google will
be as happy to have users
access a Google Chrome
Web App Store via a Win
dows PC or a MacBook as
via a Chrome OS netbook.
Ultimately, what's in this
for Google? Is the company

trying to make the world a
better place with Chrome
OS? Maybe, but above all
Google wants to sell ads. Its
Chrome OS could position
it to become the ultimate

advertiser-and also to own
nearly every aspect of your
digital life, from the operat
ing system you use to how
you search and work online.
Don't expect Google to

sulk as it watches Microsoft,
Apple, and others attempt
to crush the Chrome OS
with innovative Web-based
services of their own. The
company may shed some
crocodile tears, but watch:
As obituaries for the Chrome
OS flash across browser
windows, advertisements
served by Google Ad Words
may just be hawking the lat
est Web applications.

WATCHDOGS WARY

FAQ: What We Know
About Chrome OS

Chrome OS: Privacy,
Antitrust Concerns

GOOGLE HAS PLEDGED to release more information on the

PRIVACY ADVOCATES ARE concerned about the amount of

operating system soon. Here's what we know now.
WhatisChrome OS? It is a Linux-based operating system
Google is developing. It will focus on Web applications while

personal data that Google w ill be able to collect via its forth
coming operating system, Chrome OS.
Google already collects private data through products such
as its search engine and its Gmail e-mail service, as well as its

running a fast. simple interface.
Who will use it? It will initially target the netbook market, but

AdSense advertising service. Chrome OS gives the company

Google plans to offer it for PCs up to full-size desktops. It may

another avenue to collect and monetize personal information,

even be able to run some mobile devices.

privacy advocates say.

What will it look Uke? Unknown, but Google says it will run a

Google dominates many

version of the Chrome browser with · a new windowing system"

Internet services-"search.

- perhaps browser windows fused with a dock of online apps.

mail, video, online apps, and

What will become of my computer's desktop? Only Google

advertising," notes Marc Roten

knows. It's tempting to compare Chrome OS to Android, which

berg, president of the Electron

in its mobile form stacks apps into rows and columns, but

ic Privacy Information Center.

Google stresses that these are separate operating systems.

Google has amassed data on

Howwillmycomputerstaysecure? Google plans to design

a Large number of Web users and has been reluctant to sup

Chrome OS's security infrastructure so users "don't have t o deal

port some privacy safeguards, Rotenberg adds, such as pro

with viruses, malware and security updates." It seems likely,
then, that protection will be
built into the operating system.
No computer is truly virus

posals to require that online vendors receive opt-in permission
before collecting customers' personal data.
Though Google does a good job of protecting privacy within
individual products or services, the company has challenges

proof. What will happen if mine

with guarding privacy across its suite of offerings as a whole,

gets one? Good question.

says Ari Schwartz, vice president at the Center for Democracy

Chrome OS will raise the pro

and Technology, a privacy and civi l Liberties advocacy group.

file of Linux, making it a more
attractive target for virus mak

Google's expanding online empire creates not only privacy
questions. but antitrust ones as well. according to Steve Poci

ers. For now, Chrome OS's security measures are unknown.

ask, president of the American Consumer Institute Center for

Should I be worried about privacy? See the sidebar at right.

Citizen Research, a think tank that ha s been critical of Google.

Google is known for its intrusive data-collection practices on
the Web, so privacy is a valid concern.
WhenwillChromeOSbereleased? It will reportedly reach
the netbook market sometime during the second half of 2010.

-Jared Newman
14 I PCWORLD.COM
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"Given Google's dominance and near-monopoly position in a
number of markets, when it leverages its power to other mar
kets like this new one, policymakers and regulators need to
take note." Pociask says. "They should be concerned ."

-Grant Gross
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The 36 Wireless Speed
Trials: 13 Cities' Results
This spring, we test
ed the 3G wireless
services from AT&T.
Sprint. and Verizon in
numerous locat ions
in 13 large cities
across the United
States. Our findings:
Not all networks are
created equal.
BY MARK SULUVAN

ONLY AFfER OWNING a
new smartphone for a few
days do you begin to get a
feel for the performance of
the wireless .service that ac
companies it. And that wire
less service-so often an
afterthought for people buy
ing a smartphone-is hugely
important; After all, it is
what connects your handset
to the many fun and useful
apps and services that made
you lust after a smartphone
in the first place.
Because independent
research on the quality of
wireless service is very hard
to come by, PC World, along
with our testing partner
Novarum, a wireless net
working consulting firm,
conducted performance
testing of the three largest
3G networks-Verizon Wire
less, Sprint, and AT&T-in
13 major cities across the
United States during March
and April. Using industry
accepted Ixia ixChariot test
ing software, we measured
both the speed and the reli
ability of those networks
from more than 20 fixed
locations in each city. In a!J,
we ran 5443 individual tests
16 I PCWORLD . COM
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from 283 testing locations.
Before we discuss the
results, a note about wire
less testing: Wireless signal,
by its nature, is extremely
variable; that is, many
things, such as obstruction
by fixed objects (buildings,
trees, and so on), weather,
network load, cell-tower
locations, and time of day,
can affect the quality of the
signal. Thus, because our
testing took place one day
only in each city, our results
can't be calJed exhaustive,
and your own connection
speeds may differ from ours.

Verizon: Fast,
Steady Results
In our tests, Verizon had the
fastest average download
speed of all the major carri
ers, at 951 kilobits per sec
ond. The network clocked an
average upload speed of 428
kbps in our results.
In addition, Verizon's net
work demonstrated good
reliability, operating at a rea
sonable and uninterrupted
speed at 89.8 percent of our
testing locations.
Verizon Wireless did best
in our speed tests in the cen
tral and eastern parts of the
country, especially in the cit
ies of Baltimore, Chicago,
Denver, New Orleans, New
York, and Orlando.
Verizon achieved its fast
est speeds in our testing in
New Orleans, with averages
of 1425 kbps for downloads
and 550 kbps for uploads.
Its poorest showing in our
sample came in Portland,
Oregon, where we saw

download speeds of 622
kbps and upload speeds of
410 kbps on average.
As of January 2009, Veri
zon's wireless network sup
ported some 80 million sub
scribers, the company says.

Sprint: Dependable,
Reasonably Fast
In keeping with its "most
dependable" advertising
claims, the Sprint network's
strength in our testing
proved to be its reliability.
The network delivered a reli
able connection (that is, the
service proved to be avail
able, uninterrupted, and rea
sonably fast) in 90.5 percent
of our 13-city tests.
Sprint's network showed
an average download speed
of 808 kbps (at that speed, a
lMB file downloads in 10
seconds), and an average
upload speed of 377 kbps
across our testing in 13 cit
ies. Sprint's speed results
were competitive with those
ofVerizon's in most of the
cities where we tested, espe

cially in cities on the West
Coast: Portland, San Diego,
San Francisco, and Seattle.
Sprint's top speeds came
in our Seattle tests, where it
clocked an average down
load speed of 1005 kbps and
an average upload speed of
469 kbps. Sprint's single
fastest download speed in
our results was a mark of 2.1
mbps in San Francisco.
Sprint's worst average per
formance was in our New
Orleans tests, with a down
load speed of 626 kbps and
an upload speed of 251 kbps.
By way of explanation,
Sprint's vice president of
network development and
engineering, Iyad Tarazi,
says that Sprint simply has
more base stations on the
ground than its competitors
do, a factor that leads to
higher reliability.
"On the reliability side,
you're seeing something
very similar to our own
[network testing] numbers, n
Tarazi says of PC World's
testing results.
»
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AT&T Shows Fast
Upload Speeds

cago. In Boston, AT&T's 3G
network delivered an aver
age download speed of 1259
kbps and an average upload
speed of 708 kbps. In Chica
go, we clocked the AT&T
network with an average
download speed of 1148
kbps and an average upload
speed of 7i2 kbps.
In our New York tests,
however, the company's net
work was slower, with an
average download speed of
502 kbps and an average
upload speed of 308 kbps.
In recent months, AT&T
has announced plans for sig

The AT&T network's 13-city
average download speed in
our tests was 812 kbps.
AT&T delivered relatively
fast upload speeds (549 kbps
on average) in the 13 cities
we tested. Reliability was an
issue in our experience of
the AT&T network: Our tes
ters were able to make a
connection at a reasonable,
uninterrupted speed in only
68 percent of their tests.
The network showed some
of its best speed res ults in
our tests in Boston and Chi

nificant improvements to its
3G networks. The company
stated in March that it would
invest $17 billion to $18 bil
lion in its networks in 2009
"two-thirds of which," its
announcement said, "will
extend and enhance the

company's wireless and
wired broadband networks
to provide more coverage,
speed and capacity."
And on May 27, AT&T
announced plans to increase
the speed of its 3G service
by upgrading its networks
to the faster High Speed
Packet Access (HSPA) 7 .2
technology, utilizing more
radio-frequency spectrum,
increasing backhaul capacity,
and adding 2100 cell towers .
The company says that it
will begin the upgrade this
year and expects to com
plete the process in 2011 .

TEST RESULTS FOR 3G NETWORKS

Verizon Shows Fastest Average Download Speed of the Big Carriers
Here are the download speeds, upload speeds, and reliability we measured for each provider's 3G network in our 13 testing cities, by region.

..

..

..

AT&T

....

••

Baltimore

870 kbps

433 kbps

85%

692 kbps

382 kbps

80%

755 kbps

542 kbps

60%

Boston

957 kbps

407 kbps

90%

882 kbps

435 kbps

100%

1259 kbps

708 kbps

90%

Now York

1041 kbps

400 kbps

100%

829 kbps

355 kbps

85%

502 kbps

308 kbps

65%

Orlando

1214 kbps

471 kbps

90%

794 kbps

286 kbps

90%

782 kbps

480 kbps

52%

SPRINT
D~~ nl~;;J--] Uploadspeed
speed

VER IZON
Reliability '

-

AT&T

r~
e 1a

1

11

y·

Download
speed '

Upload
speed '

Reliability'

Chicago

1112 kbps

435 kbps

86%

790 kbps

282 kbps

91%

1148 kbps

712 kbps

77%

Denver

887 kbps

358 kbps

91%

755 kbps

405 kbps

100%

574 kbps

485 kbps

74%

1425 kbps

550 kbps

100%

626 kbps

251 kbps

87%

787 kbps

576 kbps

83%

750 kbps

415 kbps

87%

735 kbps

336 kbps

83%

805 kbps

702 kbps

78%

New Orleans
Phoenix

VERIZON

I

WESTERN
Download
speed '

Upload
speed '

R 11 bil't1 ,
e a
Y

SPRINT
-- -- - Download
speed

AT&T

-

--

I Upload
speed'

j

--Reliabiht
Download
Y
speed '

I Reliability'

Upload
speed '

I

Portland

622 kbps

410 kbps

82%

905 kbps

425 kbps

91%

617 kbps

546 kbps

73%

San Diego

761 kbps

397 kbps

87%

831 kbps

391 kbp s

87%

836 kbps

506 kbps

65%

San Francisco'

851 kbps

433 kbps

87%

960 kbps

435 kbps

91%

851 kbps

433 kbps

61%

San Jose

1091 kbps

446 kbps

95%

713 kbps

463 kbps

90%

722 kbps

375 kbps

60%

Seattle

909 kbps

4 25 kbps

86%

1005 kbps

469 kbps

100 %

745 kbps

660 kbps

82%

CHART NO TE Faste-st rt'5'Ults arc 1n bold FOOTNOTES Speeds arc 1n
avazlab~e

un ntcrrupte-d and faster than dial-up
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Will a Legal Pirate Bay Media-Sharing Site Thrive?
THE PIRATE BAY, the tor
rent site that has attracted
millions of users by sharing
its wealth of often illegal
content-and, as well, law
suits for doing so-is now at
a turning point. With a $3.8
million fine dangling around
the owners' necks and a $7.8
million offer of acquisition
by Global Gaming Factory X
(GGF) on the table, the site
seems about to embrace a
legal business model. (See
find.pcworld.com/63423 for
background.) How well will
this new model work?
The Pirate Bay (TPB) has
more than 6 million regis
tered users who regularly

share multimedia content
that would otherwise be
impossible (or very hard)
to get legally. A prime
example: the X-Me11 Ori
gins: Wolverine movie,
which was available
online almost a month
before release in theaters
(though the illegal copy
was not a final edit).
TPB users also regularly
record popular U.S.1V
shows and make episodes
available to fans around the
world only hours after their
initial U.S. broadcast.
Illegal music and record
ings from films are on TPB,
as are illegal software and

~-

..

games, electronic books,
magazines, and music vid
eos. (Despite the fine, the
site is still in full operation.)
GGF said, in a statement
on the acquisition, that it
plans to launch new busi
ness models allowing coll!
pensation to content provid
ers and copyright owners .

The TPB acquisition is to
be closed in August.
With TPB's high traffic
volumes, GGF could gen
erate revenue from adver
tising on the site. But it's
unlikely that such money
would cover the site's
redistribution costs.
If copyrighted material
on TPB (some 90 percent of
the total files shared) does
disappear, so, too, will most
of the people who are now
using the site. And although
The Pirate Bay is the largest
torrent tracker around, oth
er, similar sites could quick
ly acquire TPB's user base.
-Daniello11esc11

Shareflow: Riding Before the Wave?

Mine told me that I like similes, not metaphors: that I'm obsessed

In May, Google announced Wave. its e-mail-IM-collaboration proj

with time: and that my social behavior is limited (like I don't hear

ect, but at press time only developers had seen it. Zenbe's Share

that enough from my wife). TweetPsych tries to identify other Twit

flow service is similar, but available now. With Shareflow, you cre

terers who think as you do, but if I do tweet like any of the.people

ate a "flow" for a topic or project. That flow can include documents

it pulls up, I'm shutting down my account pronto. tweetpsych.com

(including images and videos uploaded to Shareflow's servers) ,
comments, events, and maps. You can forward pertinent e-mail

FriendShopper: Multiple PCs, One Purchase

messages to a special address, and they'll show up in your flow too.

Many couples are so busy that they can't even shop together on

Whether you're using the free or paid (SBO per month) service, you

line. For such harried people, FriendShopper brings some useful

can invite as many people

toots. Add a bookmarklet

as you wish to participate.

for the free service to your

www.zenbe.com/ shareflow

browser. When you see a
product you're interested

TvveetPsych: What
Your Tweets Say
About You

in, you click the bookmark
let and decide whether you
want to save the page,

Even from messages of 140

I

characters or less, it 's not
hard to get a sense of
someone's personality.

share it with a friend, or
both. When a friend sends
you a message about a
product you shared. it

TweetPsych aims to put

comes with a picture, so

some science behind the

even if their note is as

analysis. Give it a Twitter

vague as "I like this! " you'll

profile name, ana it'll spit

FRIENDSHOPPER LETS YOU share products you like and chat about them

know what they're talking

out a psychological dossier.

with buddies. Chats come with an image of the product the person Is viewing.

about. friendshopper.com
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GEEKTECH
Universal Phone Chargers! But Why Stop There?

all signed the agreement. Odds are good the

l

United States will adopt the standard too.

can seem head-scratchingly similar, and the

STARTING NEXT YEAR, the big cell phone mak
ers will begin producing handsets for Europe
that all use a standard charger based on the
micro-USS connector. Apple, LG. Motorola,

APush for
More Online
Video Begins
COMCAST and Time Warner
are teaming up on an initia
tive to make more video
programming available on
line, free of charge, for pay
TV subscribers.
The companies describe
their '.'TV Everywhere" mod
el as a framework for making
more shows available over
any broadband connection.
A national technical trial of
Comcast's On Demand On
line service starts in July,
carrying programming from
the Time Warner-<>wned
TBS and TNT networks .
The recent success of on
line video site Hulu, which
provides on-demand view
ing of many current network
TV shows with no charge or
sign-in, has increased pres
sure on cable operators , as
have Apple's video-friendly
iPhone and the Boxee sys
tem, which lets users stream
online content to their TVs .
TV Everywhere is no give
away. The national trial will
test an authentication sys
tem for secured access by
Comcast subscribers .
The trial will be the first
step in-a multiphase rollout
of the service, the companies
say, with more networks to
participate as it expands.
-Stcplim Lawson
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Nokia, RIM, Samsung, and Sony Ericsson have

The goal is to reduce the number of useless
chargers we seem to accumulate and then
store in our junk drawers and basement boxes.
To me, this is one of those tech milestones

Standardized cell phone char
gers are a good start. Here are
five more standards that could
really simplify our tech Lives.

doesn't. To the uninitiated, Bluetooth and Wi-FI
myriad of wireless data offerings is just as puz
zling. (WiMax? Forget it. 3G? Try next year.)
My proposal: When 5G or BG wireless broad
band appears, we merge everything into one,

that should have been reached years ago. So
while the European Commission and the hand 
set makers deserve recognition , I ask the tech
industry: Why stop at cell phone chargers?
Device chargers: How many chargers from old
electronic gadgetry do you have lying around
the house? Even if you reuse or (gasp) finally
dump them , those orphan chargers wind up
somewhere, often in a landfill or some toxic
trash pile. It'd be great to see laptop makers
follow the European cell phone example.
Memory cards: MicroSD, SDHC, Memory Stick
...ugh! The market for portable data storage
has long been a nightmare of cryptically
named puzzle pieces. How about a one-size
fits-all memory card? Again, we're seeing
some progress here. Sony Ericsson recently

easy-to-understand spec. I even have a name for

said adios to the proprietary Memory Stick

it: Universal Wireless. There, wasn't that easy?

Micro and may switch to MicroSD, wtiich is the

Game controllers: Okay, this will never happen,

closest thing we have so far to an industry

but why can't game console controllers be more

standard. Then again, newer and faster memo

alike? In a perfect world, PlayStation 3, Wii , and

ry card formats like SDXC are coming next

Xbox 360 peripherals would work pretty much

year, so who knows what will happen then.

the same way. And there'd be world peace, too.

TV remotes: Is there a less friendly tech gad

-]ejfBmol11cci

get than the TV remote control? Each has a dif
degree to master. (Then again, engineers can 't

Strange but True: Windows 7
Installed on a Pentium II PC

ferent layout and requires an engineering
figure them out either.) Universal remotes?

No. "Pentium II" is not a typo. At The Windows

They're even worse. TV manufacturers should

Club (www.thewindowsclub.com ), forum member

know by now that handheld devices aren 't

"hackermanl" has put a working installation of

designed to hold 250 t iny buttons.
My suggestion: Have Apple design a TV

Windows 7 on his extreme ...ly old 266MHz PII
desktop. Its other cutting-edge specs: 96MB of

remote, and make it a standard. The iPhone is

memory and a 4MB graphics card. Though he

proof that a user-friendly interface is possible,

didn't say how long it took, other forumites say

even on a small gadget with dozens of functions.
Wireless technologies: Sure, PC World readers

installation on a Pentium III-based PC takes
about 17 continuous hours. And the boot time?

know the difference between Bluetooth, Wi-Fi ,

17 minutes. See find.pcworld.com/63402 for more.

WiMax, 3G, and 4G, but the average consumer

-Dauid Murplry
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Office 2010 Preview: Most Innovations Online
MICROSOFT'S flagship Of
fice suite will go to the Web
with Office 2010. It will come
packed with improvements
such as making the Ribbon

the default interface for each
Office app, video editing in
PowerPoint, and improved
cut-and-paste in Word.
Office 2010 will add Office
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Web apps : slimmer versions
of Word, PowerPoint, Excel,
and OneNote accessible via
desktop, mobile devices,
and browsers. Final versions

are expected in the first half
of 2010. Pricing has so far
not been announced.
For additional details, visit
fi nd.pcworld.com/63419. •
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THE POWERPOINT WEB app will allow you to work online to create
and edit presentations, giving you full control over picking a canned

I•

theme and adding features such as animations, graphics, and tables.

U a lll·

OUTLOOK 2010 GETS a major overhaul, with the Ribbon to be an inte·

"

gral part of the Interface. Outlook will sport productivity tools, such

., "'

as Quick Steps, which give you fast access to common actions.
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WITH WORD 2010, Inserting images and editing them within the doc·

IN THE EXCEL Web app, you can create, edit, and save Excel work·

ument will be easier. You can adjust the brightness and contrast,

books through a Web browser. Online, you will be able to use the

change the Image to grayscale, add drop shadows, and more.

same Excel formulas that you use with the client (desktop) software.
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POWERPOINT 2010 WILL add a host of new video editing tools for

WITH THE BROWSER-BASED Word app, you can create, edit, and

common tasks such as trimming and compressing videos.

save Word documents. Word will check the spelling, as well.
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NOW AVAILABLE!

iPhone & iPod Touch

Superguide
Be an iPhone &
iPod Touch Pro
• Quickly master every aspect of your
iPhone or iPod Touch.
• Save time with clever shortcuts and
hidden tricks
• Learn the best ways to sync your data and
media-including all types of video files
• Troubleshoot your iPhone or iPod Touch
without a trip to the Apple store
• Find the coolest accessories and third-party
apps to protect and enhance your iPhone &
iPod Touch

Get the most out of your devices with
this 172 page e-book.
Staying true to our goal to offer you the most
comprehensive coverage of the most innovative and
exciting new products, we offer Macworld's iPhone &
iPod Touch Superguide - Third Edition. This book is
produced by the Macworld staff and is packed with
practical how-to's, in-depth features, tips and tricks,
and more.

DOWNLOAD INSTANTLY FOR ONLY

$12.95

ORDER CD-ROM AND ALWAYS HAVE A BACK-UP FOR ONLY

$12.95

www.macworld.com/superguide/iphone3

2 Domain Names Included
(Choose from .com, .net, .org, .biz and .info}
•
•
•
•
•
•

120 GB Web Space
1,200 GB Monthly Traffic
1,200 E-mail Accounts
Easy-to-use Site Building Tool
1&1 Blog
1&1 Photo Gallery

• Credit to start advertising
with major search engines
like Google™.
• 2417 Customer Support
• ... and much more!

Consumer Watch
Hazards of the Qther Digital TV Transition
BY MELISSA J. PERENSON

TIVo (Seriesl or Series2); a DVD recorder or a VCR; a Micro
soft Windows Media Center PC; or a 1V tuner-equipped PC.
THE ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL broadcast-1V transition that oc
If you run your cable directly through any of these devices,
curred earlier this summer drew a lot of public attention. But
you may be affected. Some cable users will need to obtain a
a second, less-discussed digital transition under way among
cable box with an IR blaster attached to it so that their device
cable providers may cause you to lose 1V channels you've
can communicate with the box to change channels-but they
come to expect, or it may force
will still be able to view and
you to pay your cable provider
record analog video.
As cable companies move toward their own
higher monthly equipment
Other users, though, may
digital transition, your home theater setup may
fees to get the programming,
not be able to record or even
lose favorite TV channels and functionality.
or it may render useless some
view channels. In response,
components ofyour precious
companies like TIVo are work
home-entertainment setup.
ing closely with Comcast-the
cable provider most widely de
Warning Signs
ploying a digital upgrade-to
Have you tried to tune in to a
make its legacy devices as com
cable 1V station recently only
patible as possible.
to see a message announcing
that it's no longer available?
Handling the Transition
Or have you received market
Our survey of the top five
ing material from your cable
cable operators-Cablevision,
provider warning that you'll
Charter, Comcast, Cox Com
need a cable box on each of
munications, and Time Warner
your 1Vs to view certain chan
Cable-indicates that Cable
nels? If so, analog stations that
vision and Comcast customers
you know and love could
are the ones who will be most
become unavailable to you.
affected by this transition.
This less-publicized digital
Cablevision: Cablevision will
upgrade by some cable com
be the first big cable provider
panies already affects various
to offer new customers digital
cable channels that typically
only service for its expanded
fall between channels 20 and
basic channels. Broadcast and
90, including 1V-addict essentials such as AMC, CNBC, CNN
local channels will continue to be simulcast in analog for the
foreseeable future. Many expanded-basic channels will con
Headline News, ESPN, History, MSNBC, M1V, Spike 1V, TNT,
and the USA Network. Depending on your cable company,
tinue in analog as well (45 chann~ls currently), but Cable
these channels may be available only if you have a cable box.
vision has begun eliminating various duplicate analog feeds
of stations that it carries in digital format. To receive these
Before the digital upgrade, instead of renting such a box to
view shows, most viewers could plug the coaxial cable from
channels, you must attach a cab.le box to each television that
the wall directly into any of the following: an analog or digital
you plan on using, at a cost of almost $7 per box per month.
Charter: Charter will offer analog 'simulcast of broadcast »
television; an older digital video recorder such as a Replay1V or

I

See "FAQ: The Transition to Digital Television" (find.pcworld .com/
63306) for Q&A coverage of the analog-to-digital conversion. For a
discussion of TV converter boxes, visit find.pcworld.com/ 63316.
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Consumer Watch
stations. Some regions have migrated
to the digital tier, Charter says, but it's
treating the digital migration as a grad
ual process and has no plans yet to go
all-digital systemwide. Only a handful
of channels have moved from analog to
digital in expanded basic, a spokesper
son says , but eventually all of them will
do so: "We have tried not to make any
sweeping changes for our customers. "
Comcast: Comcast is pursuing its
migration to digital full-throttle. The
company began what it calls "Project
Cavalry" back in 2005 (some markets,
including Chicago and Philadelphia,
have already undergone the transition).
Once the migration is complete, cus
tomers must have a set-top box for
every 1V in the house (either a fully
interactive box or what Comcast refers
to as a "digital 1V adapter") to receive
Comcast's cable channels.
Comcast isn't charging extra for cus
tomers to change to an alt-digital start
er level of service. Existing analog cus
tomers making the switch will get a free
set-top box, with video-on-demand and
two-way communication between the
box and Comcast (additional boxes will
rent for $7 a month).
Cox Communications: Cox isn't going
all-digital yet. The company will contin
ue to offer a strong lineup of analog
channels , which means minimal to no
impact on your current setup if you
don't have a cable box. According to
Cox, the signal will actually be down
converted from its digital format , so
consumers will receive over-the-air dig
ital programming and some digital
cable programming in analog format.
TimeWarnerCable: Tlllle Warner plans
to use switched digital to free up band
width. Some 67 percent ofTime War
ner customers already subscribe to dig
ital packages; the company didn't say
what number of those customers cur
rently have boxes. Time Warner charges
$7 to $9 per month for its set-top
boxes, depending on the customer's
location and on the type of box. If you
live in an area where Time Warner has
gone all-digital, you 'll need a box.
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Green Phones: Groundbreaker or Gimmick?
CELL PHONE manufactur
ers don't have the greatest
reputation for environmen
tal awareness, but now they

Environment-friendly phones may be
the latest mobile trend , but they skimp
on features . I s going green worth it?

l

are jump-starting programs to improve
their standing by Lessening their carbon
footprint. Perhaps the biggest Leap is the

the phone will be available in Late 2009.
The Motorola W233 Renew is currently
available (from T-Mobile) . Reasonably

introduction of green phones-cell phones

priced at S30, the Renew is made from

composed of recycled materials and de

recycled bottles and comes packaged in

signed for greater energy efficiency.

100 percent recycled materials. The

But what features will you miss out on

Renew doesn't have a camera, however,

if you choose such a model? Let's Look at

and its small, 1.6-inch, 128-by-128-pixel

three of the newest green phones: the

display isn't suitable for watching video.

Samsung Blue Earth, the Motorola Renew,
and the Sony Ericsson C901 GreenHeart.
Samsung's Blue Earth, the only touch
screen phone of the bunch, has
solar panels designed to
harness the sun's energy
and power the phone's
battery. Made from

Overall. these three phones are pretty
single-minded: If you 're Looking for a
handset that does more than make calls
and count your steps, they prob
ably won't suit you. None of
them are smartphones
(meaning that they
don't run on a plat

recycled bottles, the

form like Windows

Blue Earth features

Mobile or Symbian) ,

a built-in pedometer

so you won't have

to track how m uch

access to a variety of

walking you've done
and calculate the vol
ume of C0 2 emissions you
have avoided by not driving. Sam-

apps and there's Little
room for customization.

If you're seeking some
thing more full-featured but you

sung hasn't disclosed any other details

still want to be eco-conscious, a wiser

regarding the phone's specs, availability,

decision may be to purchase a phone from

or pricing. But the effectiveness of a solar

a manufacturer with a good environmental

powered phone remains untested, and the

track record. According to Greenpeace's

Blue Earth seems unlikely to have special

"Guide to Greener Electronics." LG, Motor

features beyond the environmental ones,

ola, Nokia, Samsung, and Sony Ericsson

since nothing else has been advertised.
Sony Ericsson's GreenHeart- the most

have relatively successful recycling pro
grams and have taken steps toward elim

feature-rich of the three new phones

inating toxic chemicals in products and

has a pedometer, a 5-megapixel camera,

reducing factory C02 emissions. You can

a media player, and a NetFront browser. It

also purchase solar-powered chargers,

ships with an electronic in-phone manual

such as the Solio charger, which works

rather than a paper guide, and is made of

with most cell phones and smartphones.

recycled plastics. Though the GreenHeart

Perhaps the best thing that you can do

delivers just about everything you could

as a responsible consumer is be aware

want in a basic phone, it has a small (2.2

of your own usage. Unplug your charger

inch) display and offers no touchscreen or

when it's not in use. Recycle your old cell

QWERTY keyboard-so forget about send

phone at a certified depository when you

ing e-mail or texting unless you 're very

get a new one. and then reuse or recycle

patient. Sony hasn't announced pricing;

any packaging your new phone comes in.
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Core 2 Quad 09550

GeForce GTS 250 Core Edition

2.83GHz. 12MB L2 Cach e, LGA 775 95W
Quad-Core Processor
Search Newegg: 19-115-041

512MB 256 -bit GOOR3, PCI Ex press 2.0 x 16, HOCP
Ready, SU Supported Vid eo Card
Search Newegg : 14-150-357

ASUS"
M4A79T Deluxe
AM3 OOR3 AMO 790FX ATX AMO Motherboard
Search Newegg : 13-131-363

Consumer Watch
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I PURCHASED THE Vox Nl, an external NAS hard drive, because it was
advertised as a Digital Living Network Alliance-compliant product. A
user should be able to stream media from one DLNA-compliant product
to another. I wanted to use the NAS drive as a media server plugged into
a router, but it worked only when plugged into a USB port of a booted, net
worked computer. Vox promised me a full refund if I sent the Nl back.
Vox has my Nl now and has yet to refund me. Can you please help?

Rajah Chacko, Charlotu, Nonlr Carolina

Before You Buy

OYSresponds:We attempted to contact
Vox Products (also known as Vox Inc.
and Vox Digital Corp.) multiple times, but
never received any response. We called
the phone number on Vax's Web site and
left two messages. but a full mailbox
(most likely from other unsatisfied cus
tomers) prevented us from leaving more.
Vox Products has a history of being un
responsive: The Better Business Bureau
has logged 69 complaints about the
company over the past 36 months; of
those, 30 have gone unanswered.

If you run into an unresponsive compa
ny like Vox, file a complaint with the BBB
and with your state attorney general's
office. We al so recommend notifying your

cc'd us. Canon sent Stolzenburg a new
printer, which he says is working great.
We can't be sure whether including On

Your Side in his e-mail got Stolzenburg

local district attorney office's consumer

better treatment, but it's worth a try. If

protection division and filing a complaint

you don't receive a satisfactory response

with the Federal Trade Commission.
To verify a vendor's claim that a prod

from customer support, we recommend
escalating your complaint to the custom

uct is DLNA complian t, check the list of

er service manager and cc'ing the com

such devices at www.dlna.org. Certifica

pany president and On Your Side.

t ion by the Digital Living Network Alliance
ensures that a device has been tested

HP Notebook Battery Recall

and proved to be compatible with various

Hewlett-Packard. in cooperation with the

consumer electronics designed to meet

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commis

the DLNA Interoperability Guidelines.

sion, is recalling about 70,000 lithium ion

Friends in High Places

paq laptops. Product lines that may con

Mark Stolzenburg of Chesterfield, Mis

tain an affected battery include Compaq

souri. was generally happy with his Canon

Presario, HP, HP Pavilion. and HP Com

batteries used in assorted HP and Com

Faxphone L80's print results, but contin

paq (see fiml.pcworld .com/63308 for a list

ual paper jams and partially printed doc

of models and battery bar codes) . There

uments led him to contact Canon tech

have been two reports of batteries over

support. Given the option of exchanging

heating, but to this point no injuries have

the unit. he clearly specified that he

been reported . HP recommends that con

didn't want a used machine. Neverthe

sumers immediately remove the recalled

less. when Stolzenburg picked up the

battery from their notebook and order

unit, he found that it was a used, remanu

a free replacement battery through the

factured machine. Exas perated, he con

Web site mentioned above. Call HP at

tacted Canon 's president directly and

800/889 -2031 for more information.
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Shop Smart
THE DECLINE IN big-box electronics
retailers-where consumers could
spend hands-on time with a tech prod
uct before buying-hasn't made the
purchasing decision any easier. And
given the frequency of faster/cheaper/
better product introductions, knowing
when to buy is a challenge, too.
One important issue for consumers is
the ability to return products that don't
work out. Retailers ' return policies are
all over the map, however. Some give
you four weeks to return an unwanted
or defective product. A few give you up
to 90 days . Many charge a restocking
fee-usually 15 percent-for return of a
nondefective item. Whatever the details
may be, it's important to pay attention
to retailers' return policies.
Another good practice is to familiar
ize yourself with the product category.
Even if the particular product you want
to buy isn't available in a local store,
go to the store and spend some time
with similar products. This will help
you get a sense of which features you
like and don't like, leading to a better
decision if you have to purchase online.
Before you buy a tech product, read
customer evaluations as well as review
ers' opinions. Amazon does a nice job
of presenting customer reviews: The
"most helpful favorab le review" is dis
played next to the "most helpful criti
cal review." Some users aren't happy
with anything, and others may have a
vested interest in giving a positive (or
negative) review. Nevertheless , you'll
find plenty of legitimate reviews.
-James A. Manin •

With CarM D, catching hidden engine pr.oblems
is as easy as plugging in a USB cable
Ima

I

•

This fast, simple
diagnostic tool
gives you complete,
downloadable
infoITTlation about
your car's onboard
systems.

Dennis O'Reilly

PC World,July 2006

WWW.CAR MO.COM

I

•

ln today's tough economy, you can't afford to
waste money on car repairs and maintenance
especially costly and often unnecessary diag
nostics by professional mechanics when your
"Check Engine" light is on.
An estimated 10% of drivers ride around
with this light on-never a good idea, as it could
indicate a serious engine problem. But profes
slonal automotive technicians charge up to
several hundred dollars just to connect to your
auto's on-board diagnostics computer <OBD2).
Often they find minor problems such as a loose
gas cap, but that doesn't make you feel better
about wasting money for the information.
Now you can bypass the mechanic and ob
tain accurate diagnostics yourself with the easy
to-use, handheld CarM D®.
The CarM D device plugs into your car's
standardized data port (usually found right un·
der the steering column), giving you an instant
display that all systems are go; there's a pos·
sible problem; or somethlng's definitely wrong.
If CarM D's light is yellow or red, you can con
nect it to your PC via a US Bcable and log onto
CarM D.com to discover the problem. If the
problem requires service, CarM D's extensive
database of diagnostic codes and likely repairs
will arm you with accurate information about
what the repair should cost, including fair parts
and labor, in your regio~.
" Mechanics hate this tool !" says Dave A.,
a CarMD customer in Merrimack, N.H. "Ev·

ery time l had a 'Check Engine' light, CarM D
diagnosed the problem ... they think they know
better what is wrong with a vehicle because they
are mechanics and f am not, but l walk in with
my printed page of results and have the correct
diagnosis. I love it !"
CarM 0 can make your car " greener" as
well. The "Check Engine" light often indicates
problems with the emissions system, such as a
faulty catalytic converter. CarM D can diagnose
problems that lower your mileage and pollute
the environment
CarM D is made and distributed by a lead·
ing manufacturer of sophisticated and more
expensive scanning equipment used by nearly a
million do-it-yourselfers and professional tech·
nicians across North America. CarMD uses
similar diagnostic technology, but costs just
$98.99, and displays information that can be
read and understood by anyone-no training
necessary. It's also reusable and can be updated,
which means that it will work on that car, truck,
minivan or SUV you buy tomorrow.

Special Offer*

$83.99
(a $15 savings)

when you buy online at

www.CarMD.com.
Enter promo code PCWSept at checkout
' Offer good through 5'11t<n1bcr JO. 200'l llkllited _.m;es.,..i_)

l

Why you
need CarMD:
• Want to find out why your
"Check Engine" light is on?
• Want to know in advance what
repairs will cost?
• Ever bought a used car
wishing you knew more about
its condition?
• Need peace of mind before
a long road trip?
• Wantto make your car ''green·
er" and improve your mlleag~?
• Need to khoW if your car will
pass an emissions test?
• Lookiog for a great
off-to-<:ollege gift?
With the easy-to-use CarM D
device, included CarMD software
and your own lntemet access, you
can obtain an instant diagnosis
right from home, saving you
time and money-and putting
you in control of your vehicle's
diagnostics. *
•Any 199& or ~ w , true.It, m;ajvon or SUV
U.S. Patents 1616117,584,i6,941,203 and 16,947,816•
Oth<t paltnts pending.
><

GoToMyPC:
It's this easy.

GoToMyPC lets you instantly access your home or office computer from any
Internet connection. It sets up automatically, is as secure as online banking
and comes with free U.S.-based customer service available 24/7. There's no
hardware needed, so just click and take your office with you wherever you go.

FREE 30-Day Trial
gotomypc.com I promo code: pc

GoToMyPC"

by CirRIX.
•

Business Center
Promote Your Business With Online Video
BY ALFRED POOR

alone to click through subsequent
pages to access further information.
In contrast, once they start watching
a video clip, people are more likely to
view it to the end than they are to read

understand. In this case, an "education
sell"-in which you explain the catego
WHETHER YOU'RE GENERAL Motors
ry as a whole and the benefits that it
or the corner convenience store, you
offers-might be most appropriate. If
probably could use a little more busi
the product or service is familiar to
ness. But how to get the word
your prospects-buying a
Put your business in front of more cust omers
out? Use short videos.
house, say-then you want a
on the Web- for free - with a digital camera
"comparative sell" that show
Consider the viral marketing
success of the nerdy "Will It
cases the advantages that your
and t he power and reach of I nternet video.
Blend?" videos of Blendtec. An
particular product or service
overnight sensation on You
has to offer. A "promotional
sell" makes a special offer such
Tube, they .have increased sales,
some sources say, by 500 per
as a discount or a bonus item
cent. Not bad for a few min
for people who see the video.
utes in front of a video camera
and a little editing effort.
Design Your Video Clip
Real estate salespeople were
Keep it short. Four or five min
among the first to take broad
utes is a good limit; longer
advantage of video clips on the
than that, and your audience
Internet, giving prospective
may lose interest and click
buyers an opportunity to walk
away. Also, the large size of
longer videos )Ilakes them
through new homes. But video
offers advantages that almost
more difficult to manage.
any business can use.
If possible, create a wide
screen video in MP4 format .
Why Video?
This is becoming standard in
Internet video, and has effi
Internet video is still novel
cient compression to keep files
enough to be compelling in its
smaller. The widescreen format
own right. People routinely
use the Web to search for in
also matches the newer HD1V
aspect ratio, thus giving your
formation on products or servideo a more current appearance.
a whole Web page, which gives you a
vices they want to purchase. But a typi
Create your video in 720p resolution
cal Web site's traffic patterns show that
better chance to engage them and
thereby get your message across.
(1280 by 720 pixels) ; many under-$400
an enormous percentage of site visitors
digital still cameras now record 720p
click away in a few seconds. They scan
video. In addition, many sites, includ
What's Your Message?
the text and pictures and make a snap
ing YouTube, support high-definition
The most important step is to deter
judgment about whether the site has
clips, and your video will look better.
mine what you want to tell your audi
anything to offer them. So it is ex
ence . Maybe you have a novel product
One note on tone: Be cautious about
tremely difficult to get visitors to read
using humor. What's funny to one
or service that customers may not
»
all the way down the home page, let

I

If you want to make your own promotional video for posting on the
Web, check out our online articles about camcorders (find .pcworld .
com/63324) and digital cameras (find .pcworld.com/ 62704).
S E PTEMBER 2009 PCWORLD.COM
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Business Center
person can be seriously offensive to
another. Unless you're appealing to an
audience you know well, a straightfor
ward approach is usually sarer.

Distribute Your Video
You need to do more than just post a
video. You need to put it in lots of
places so more people can find it. Con
sider using an uploading service for dis
tribution. TubeMogul.com is a free ser
vice that will post your clip to seven or
more video sites including MetaCafe
and Yahoo Video, as well as YouTube.
It can automatically adjust your video
to meet sites ' requirements (all accept
widescreen MP4 files , though) . You
just upload your file once to TubeMo
gul, and it will take care of the rest.
Keep search optimization in mind
when you post. Choose your tag words
carefully so that viewers will be more
likely to find your clips.
Posting your clip to video-sharing
sites makes embedding it on a Web
page easy. YouTube creates HTML code
that you can cut and paste to put both
a player and your video on your Web
page. Promote your clip by finding
other sites that will link to the video's
location on your site, or that will em
bed the video directly on theirs.
If appropriate, issue a press release
announcing your video. Send it to local
news outlets if you sell regionally. Or
try low-cost services, such as PR Free
(prfree.corn) or SBWire (www.sbwire.com),
that will deliver electronic press releas
es to a broad range of media outlets.
Also, take advantage of social net
working sites to promote your video.
Put it on your Facebook page. Get peo
ple to submit it to sites such as Deli
cious, Digg, Reddit, and StumbleUpon.
Finally, don't abandon your clip. If
your products or services change, or
the video clip otherwise becomes no
longer current or accurate, take it down
from the sites where you posted it.
A well-crafced video , promoted to
your target audience, will deliver your
message in a way that engages your
prospects and boosts your business.
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How to Save Money on Overseas Cell Calls
IF YOU TRAVEL overTravelers going abroad know that inter
national ce llular calls can be pricey. Here
seas. these tips can help
are some ways to reduce those costs.
you cut the cost of inter
national cellular calls.
• BUY APHONE CALLING CARD once
number of minutes- when you travel, you
you reach your destination, and use it
don't think about the time spent on calls.
from pay phones or your hotel. Depending
The trouble is, if you are going to sever
on where you are going and what your
al ditterent countries, then you need dif
hotel charges for toll-free and local calls,
ferent SIMs and must keep track of the
this is usually a good option. (Some call
numbers too. That becomes onerous.
ing cards may not work with some foreign
One solutio n is to buy a SIM from a
pay phones, however. )
vendor ottering cheap
•BUY ANEW SIM for
international calling
your existing mobile
plans. Two that are well
phone-if you have an
known are Maxroam
account with either
(www.maxroam.com )
AT&T/Cingular or
and Telestial (www.
T-Mobile. The SIM is
telestial.com). Both
the small circuit card
have low per-minute
inside your phone that
rates no matter where
gives the device its
you are. You don't have
identity. Most of the
to sign a contract, the
world's cell phones (except in Japan and
SIMs are about S50, and you can add
a few other places) work on GSM net
minutes to your account easily over the
works that operate at either 900MHz or
Web and charge them to your credit card.
lBOOMHz. GSM networks in the United
One catch: Chances are, your cell
States and Canada operate at 850MHz or
phone is locked to the carrier that you are
1900MHz. So if you have a phone that can currently using. This means that if you try
work on at least the 850MHz, 900MHz,
to take out your SIM card and replace it
and lBOOMHz frequencies, you should be
with another card, your phone won't
set to roam abroad for your calls.
work. You might be able to receive calls,
• IF YOU'RE ON SPRINT OR VERIZON,
but not make outgoing calls.
you'll have to buy a new SIM and a new
So how do you get your phone un
phone. That's because those carriers' net locked? You can call your current cell
works operate on non-GSM frequencies.
carrier and ask for the unlock code
If you replace the SIM card that came
which may take some persistence. I had
with your phone with a card that works in
to call AT&T three times before mine
the country you are visiting, you get sev
could be unlocked. Alternatively, you can
pay an unlock service $25 or so and re
eral benefits. First, you don't pay roaming
charges for local, in-country calls (but
ceive the code that way (check the Web
calls back to the States will have interna
and take your pick of over a dozen ditter
tional long-distance charges). Second, if
ent vendors). If all else fails, you can buy
people in-country are trying to reach you,
a new phone (TigerDirect.com often has
they won't pay any international charges.
good deals on unlocked models).
Plan on taking a few weeks to negotiate
(Some overseas networks use the more
enlightened method of charging only the
these options. Also, you might want to
calling party.) Third, you don't use any
bring along your current SIM card just in
minutes on your U.S. cell phone accounts, case, and so you can make calls while
which can be good if you have a limited
you are waiting in the airport to depart.
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The Bose®QuietComfort®3 Acoustic Noise Cancelling®Headphones.
Think of them as a peaceful getaway from the world
around you. Whether it's the engine roar inside an airplane
cabin, the bustle of the city or the
distractions in the office, Bose
QuietComfort 3 headphones help them
fade softly into the background with
the flick of a switch.
You can savor delicate
musical nuances
without disturb
ing others. And when you're not
listening to music, you can slip
into a tranquil h ave n 
where you can relax and
enjoy peace and solitude.
C learly, these are no ordinary
headphones. It's no exag
geration to say they're one
of those things you have
to experience to believe.

"If there ever was an accurately
named product, QuietComfort
is it." That's what Rich Warren
says in the News-Gazette. To
enjoy tranqui lity, simply turn
them on. They're powered by a
rechargeable lithium-ion battery. To .add Bose
quality sound, connect them to a laptop
computer, portable CD/DVD/MP3
player, in-flight aud io system or
home stereo. They also offer a
fold-flat design for easy storage
in the slim carrying case.

Use them as a
concert hall - or a
sanctuary.

Try them for 30 days,
risk free. Use them on your
next trip, in your home or
at the office - satisfaction
guaranteed. If you aren't
delighted, simply return
them for a full refund.

"Best of the Best." That's the
rating our original QuietComfort
headphones received at the
international Red Dot awards.
And our Q C®3 headphones are
even better. They incorporate
patented technology that
electronically identifies and
dramatically reduces noise, while
faithfully preserving the music, movie dialogue or tranquility
you desire. We designed these headphones primarily for airplane
travelers. But owners soon started telling us how much they
enjoy using them in other places to reduce distractions around
them. They're excellent for listening to music whether you're on
the go, at home or in the office.

" ... concert-hall quality sound,"
reports Mark A. Kellner of the
Washington Times . With the QC3
headphones, you' ll relish the sound
of a bass guitar. Or a flute. Or the
delicate inflections of a singing voice.
The audio is so clear you may find
yourself discovering new subtleties
in even your favorite music.

Call 1-800-700-6103, ext.
Q7347 today. The on-ear
QC3 h eadphones are avail
able directly from Bose - the
most respected name in sound.
When you call, ask about
making 12 easy payments,
with no interest charges from
Bose.* Order now and you'll even receive a free backup
lithium-ion rechargeable battery - a $49.98 value.
Exclusively designed for the QC3 headphones, it will allow
you to use them with one
battery while you charge the
FREE backup lithium-ion
other. Call now to discover
rechargeable battery
the many benefits of a very
when you order by
different kind of headphone
Sept. 7, 2009.
- QuietComfort 3 Acoustic
Noise Cancelling headphones.

To order or learn more:

1-800-700-6103 1 ext. Q7347
www.Bose.com/QC

BOSE ®

Better sound through research@

"Boso P<'.l~·ment plan a'lili!able on ordl?l"S ol $299-$1500 paid by major credit card. Separate financing offers ma1· be available for select products. See •vebsite for de tails. Down payment i> 1/12 the product price p!us applicable tax and shipping charoes. cha1ged when your llrder
is shipped. Then, yoor credit card will be billed fm ·11 equal monthly installments beginning approximately one mon1h from the date your ord~r is ship~ed , with 0% APR and no interest charges ham Bose. Credit card rules and interest may allJly. U.S. residents only. limit one
acti\'0 financing prog1am pet cus1omer. ~2009 Bose Corporation. Patent rights issued and/or pending. The dis1ioctive design of the headphc·ne ova l ring is a trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free battery offers not to 00 combin~d with other offers or applied ID
p1ev!ous purchases. and subjoct to change-without notice. II headphones are re1urned. free bane-rv must be returned for a full refund. Offer is I rnited to purchases made from Boso and participating authorized dealers. Offer valid 7/1/W-9fl/09. Risk free 1efers 10 30-day trial only
antl does not include return shipping. Dali'.ery is subject to proclucl availabi lity. Quotes reprinted with pe1mission.

Business Center
Belkin Dual Auto Charger Juices Two Devices
BUSINESS TRAVELERS HAVE a thirst
for power-electricity, that is , and
lots of it. With smartphones,
pocket projectors, media play
ers, and other mobile devices
practically spilling out of our pock
ets, we need all the juice we can get
when we're on the road. That makes a
good, compact car charger for those
gadgets an absolute necessity.
The $30 Belkin Dual Auto Charger for
iPhone and iPod {find.pcworld.corn/63325)
is a near-perfect option for charging on
the go. And don't let the device's name
fool you; its two USB ports are in no
way Apple-specific. In keeping with its
name, the product does come with an

BELKIN'S DUAL AUTO Charger lets you
power two use devices while traveling.

iPhone/iPod charging cable, but you
can nevertheless give any of your USB
powered devices the juice it needs with
this slick little charger.
If you are in a hurry to have your
phone charged up, plug it into the
clearly labeled QuickCharge port. Sec
ondary devices can charge from the

other USB port without hindering
charge times on the fast port.
One caveat: The QuickCharge
port produces a background hum
if you plug your iPod into it
while playing music, so be sure to
use the device's standard port instead
for music-related situations like that.
For a couple of weeks now, I've been
using the Dual Auto Charger to keep
my BlackBerry and my iPod fully juiced,
and this simple charger hasn't let me
down yet. Better still, it's slim and
compa\:t for easy transport, adding a
scant couple of ounces-and very little
bulk-to my hefty travel bag.
-Robert Strohmryer

Cut Costs When Controlling Multiple Computers
IN SOME SITUATIONS, you may need
to use more than one computer at the
same time-which means buying a new
keyboard, mouse, and display, right?
Not necessarily. Try these alternative
and cost-effective-approaches.
Virtualize: If you just need to check a
Web site's design within different ver
sions of Windows, for example, you
could run those operating systems in
virtual machines, using a single PC.
VMware Workstation is one way to
create that virtual machine (find .pcworld.
corn/63326; pricing starts at $189) . You
will need to provide your own OS
installations. Once everything is set up,
you can toggle between the two operat
ing systems, or even use
them at the same time.

These switches (see our video at find.
pcworld.corn/63323 for a demonstration)
are usually reliable, though they're not
as interesting as the following options .
Enable remote access and VNC: Instead
of using a physical switch to trade
screens and input devices, a virtual net
work computer (or remote-access) con
nection lets you control a remote PC
within your current system. As with a
virtual machine, you'll notice slower
performance, since significant data has
to flow through your network. But
unlike with a virtual machine or a KVM
option, you can control PCs anywhere
within your office-or throughout the
world. (Browse to find .pcworld.corn/63328

Share a keyboard, dis
play, and mouse: A simple

KVM (keyboard, video,
mouse) switch can tog
gle those devices be
tween several PCs . An IT
department might use
such a switch to connect
several PCs to a single
monitor, keyboard, and
mouse, for example.
36 I PCWORLD.CDM

to control multiple computers from one keyboard and monitor.
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and find .pcworld.corn/63329 for more in
formation on remote-access options.)
Bridge input devices between systems:

You can use the same keyboard and
mouse to run two side-by-side systems
with their own displays. You'll save
money on a second keyboard and
mouse, but the biggest benefit is elimi
nating the hassle of constantly moving
between two sets of devices.
Try Input Director (inputd irector.corn)
to control multiple Windows PCs, Tele
port {find .pcworld.corn/63327) to control
multiple Macs, or Synergy (find.pcworld.
corn/60972) to control both. Install the
utility, and when you want to swap to
the other system, just move the mouse
between the displays. It's a
slick trick that outlasts its
initial showmanship.
For quick links to all the
products mentioned here,
go to find.pcworld.corn/63330.
-Zack Stem •

GEICO is the third-largest private passenger auto insurer In the United States based on 2008 market share data as reported by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners,
March 2009. At December 31, 2008 Government Employees Insurance Company had admitted assets of $12.5 billion. and policyholder surplus of $4.1 billion (including $33.4 million
in paid up capital stock). Total liabilities were $8.4 billion, Including $7.7 billion in reserves. Additional information is available at: http://www.gelco.com/abouvcorporate/financlal
information. Government Employees Insurance Co. · GEICO General Insurance Co. • GEICO Indemnity Co. • GEICO Casualty Co. These companies are subsidiaries of Berkshire
Hathaway Inc. GEICO: Washington, D.C. 20076. GEICO Gecko image© 1999 - 2009. © 2009 GEICO

What we really
protect is your privacy

ESET Smart Security 4
The faster, lighter PC protection
Have you ever imagined what would happen if all the personal data
stored on your computer was comp romised?
Bui lt on our award-winning ESET NOD32 ~ Antivirus, the latest generation
of ESET Sma rt Securi ty~ provides your compute r with advanced protection
utilizing ou r unique ThreatSense·• technology. ThreatSense disarms
Internet attacks as they are released. not after the fact. And version 4 is
our fastest solution ever, keeping your data and identity safe. without
slowing you down wh ile you worl<, or play.

Protects qgainst malware
Gives no chance to hackers
FilterS spam email

we protect your digital world s-·

Security Alert
Twitter: A Growing Security Minefield
BY ROBERT VAMOSI

Bit.ly and TlnyURL.com, which also mask the true destination
URL and can present their own security problems as a result.
IN JUNE, THE world watched as tweets from the streets of
In June, a wave of hidden poisoned URLs swept Twitter, using
Tehran flooded Twitter. Frequent Twitter users-and people
Bit.ly links to low.cc and myworlds.mp domains where users
who hadn't even heard of the microblogging service-were
were asked to download a file to view a video. The file held mal
suddenly and simultaneously
ware. Bit.ly and TmyURL have
witnessing its potential.
As Twitter becomes more mainstream. the
been responsive; Bit.ly, for one,
At the same time, antivirus
microblogging service is also becoming a
now blocks those low.cc and
vendors were warning of new
bigger target for malware and scams.
myworlds.mp domains.
phishing attacks that spread via
At least one security product,
Twitter. Using Twitter accounts,
ZoneA!arm, blocks access to
phishers would follow users
TlnyURL.com by default (you
and then infect them via a link
can unblock it). TlnyURL has a
to a fake profile page laden with
preview feature, and Firefox has
a Bit.ly preview add-on. Some
malware. Like instant messag
ing, MySpace, and Facebook
Twitter apps, such as Tweet
Deck and Tweetie, also preview
before it (see fi nd.pcworld.com/
the URL before you click.
63293), Twitter had come of age.
Twitter's meteoric rise in
As we went to press, Aviv
Raff of RSA had just announced
2009 has been rough. Aside
"A Month of Twitter Bugs"
from scaling issues due to the
( find.pcworld.com/63301), during
influx of users, in January a
hack (fi nd.pcworld.com/63300)
which researchers plan to dis
close a new Twitter vulnerabili
compromised the accounts of
33 high-profile users, including
"'ty each day. Citing previous
President Barack Obama, CNN
efforts focused on browsers and
on Apple Mac OS vulnerabili
anchor Rick Sanchez, and
entertainer Britney Spears.
ties, Raff says his goal is not to
break Twitter but to improve it
In April, a Twitter worm
known as "Mikeyy" or "Stalk
and to address all social net
working flaws: "I hope that
Daily" surfaced. Twitter shut it
Twitter and other Web 2.0 API providers will work closely with
down-plus a few follow-up viruses-fairly quickly. Cofounder
their API consumers to develop more secure products ." The
Biz Stone wrote on the company blog, "Twitter takes security
first disclosed Twitter bug concerned cross-site scripting flaws
very seriously and we will be following up on all fronts."
in Bit.ly. Within hours of the disclosure, Bit.ly corrected them.

r

Shortened-U RL Dangers
Parallel to the growth of Twitter is the expansion ofURL
shortening services . Fitting your thoughts into 140 charac
ters takes practice; includingfoll URLs is almost impossible.
Usually URLs have to be truncated through services such as

Follow Me, Please
A frequent goal ofTwitterers is to build an audience; some
people rate their profile a success if it has hundreds or even
thousands of followers . A site called TwitterCut advertised »

You've heard all the arguments in favor of antivirus utilities and other
PC protectors. But these days some security experts don't use an
antivirus app. Surprised? Learn more at find.pcworld.com/63303.
SEPTEMBER 2009 PCWORLD.COM
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Security Alert
that it would dramatically increase your
base of followers-if you gave it your
user name and password. Most security
vendors deemed it a pay-per-click scam.
People who fell for the scam saw their
Twitter accounts later used in a phishing
attack, in which anyone who visited a
link in the tweet wound up downloading
a malicious PDF that then attempted to
install a fake security product if the PC
lacked the latest Adobe security update.

Gone Phishing
Most Twitter phishing attempts, how
ever, are more straightforward. Twitter
routinely notifies users of recent fol
lowers by e-mail, often with a link to
the follower's profile. Recent phishing
attacks spoofed that e-mail and held a
link to a faux Twitter log-on page.
Another variation sent out the tweet,
"Hey, check out this funny blog about
you. " Clicking the URL took the victim
to a fake page (at twitter.access-logins.
com/login/). No matter how good the
site looks, examine the URL, and think
twice about entering info-especially if
you are already logged in to Twitter.
Bad guys have tried more-subtle tac
tics, too, such as the porn-name game
(see find.pcworld .com/63299). According
to the game, to create the name you'll
use during your adult-film career, you
take the name of your first pet and
combine it with the street you grew up
on, your mother's maiden name, or the
model of your car. Recognize those
things? They're common security ques
tions. By tweeting your answers, you
could give away access to your Twitter
account-or to your bank account.
Some of the emerging security rules
for using Twitter are common sense.
Just as you wouldn't leave a phone mes
sage saying you'll be out of town, don't
tweet your vacation plans. And please
don't share your location if you're a U.S.
congressperson going on a confidential
overseas trip. Just ask Representative
Pete Hoekstra (R-MI) , who tweeted ear
lier this year: "Just landed in Baghdad.
I believe it may be [the] first time I've
had [BlackBerry] service in Iraq."
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BUGS & FIXES

ERIK LARKIN

Grab an Essential Fix for Internet Explorer
THIS MONTH IS packed
Plus: Close serious holes in Office,
Reader, Shockwave , and Firefox.
with patches, including criti
cal updates from several
threat is a bit Less dangerous (rated mod
companies. For starters, Microsoft
plugged 31 vulnerabilities. The most
erate or important) for other versions of
Windows. See find.pcworld.com/63291.
important update fixes flaws that could
allow an attacker to take over your PC or
steal data if you view a poisoned Web page. Shockwave, Reader Updates
Adobe shored up its Shockwave Player
Collectively, the patches are critical for
IE 5 on Windows 2000, IE 6 on Windows
with a must-have fix. Without it, if you
XP, and IE 7 on Windows XP and Vista.
have Shockwave 11.5.0.596 or earlier,
It's bad news for IE 8 as well, on both XP visiting a site with a rigged Adobe Director
and Vista. IE 8 on the latest Windows 7
file could allow a "remote code execution"
release candidate isn't affected. Run Win
that puts an attacker in command of your
dows Update to pick up the patch, and see
PC. Adobe recommends uninstalling the
lind.pcworld.com/63286 for more info.
older version and installi ng the latest one
(see find .pcworld.com/63292).
Adobe's critical Reader and
Office Fixes
Two other patches close
Acrobat update, to 9.1.2
(or to 8.1.6 or 7.1.3 for
holes that could allow
tainted Word or Excel
older versions), closes
files to trigger an
holes that could per
mit a takeover if you
attack. Office 2000
is most vulnerable,
open a poisoned PDF
file. Click Help·Check
as the hole could
permit an attacker to
for updates to make
run any command. The
sure you have the latest
flaws are rated important
version, which is available
for Office XP, 2003, and 2007,
for Windows, Macintosh, and
as well as for Office for Mac (2004 and
Unix; see find .pcworld.com/63289 for more.
2008). Run Windows Update to get the
fi x; see find.pcworld .com/63288 and find .
Foxy Upgrades
pcworld.com/63287 for details.
The Foxit Reader PDF app needs fixes for
the 3.0 base program and the JPEG2000/
A similar fix for Microsoft Works files
and converters is critical for Office 2000,
JBIG2 Decoder add-on (if present) . Click
important for Office XP, 2003, and 2007,
Help·About Foxit Reader, if you don't have
and important for Microsoft Works 8.5 and
at Least version 3.0 build 1817, download
9. Read more at lind.pcworld.com/63290 .
the latest version from find .pcworld.corn/
Windows 2000 users should nab a criti
63294 . Run Help·Check for updates to see
cal patch for three bugs in Windows Print
if you have the latest JBIG2 add-on.
Finally, Mozilla released Firefox 3.5. If
Spooler that Internet attackers could hit
if the PC isn't protected by a firewall. The
you haven't installed that browser yet, get
the latest 3.0 update to fix four critical
bugs in JavaScript handli ng. Of those, two
BUGGE D?
also affect the Thunderbird e-mail app
FOUND A HARDWARE or soft
and three affect the SeaMonkey suite;
ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it
click Help·Check for Updates to see if you
to bugs@pcworld.com.
have at Least Firefox 3.0.11, Thunderbird
2.0.0.22, or SeaMonkey 1.1.17.
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IBM SYSTEM x3550 M2 EXPRESS

VMware• vSphere'" 4.0 ESSENTIALS KIT

$2,589
OR $67/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS'

PN: 7964-E2U
Featuring up to 2 Intel" Xeon• processor 5500 series
Energy-efficient design incorporating low 675 W and 92% efficient PS,
6 cooling fans, altimeter.

License, Subscription and Support required
Licen~ Only: VMware vSphere 4.0 Essentials Kit, 3-2 Socket Hosts,
PN : 4817VAB $879

Subscription Only: VMware vSphere 4.0 Essentials Kit - 3-2 Socket
Hosts, PN : 4817SA8 -1 year, $119
VMware RTS: 1-yearsupport, PN : 51JB632 $284

IBM SYSTEM STORAGE'" DS3200 EXPRESS

$4,495
OR $116/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS'

LEARN MORE

PN: 172621X

about the benefits of virtualization
with IBM and VMware

External Disk Storage with 4 Gbps Fibre Channel interface technology
Scalable to 3.6 TB of storage capacity with 300 GB hot-swappable SAS HDDs
or up to 9 TB of storage capacity with 750 GB hot-swappable SATA HDDs

il)m;com/systems/vinualize
866:.872-3902 (mention 6N8AH20A)

'IBM Global Financing otterings are pmv1ded ihrough IBM Credn LLC in 11~ Unit!'<J S!aies and oil1'r IBM suhsili1a11es and divisions wr,rld\'.'ld" lo uuat1fi£d c;;mmerr.1afano govcinm~n! cu:tomers Monthly paymems prm•iced are lot plann ng
µu1poses only and may vary base!l on your credil rind o!her iactors. Leaseottt1 provided is based on ar.rt1V !ease ot36 momhiy r;aymeni s Oiiier restrir:t1ons may a~p!y Rn!es i!nd olfcrings are subject to change. extcnsicn Of wirhdrawal wilhilul
nnlice VMware and vSph~re aretegistercd trademark> ot VMware. Inc. 11w11.l'111ware.com. iBM. tl1e IBM toQo. 181~ Express Actvaniage. Sis!um Sto1?.ge and Sysien- x;;re registered 11aoemarks or trnnemarks 011ntema1ional Business Mach mos
Corporation111 tne United States and/01 other countnes. Fm acomµ!ote listol IBM lrademarks. s..'C w•w.ibm.com/t(gal/copy11ade.slltml.tnte'. Ille Intel logo. Xeon and Xeon Insideare trademarks of lntc! Corporation in !he U.S. and other countr~s.
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You Suspect It's Happening. Now Get the Proof You Need
and Put aStop to Huge Productivity Losses Once and for All
Spector 360 is the world's first monitoring solution that makes it easy
to detect inappropriate employee behavior. At the touch of a button,
you will see ALL PC & Internet activity for your entire company and
find out which employees are working, playing, doing their job
efficiently or putting your business at risk by engaging in illicit or
illegal behavior.

Spector 360 Records ALL Your Employees'

O

Which employees spend the most
time wqrking and which spend the
most time goofing off.

@ Which employees spend the most
time surfing web sites and see
EXACTLY what they do on them.

C) What employees search fo~ on
Google, MSN, Yahoo and more.

• Web Sites Visited
• Chats & Instant Messages
• Keystrokes Typed
• Network Traffic
• Google Searches
• Files Saved to Removable Media

0

Which employees are posting"'•, .
resumes on Monster.

0

Who is leaking company
confidential information via chat,
web mail or removable media.

••• and much more!

PLUS:
Our Powerful Screen Snapshot Recorder
(a video surveillance-like recording tool
with easy-to-use VCR-style playback)
shows you in exact visual detail what an
employee does every step of the way.

More than 50 charts and reportsallow you to
quickly and easily identify your top achievers,
productivity wasters, and anyone engaging in
inappropriate or potentially damaging conduct.

., ;.· 19'~ 1009 SptttoOc:;~ (OfpOJab.Jft All 09hh rti.tn"td PC fA.!glllnt f&tou Cholrt Aw•rd Loqo ~ d 1udtnW1~ of bff D.lYH Pubtc\hinq Held n9' Inc. U1'd unim ''Cfns.t.
· Guidthnr~ a~pty lor th!l 1.mlltd t1ml' ~l !tf. (ool•tl )OOI Spt'\IOf'Sof1So!le~ Prof~ilOnod fOI' rompkltdetil•h

PC Magazine
Editors'Choice
"Spector 360 is the most
mature surveillance
offering for business use.n

Security Alert

Beware of Privacy-Policy Loopholes
"WE WON'T SHARE your
information with third par
ties." You've no doubt seen
that common phrase in

Don't assume your personal data is safe
just because a site promises you it won't
share that information with third parties.

l

Web site privacy policies many times. You

that frequently appears on other sites

might think that the site in question won 't

(something that often, but not always,

divulge details about your visit to other

signals a tracker) and either blocks such

companies. But according to a study by

content by default or allows you to select

researchers at the University of Califor

it for blocking. Click on Safety· InPrivote

nia, Berkeley, sites have a huge amount

Filtering to enable it. and head to find .

of wiggle room with that promise.

pcworld.com/63296 for more details.

The in-depth study (available at find .
pcworld.com/63295 ) dug into the privacy
policies and tracking practices of the 50

You'll need to enable the feature each
Firefox users can try a wide array of
privacy-protecting add-ons. BetterPriva

cast. The researchers discovered that

cy gets rid of Flash cookies, which some

loopholes such as affiliate sharing and

advertisers use and normally can 't be

tracking code allowed

deleted. TACO cre

for much more data

ates behavioral·

sharing than you

advertising opt-out

Sites often reserve

express
advantagern

time you start the browser.

most visited Web sites as listed by Quant

might expect.

: - - ::-_-::
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IBM®SYSTEM x36SO™
M2 EXPRESS
$2,029

cookies (the good
kind) . CookieSafe

the right to share

allows for fine

PN : 7947E1U

your data with affili

grained manage

ates, including enti

ment of all cookies.

Featuring up to 2 Intel• Xeon• processor
5500 series

ties owned by the
same parent. or even

16 DIMM sockets 1333 MHz DDR-3
RDIMMs (128 GB max)

The excellent
Ghostery add-on

outside contractors.

alerts you to hidden

But you probably

trackers but doesn't

don't know how many affiliates a site

stop them. To block common JavaScript

has. According to the researchers, News

trackers, you can use NoScript, though it

Corporation, the parent of MySpace and

will prevent many sites from working

Photobucket, has 1578 affiliates; CBS

property until you manually approve

(parent of Download.com) has 637 affili

them. One option is to set NoScript to

ates. Likewise, a site may not actively

allow all JavaScript. and then, when

share data with an unrelated company,

Ghostery reports a tracker, right-click on

but it might let that company place a

the NoScript icon to set the tracker

"Web bug " image or code on a site that

source (which Ghostery also reports) as

can effectively track you .

untrusted. Allowing alt JavaScript nulli

Many sites do try to protect informa
tion, and some restrict the data that Web

fies NoScript's protection against poten
tial JavaScript attacks from unknown

bugs can collect. For example. the study

sites, but it means far less hassle in your

says Google does not automatically

day-to-day browsing. You can also go to

aggregate the data that its many Google

the advanced options to forbid Web bugs.

Analytics trackers gather, though it does
offer incentives to share that info.
You can take steps to guard your priva

To pick up any of these add-ons. see
my "Privacy Add -Ons" collection at find.
pcworld.com/63297 . And 'or a huge selec

cy. Internet Explorer S's InPrivate Filter

tion of privacy and security add-ons for

ing monitors content from third parties

Firefox, visit find.pcworld com/63298. •
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T· MOBILE MYTOUCH 3G

The Hottest Smartphones of the Season
We delved into the
Apple iPhone 3GS,
the Nokia N97, the
Palm Pre, and the
T-Mobile myTouch
3G to see how their
hardware and soft
ware stacked up.
APPLE !PHO NE 3GS. Nokia
II~- N97. Palm Pre.
;;
T-Mobile myTouch
3G. Of all the smartphones
recently launched, these
four handsets are the most
closely matched-and the
most desired. Which one
comes out on top?
All four smartphones pro
vide large touch displays,
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slim and pocketable designs,
and updated operating sys·
terns (in the Pre's case, a
brand-new OS) . Though the
N97 has a matte backing and
a sturdy body, it's a little
bulky due to its slide-out
QWER1Y keyboard. I love
the Pre' s glossy (albeit easily
smudged) back cover and its
curved ergonomic shape,
but its construction feels
slightly cheap. The iPhone
3GS has the same elegant
design as the iPhone 3G,
except that the text on the
3GS's back is silver, not
gray. The HTC-manufactured
T-Mobile myTouch 3G has a
pronounced curve at the

bottom, which makes for a
comfortable thumb grip.
Read on to see how the four
handsets compare.
Note: Our initial impres
sions of the T-Mobile my·
Touch 3G, as described in
this article, are based on the
Google Ion, an unlocked
developer version. O ur ex
perience with the shipping
myTouch 3G matches what
we found in using the Ion.

Under the Hood
As on the iPhone 3G, the
Apple logo graces the back
cover of the iPhone 3GS. In
fact, the new handset's en
tire external design is the

same as that of the previous
generation iPhone, save for
the more prominent labeling
at the rear. The real changes
are inside: The juiced-up
processor and additional
memory truly make for a
speedier iPhone experience .
Apple hasn't disclosed t he
exact specs, but according
to Aaron Vronko, CEO of
Michigan-based Rapid
Repair, a teardown of the
MORE ONLINE
To read smartphone revie ws.
news, and how-to articles, visit
our Phones Product Center at
find.pcworld.com/63260,

INSIDE

52 CANON POWERSHOT
5X2001S

iPhone 3GS (tind.pcworld.
com/63408} showed an ARM
Cortex A8 microprocessor
running at 600MHz. Rapid
Repair also found that the
RAM had been boosted to
256MB. Last year's iPhone
3G carried an ARM 11 CPU
running at 412MHz, and the
unit held 128MB of RAM.
What about the other
three handsets? The N97
offers an ARM 11 processor
running at 434MHz with
128MB of RAM, the Pre has
a Tl processor running at
600MHz with 256MB of
RAM, and the myTouch car
ries a 528MHz processor
and 192MB of RAM. It's
hard to gauge those specifi
cations side by side, given
the phones' very different
operating systems and their
varying processor classifica
tions. In my usage, though, I
found the iPhone 3GS and
the myTouch 3G the most

54 APPLE MACBOOK Pro

58 VILIV S5 Premium

A1278

59 MOTOROLA
MOTOROKR S305

on the whole, the N97's key
board over the Pre's.
Winner: N97

Touch Keyboards

PRESSING KEYS ON the N97's horizontal keyboard Is a bit difficult.

responsive of the bunch.
Winner: 11e between iPhone
3GS and myTouch 3G

Hardware Keyboards
The Pre's vertical slide-out
QWERTY keyboard disap
points: The keys are slightly
recessed, and the bezel lip
on the sides and bottom fre
quently interferes with typ·
ing. Furthermore, the top
row is positioned a few mil
limeters too close to the
edge of the slider screen, so
you have to angle your fin
gers to press those keys . The
keys also feel gummy (as
those on the Palm Centro
do), and they lack the click
able quality you find on RIM
BlackBerry devices.
The N97's horizontal key·
board is superior to that of
the Pre, though it isn't per
fect. The edge of the display

is similarly too close to the
top row of keys, and you
can't adjust the display's
angle or make it lie fla t. I
found pressing the keys dif
ficult; they're simply not
raised enough for comfort
able typing. The keyboard's
layout is somewhat counter
intuitive, as well, with the
spacebar placed in the lower
right corner. But even with
all those gripes, I preferred,

While I missed having a
physical keyboard (as on the
T-Mobile Gl), I got used to
the myTouch 3G's software
keyboard fairly quickly. It
was a bit too tightly packed,
however, making it occasion
ally difficult to type on. The
iPhone' s portrait-oriented
keyboard is slightly bigger,
but it can still be hard to
use. One benefit of the
iPhone: The keyboard shows
the key you pressed, which
removes a lot of the guess
work and makes typing (and
catching errors) easier over
all. Previously restricted to
use in Safari, the landscape
keyboard is now available in
all text-heavy applications, »

THE IPHONE 3GS offers a landscape keyboard In all text-heavy apps.
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such as Mail, Notes, and
Messages-a boon to the
majority or users, who pre
fer that orientation's more
widely spaced keys.
Winner: iPhone 3GS

Home Screens:
Apple vs. Palm
The iPhone 3GS has a more
traditional smartphone
home screen, with icons for
the applications in a grid. In
contrast, the Pre has a com
pletely different setup: A
Quick Launch bar runs along
the bottom, giving you fast
access to frequently used
functions such as e-mail,
contacts, the calendar, or
any shortcut you choose.
You can see your wallpaper
on the Pre's home screen,
too; we have this small, albe
it important, detail on our
iPhone OS 4.0 wish list.
Winner: Tie between iPhone
3GS and Pre

Home Screens:
Nokia vs. T-Mobile
The Nokia N97 has widgets
that update your personal
Internet feeds in real time
on your home screen so that
you don't have to open an
app to access them. My

THE PRE MAKES multitasking
simple with its ca rd view.
favorite, the Accuweather
widget, takes advantage or
the N97's built-in Assisted
GPS. For example, when I
traveled from San Francisco
to the slightly different mi
croclimate of the East Bay,
the outdoor temperature on
my home screen updated ac
cordingly. Other widgets
include Facebook, MySpace,
your personal e-mail, the
music player, favorite con
tacts, and the date and time.
The T-Mobile myTouch
3G, which runs the Android
OS 1.5 update (aka "Cup
cake"), also has a widget
based home screen. The
myTouch 3G offers media
player, calendar, analog
clock, search, and picture
frame widgets. You can also
pull up the phone's full
menu {pictured at left) from
the home screen. While the
N97's live-feed widgets are
useful, I like the overall look
and customization abilities
of the myTouch 3G.
Winner: myTouch 3G

Multitasking:
Apple vs. Palm

THE MYTOUCH 3G'S fu ll menu
is readily accessi ble.
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The Pre's deck-of-cards visu
alization makes multitasking
simple and engaging: You
can view each of your open
applications at once, shuffie

them any way you wish, and
discard the ones you want to
close. I noticed a slight drain
on the Palm Pre's battery
life in my hands-on tests,
but not much more than on
the iPhone 3GS.
Multitasking has been a
hot issue for the iPhone:
During the iPhone OS 3.0
announcement, Apple said
that multitasking is a drain
on battery life and perfor
mance. In response, the
company is allowing third
party apps to utilize a push
notification system. In this
setup, AIM, for example, can
alert you to an instant mes
sage without your having to
June 19, 2009_

Q.'ill!ll .
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YOU CAN QUICKLY view noti
fications on the myTouch 36.
exit out of your current open
app. While push notifica
tions are a step in the right
direction for Apple, it just
isn't the same as true multi
tasking, and therefore the
Pre comes out on top.
Winner: Pre
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THE MYTOUCH 3G supports
Google Calendar natively.
new IM , e-mail , app update,
or the like. To view all of
your notifications , you sim
ply tap and pull down the
notifications menu. Nokia's
handset doesn't provide a
notification system (though
some or your information,
such as your Facebook
account, does get updated
in real time via the home
screen's live-feed widgets).
You can manage all of your
open applications by press
ing 'Options' in the lower
left corner and selecting
'Show open apps'.
Winner: myTouch 3G

Calendar Apps
While the iPhone calendar
application doesn't get a
huge makeover in the OS »

Multitasking:
Nokia vs . T-Mobile
Both the T-Mobile myTouch
3G and the Nokia N97 han
dle true multitasking in a
simple and unobtrusive way,
and very differently than the
Palm Pre's WebOS does.
Notifications pop up along
the top of the myTouch's
display, alerting you to a

THE COMPASS ON the !Phone
3GS has an elegant Inte rface.

ems?

·T •• 111
N

Bring Signal into your Home, Office, Car or Personal Workspace with zBoost
~ the award-winning line of cell phone signal boosters

z Boost

extending cell zones

ii.

Award Winning
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3.0 update, it does receive
some additional flexibility in
terms of which calendars
you can use. iPhone owners
with the revised OS can now
add subscription calendars

as well as those that support
CalDAV servers, such as
Google Calendar. Mean
while, the myTouch 3G
natively supports Google
Calendar (obviously) and

allows you to set up remind
ers that will pop up on your
phone's status bar through
the notification system .
Winner: Tie between iPhone
3GS and myTouch 3G

REVIEW

Apple's iPhone 3GS: An Enhanced Experience
ON THE OUTSIDE, the iPhone 38S
($299 for 328B, $199for168B,
with a two-year AT&T contract)
Looks and feels identical to the
iPhone 3G. But inside, the fully
redesigned 38S has new core com
ponents, and together with iPhone
OS 3.0, the iPhone 38S stands tall.
The 38S, with its CPU and its
memory boosted over those of the
iPhone 38, is zippier than older
IPHONE OS 3.0 adds a long-awaited cut/copy/paste function,
models. Apps open and respond
which starts by showing a magnifier over the text to be edited.
faster, over both 38 and Wi-Fi. The
Lags in accessing data or redrawing a screen are
$99-per-year MobileMe service, and e-mail.
gone; viewing Web pages feels downright breezy.
The videos I took seemed better than typical
Call quality and reception remain the mixed
camera-phone clips of the same resolution. But
bag we've come to expect from AT&T. Calls
you can't easily find your videos, and you can't
sounded adequate but sometimes Lacked clar
access them in the music and video player. And
ity. How much of that is attributable to the
the much-ballyhooed built-in editing feature is
AT&T network versus the phone is unclear.
Limited: Once you make an edit, it's done.
In PC World Test Center tests, its average
I found that the voice controls for dialing and
talk time was 6 hours, 12 minutes-34 minutes
music playback were wonderfully handy, when
longer than the iPhone 38. Still, I couldn't get
they worked. On some names, the feature either
through a full day of real-world usage without
got the wrong name or failed to recognize any
needing a charge. For data, the battery is rated
thing. I asked the 38S to play REM songs, and
at up to 9 hours over Wi-Fi, and 5 hours over 38.
it played ABBA; other times I didn't say a thing
The camera is now 3 megapixels. The autofo
but suddenly it was dialing a number.
cus and tap-to-focus features were good; by
The 38S's 320-by-480-pixel. 3.5-inch capaci
selecting different focus points, I could change
tive touchscreen still Looks beautiful, but imag
the image's exposure and composition. For some
es aren't quite as vivid as on the iPhone 38.
shots the focus select had little impact on what
Particularly in screens with white backgrounds,
area of the image was sharp, but others benefit
we saw a slightly greenish cast on the 38S. I
ed greatly. Unfortunately, sharpness was often
noticed a clear improvement in blacks, though,
impossible to determine on the iPhone's screen.
and text appears a bit sharper on the 38S.
Some indoor shots Looked decent, but others
OS 3.0 brings cool features, such as a land
were barely passable and would have improved
scape keyboard and cut. copy, and paste. Avail
with a flash, had Apple included one. Software
able to all iPhone users, OS 3.0 could cause
image stabilization would have been nice, also.
some people to decide not to upgrade to a new
The big news is the inclusion of video capture
handset. But the iPhone 38S, with all of its per
and editing. The camera takes 30-frames-per
formance enhancements, is one of the best
second, 640-by-480 video. Sending video is easy,
smartphones you can buy, despite its drawbacks.
too, as the 38S has hooks into YouTube, Apple's
-Melissa]. Pcrcnson
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Digital Compass
I haven't tested the digital

compasses on the N97 and
the iPhone 3GS side by side
yet, but based on aesthetics
alone, I like Apple's imple
mentation better. Why?
Well, for one thing, the
N97's compass is a tiny blip
in the corner of the Nokia
Maps application (which is
actually very well done). I
love the iPhone compass's
elegant interface, as well as
its integration into Google
Maps on the iPhone 3GS.
Winner: iPhone 3GS
-Ginny Mies

Iii

iPhone 3GS (32GB) IApple
Faster performance plus video
recording keep the iPhone on top.
List: $299 (with AT&T contract)
find .pcworld.com/63389

N97 I Nokia
Offers useful functions, but the
Symbian OS feels outdated.
List: $700 (unlocked)
find .pcworld.com/63399

l!T!1

-

Pre IPalm
The touchscreen and interface are
appealing: the design flaws are not.
List: S200 (with Sprint contract)
find.pcworld.com/63258
myTouch JG IT-Mobile
Prerelease product: not yet rated
Android OS 1.5- based, HTC phone
promises lots of customization.
List:S200 (with T-Mobile contract)
find.pcworld.com/63406

Uses up to 5x less power in normal operation than any other battery backup.
Let's protect what's important.
What's in your computer? Photos.
music, personal files. financial data.
broadband access. videos. and more.
Your computer has never been more
important. and yet it has never been at
higher risk for damaging power surges
and other disturbances.
So like most people, you need to protect
your assets. But like most people. you'd
also like to protect the environment.
With our new energy-conscious products.
you can do both. Energy efficient by
design. our new smart products protect
the power going into your computer.
at a cost that is quickly offset by big
energy savings. How? Not only do the
new Back-UPS ES and SurgeArrest
use power wisely, they also boast a
master/controlled outlets feature, that
automatically powers down idle devices
to conserve energy.

APC pDWl!l IJUtection products are available at

c.!!!JJ· sa

------

PC Connectiorr

thllWUtasy:

"Tho prico tag on tho now UPS is $99. Whilo
I'm 1101 in the habit of endorsing products
in this blog, if you're in the market for a
workstation-class UPS, why not opt
for the greener option?"
- Heather Clancy,
ZDNet.com

In fact. while protecting your power
supply. we're up to 5 times more energy
efficient than any other solution. By
saving you $40 a year in energy costs.
our Back-UPS ES pays for itself in 2
short years . The high-frequency. low
copper design has a smaller transformer
and environmental footprint. Even the
packaging has been carefully selected
and manufactured to maximize use of
recycled materials and minimize waste .
In this world. every decision you make
counts . So protect your power with a
battery backup that works to protect
the environment. It conserves power.
pays for itself, and is backed by APC's
20-plus years of Legendary Reliability.
For more information on this
or our other great products.
or for inform ation abou t
environmentally responsible
disposal of your old battery.
visit www.apc.com.

Energy-efficient solutions
for every level of protection:
Surge

Protecti~

Startingat 534

IUU

.............

Guaranteed protection
from surges. spikes
and lightning.

~Amt

7outlets. phone/fax/modem
protection. master/conuolled outlets

Battery Back-UPS"
Starting at s99

Bid-UPS
ES 750G

Our most energy
efficient backup for
home computers.
10 outlets. DSL and coax
protection. master/conuolled
outlets. high frequency design.
70 minutes of runtime•

APC can help with your other powe1-pro1ect1on needs.
Visil a{X.com to see OUt complo1e line of innova1i>IJ products.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS ES 750G! IA S99 va1ue1
Also. enter key code to view other special offers and discounts.

Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code j761w or Call 888.289.APCC x8210 or Fax 401.788.2797

4?<:"
Legendary Reliability•
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New HP Officejet 6500 Breaks Canon Streak
HP'S OFFICEJET 6500 Wire

li:J!d

less debuts in the
•-aoi-.o1.11i,i,;
~_:im.,
_ top spot on our
color inkjet MFP chart, dis
placing the Canon Pixma
MX700 and ending that
model's long dominance.
For just $199 , the Officejet
6500 Wireless offers speed,
good print quality, and an
excellent set of features
including Wi-Fi, a 35-sheet
automatic document feeder,
and automatic duplexing. Its
ink costs are average with
standard-size cartridges and
inexpensive in high-yield
form-thanks partly to sepa
rate tanks for each color. A

PC WORLD TOP 10 COLOR INKJET MULTIFUNCTION PRINTERS

[]]II HP Officejet 6500 Wireless
. . S199 NEW
find.pcworld.com/62945

•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm):11.7 text/
3.5 graphics

• 31 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOMLIN E: This midp riced model offers solid performance, features , and print quality, with few compro mises.

2

Canon Pixma MX700
SIBO
find .pcworld.com/59701

11

•Textquality: VeryGood
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.1text/

m
1

3.2 graphics

• 30 ppm text
• 20 ppm graphics
•4800-by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Cheap ink and good speed are pluses; minuses include orangey flesh tones and a crowded paper-tray design.

3

HP Photosmart C6380
All-In-One

$200

1

find.pcworld .com/61979

·Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
• Tested speed (ppm):11.3 text/
3.2 graphics

• 33 ppm text
• 31 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This home-or-school model prints good-looking text and photos quickly, and the ink prices are appealing.

4

Canon Pixma MX7600

$400
Ii nd.pcworld.com/6087 4

II
II
II
1

•Text quality: Superior
•Graphics quality: Superior
•Tested speed (ppm): 9.8 text/
3.7 graphics

• 28 ppm text
• 23 ppm graphics
•4800-by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Good speed, great print quality, and features galore make this Pixma worth the price; it lacks only Wi-Fi.

5

Canon Pixma MX860

$200
find.pcworld.com/62466

'

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 8.4 text/
2.2 graphics

• 8.4 ppm text
• 5.6 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpl maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: You get nice print quality plus Wi·Fi and automatic duplexing, but the MX860's speed is just average overall.

THE HP OFFICEJET 6500 Wire·

6

HP Photosmart C5280
SlOO
find.pcworld.com/58163

less is our new number one MFP.

1

•Text quality: Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.3 text/
2.4 graphics

• 32 ppm text
• 24 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolution

BOTTOM LINE: This basic unit has one standout feature-CO/DVD printing-that helps overcome its mediocre speed.

plain Officejet 6500, which
comes without Wi-Fi and
the duplexer, costs $50 less .
Inkjet MFPs can be found
in enough shapes and sizes
to satisfy any home, school,
or office. As always, check
the ink costs and bas ics such
as paper handling to make
sure a model fits your print
ing, copying, and scanning
needs-and your budget.
-Melissa Riefiio

7

•Text quality: Superior
• Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.6 text/
2.2 graphics

Canon Pixma MP620
S150
find .pcworld.com/61884

• 26 ppm text
• 17 ppm graphics
• 9600-by-2400-dpl maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Cool features include \VI-Fl and dual inputs; this model's speed is so-so, however, and some parts feel cheap.

8

Canon Pixma MX330

S110
find.pcworld .com/62467

•

•Text quality: Very Good
•Grap hics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.7 text/
2.2 graphics

• 7.5 ppm text
• 4.5 ppm graphics
• 4800-by-1200-dpi maximum true
color resolu tion

BOTIOM LINE: Decent features and output speed for the price, but the inks are costly and photos can Look pale.

9

Epson Workforce 600

$200
find.pcworld.com/61880

II
II

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 18.2 text/
5.0 graphics

• 27 ppm text
• 19 ppm graphics
• 5760-by-1440-dpi maxi mum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: This business-centric model is superfast, but its pricey inks are just one of its drawbacks.
HP Photosmart C8180

MORE ONLINE

10 All-i n-One

For more information. including
testing details. on t he color
find .pcworld.com/61882.
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find .pcworld.com/59702

• 34 ppm text
• 33 ppm graphics
•4800-by-1200-dpl maximum true
color resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Complete digital photo-processing features include a LightScribe drive for etching and burning.

inkjet MFPs here, please visit

50

$300

•Textquality: Good
•Graphics quality: Good
•Tested speed (ppm): 7.0 text/
2.7 graphics

20 0 9

CHART NOTES: Ratings are as of 07/07/09.Speeds are in pages per minule (ppm); resolutions are in dots per inch (dpi).

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

--

-------

../ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNErs
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

../ Logs you into all your favorite websites .
../ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
../ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
../ Fills long forms and so much more!
We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

PC World Readers
Download RoboForm
for FREE!

--

www.RoboForm.com/PCW
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Darkroom 2 Adds Photo
Browsing to Its Editor
WHEN YOU'RE LOOKING
for one particular picture
out of hundreds, or even
thousands , it can feel as if
you're sifting through all of
them. That's why you need a
program to help you catalog,
organize, sort, and find your

•

.
I

PhotoStudio Darkroom 2
Arcsoft
Photocentric image editor's new
browser adds little to a good value.
List: $100

find.pcworld.com/63310

pictures more easily. The
new version of Darkroom,
Arcsoft's photocentric image
editor, adds a browser that
tries to do the job for you.
The well-designed inter
face has three modules :
Browser, Process, and Lay
out. Navigating among them
is intuitive, but the deeper
you dig into the program,
the likelier you are to con
sult the disappointingly
superficial Help menu.
The Browser module can
sort and search your pic
tures, based on such criteria
as star ratings that you as
sign; the date a photo was

ARCSOFT'S PHOTOSTUDIO DARKROOM 2 has some great editing tools.

taken or imported; and key
word tags that you create.
But the ratings system and
calendar search won't work
if you store your photos on
another PC in your network.
Darkroom is reasonably
priced at $100, considering
that the Process module

alone offers just about all
the photo editing tools of a
much pricier program. But
the Layout (or print) module
is limited, with just seven
templates, and you can't cre
ate custom layouts.
-Sally WienerGrotta and
Da11ie!Groua

Canon PowerShot SX200 IS Offers 12X Zoom Power
FOR $350, CANON'S Pow

liiUil
erShot SX200 IS
Cf serves up a heaping
helping of camera. Its mar
quee feature is a 12X optical
zoom lens, which reaches
from 28mm on the wide
angle end to 336mm on the
telephoto end. It also offers
excellent image quality.
This high-zoom point-and
shoot is a bit bigger than the
average compact camera but
still stowable in a bag, purse,
or large pocket. The body is
big enough to accommodate

PowerShot SX200 IS I Canon
Megazoom point-and-shoot does
HD video: has other fun features.
List: $350

find.pcworld.com/63311
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a roomy, 3-inch LCD screen
on the back, and it's suffi
ciently bright for composing
shots in sunlight.
The "IS" stands for image
stabilization, a must-have in
a high-zoom camera. This
model's optical image stabi
lization did a good job of
keeping shots steady, except
when I zoomed in to the full
extent and shook the camera
hard. It handily corrected
normal jitter; shots were
clear and sharp.
Of the point-and-shoot
cameras we've tested so far
in 2009, this PowerShot was
among the best performers
in image quality, earning
particularly high marks for
lack of distortion, for expo
sure quality, and for color
accuracy. In flash-exposure
quality, it outscored almost
every other point-and-shoot

CANON'S POWERSHOT SX200 IS can capture high-def video clips.

we've tried this year. Over
all the SX200 IS earned an
imaging score of Very Good.
Battery life also rated as
Very Good, running 324
shots on a single charge.
The PowerShot captures
1280-by-720 HD video at 30
frames per second (it also
shoots standard-definition

clips). You can't use the
zoom while shooting video.
The SX200 IS is as easy
and fun to use as it is versa
tile, thanks to intuitive con
trols, the big-time zoom
lens, addictive in-camera fea
tures, and stellar image qual
ity. All in all, it's a great buy.
-Tim Moy11iha11

Toshiba's NB205-N310 Tops the Netbook Field
ABOUT A DOZEN years ago,

liif
g
5?

Toshiba made a
name for itself with
its ultraportables (remember
the Libretto?). The company
now picks up where it left
off with its .stylish new Mini
NB205-N310 netbook.
Its name may not be mem
orable, but the NB205-N310
crunched the competition
including three other new
machines-to take the top
spot. Pluses include a huge
mouse pad, a passthrough
charging USB port, and an
amazing 9-hour, 53-minute
battery·life, as measured by
the PC World Test Center.

PC WORLD TOP 10 NETBOOKS

MOO EL

mJ Toshi ba Mini NB205·N310
. U S399 NEW
find.pcworld.com/63332

Perfo rmance

PCWRating

89

1: ·

Features and specificati ons

.......11111111,,

•Overall design:Superior
• Tested battery life: 9:53

• 10.Hnch widescreen
• 2.9 pounds

•
m•
VERYGOOD

BOTIOM LINE: Toshiba's NB205 ls a great value, packed with fantastic features and an extremely long battery life.

2

Asus Eee PC lOOOHE
5399
find .pcworld.com/ 62536

1

WorldBench 6 score:35 Good
•Overall design:Very Good

• 1.66GHz Intel Atom N280
• lO·inch widescreen

•Tested battery life: 7:09

• 3.2 pounds

BOTIOM LINE:Asus delivers a more refined take on its Eee PC line-and manages to do so while keeping the price under 5400.

3

Asus Eee PC lOOBHA
S430 NEW
find .pcworld.com/63343

II
•
II

WorldBench 6score:38 Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 4:55

• 1.66GHz Intel Atom N280
• 10.l·lnch widescreen
• 2.4 pounds

I

BOTIOM LINE:The Asus Eee PC 1008HA comes with smart design choices, good performance, and solid battery life.

4

Samsung N120
S459 NEW
find .pcworld .com/63335

WorldBench 6score:35 Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 7:43

• l.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch widescreen

• 2.8 pounds

I

BOTIOM LINE: Generally similar to Samsung's NllO, the N120 offers bigger keys and (on some tests) better performance.

5

Samsung NllO
$470
find .pcworld.com/62937

II

•WorldBench 6score:36 Very Good
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life: 8:23

• 1.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch widescreen
• 2.7 pounds

I

BOTIOM LINE:The NllO took everything we liked about the Samsung NC10, and then fixed its biggest weakness: the mouse.

S
THE TOSHIBA NB205-N310 tops

Acer Aspire One AOD150
$349
find .pcworld.com/62938

our netbook chart this month.

•

,

•WorldBench 6score:35 Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 6:38

• 1.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10-inch widescreen
• 2.9 pounds

BOTIOM LINE:This bigger Aspire One improves on its predecessor, most notably with a larger screen and longer battery life.

That time runs marathons
around the competition.
Performance is good but
not outstanding, with a
WorldBench 6 score of 36.
Nevertheless, weighing just
under 3 pounds and boast
ing a large, comfortable key
board, the NB205-N310
looks perfect for the budget
minded businessperson or
aspiring academic ace.
-Darren Gladstone

7

8

results, and detailed specs for

• 1.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.2-inch wldescreen
•2.7pounds

Fujitsu LifeBook M2010
S449 NEW
find .pcworld.co m/63333

•WorldBench 6score:34 Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 2:05

• 1.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.Hnch widescreen
•25 pounds

BOITOM LINE: With so many outstanding netbooks costing less and running longer, it's hard to recommend the M2010.

9

HP Pavilion dv2
$749
find .pcworld.com/62831

•WorldBench 6score:45 Superior
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:58

• 1.6GHz Athlon Neo MV-40
• 12.Hnch widescreen
• 3.8 pounds

BOITOM LINE:The dv2 carves a niche between netbook and notebook, delivering good performance at a reasonable price.

10
see in-depth reviews, full test

$449
find .pcworld.com/62406

•WorldBench 6score: 41 Superior
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 2:35

BOTIOM LINE:The IdeaPad 510 has a number of perks-including speed-but pays for them in unimpressive battery life.

MORE ONLINE

Visit find.pcworld.com/62944 to

Lenovo ldeaPad SIO

HP Mini 1000
$540
find.pcworld.com/62940

•World Bench 6score: 30 Fair
•Overall design:Very Good
•Tested battery life:2:47

• 1.6GHz Intel Atom N270
• 10.2-inch widescreen
• 2.25 pounds

BOITOM LINE: HP's netbook features sleek lines and a large keyboard, but some problems hold the Mini 1000 back.
CHART NOTE:Ratings are as of 7nt09. Battery life is expressed in hours:minutes.

each netbook in our chart.
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Apple's 13-Inch
MacBook Pro A1278
THE NEW 13-INCH Mac

lii!d Bo~k

Prn A1278
- - - _ available m two
standard configurations
comes with lower pricing
than earlier models in this
line, and brings back Fire
Wire connectivity. The por-

MacBook Pro A1278 1Apple
Comes with FireWire 800 port, SD
Card slot, and long battery life.
List: $1199 or $1499 (depending on
configuration)

find .pcworld.com/63342

THE MACBOOK PRO
Al27B, sold in two con

figurations, regains
FireWlre and has a

table also offers a longer
lasting, nonremovable
battery, an improved display,
and an SD Card slot. All in
all, an impressive package.
The $1199 version has a
2.26GHz Core 2 Duo pro
cessor, 2GB oflGHz DDR3
RAM, and a 160GB 5400
rpm hard drive. The $1499
version features a 2.53GHz
Core 2 Duo processor, 4GB
of lGHz DDR3 RAM , and a
250GB 5400-rpm hard drive.
Both versions have an nVidia
GeForce 9400M graphics
chip. Each laptop also has a
glossy, widescreen, 1280-by
800-pixel-resolution display

long-lasting battery.

and an iSight camera-but
no option for an antiglare
screen. (Apple does offer cer
tain hard-drive and RAM
options, but they cost extra.)
Other features include a
MagSafe power connector, a
gigabit ethernet port, a Mini
DisplayPort, and two USB
2.0 ports. A headphone port
replaces the audio-in/out

ports of earlier models.
In our WorldBench 6 test
ing, the MacBook Pro Al 278
earned a score of 76 (Good),
so it's not the fastest laptop
on the block. In Macworid
testing, the 2.53GHz version
proved to be just over 12
percent faster overall than
the 2.26GHz version.
-James Galbraith

a
.
- lnkgard.com
Environmental. Saving ink. Saving money.

SAVE YOURSELF 75o/o ON INK AND TONER !
BEFORE

• •inkgard

Imagine how much money you can save ...
...to find out - visit inkgard.com
• Min.imize cartridge waste
• Save up·tb 75% on ink and toner:
• Maximize quality

PAY 100%
W/O INKGARD
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• Includes PDF output generator
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THE ACER TIMELINE Is a sUck-looklng, out
size netbook with good performance.

MeetAcer's
Timeline (aka
Aspire 3810T)
THE ACER ASPIRE 3810T-also known

Mi!IJil

as the Acer Timeline-is one of
- - - _ the first laptops to carry an
Intel CULV processor (in this case, the
1.4GHz U9400). It also has a sharp style
that's sure to grab attention.
In WorldBench 6, the $799Timeline
got a mark of 68, rivaling some expen
sive ultraportables. While it has 4GB of
RAM, it lacks a discrete graphics card.
As a result, though it sailed through
64-bit Windows Vista Home Premium,
don't expect it to be a multimedia mar
vel. It lasted a long 8 hours, 21 minutes
on a single charge in our battery tests.
I liked the keyboard, but its flat,
pseudo cut-out keys aren't for every
one. The glossy 1366-by-768-pixel dis
play has colors that pop. The Tuneline
also offers a reasonable number of
ports and a nice bundle of helpful apps.
The Timeline is a solid deal as a net
book, and a decent-looking machine.
-Darren Gladstone

Aspire 3810T I Acer
Netbook delivers performance. style, and long
battery life, rivaling some ultraportables.
List $799
find .pcworld.com/63317
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Buying Guide: What to Look for in a Digital Camera
MEGAPIXELS matter, but a
camera's other features are
important, too. Here are the
key criteria to consider when
buying a digital camera.
Megapixel count/resolution:
Ifyour pictures are destined
for e-mail attachments or
snapshot-size prints, pretty
much any resolution will do.
Even so, a model with more
pixels gives you greater flex~
ibility: You can print sharper

CANON'S SUM point-and-shoot,
the PowerShot S0780 IS.

pictures at larger sizes, or
crop and print small sections
of pictures. Most cameras
today offer a resolution of at
least 8 megapixels-enough
for a sharp 11-by-14-inch
print. A 10-megapixel cam
era can produce acceptable
13-by-19-inch prints, though
they may lose some detail.
Images from a 13-megapixel
camera look good at 13 by 19
inches and can be pushed to
16 by 24 inches. Many digital
single-lens reflex (SLR) cam
eras exceed 13 megapixels.
MORE ONLINE
For the lat est digital camera
news, reviews, and how-to
articles, browse to our
Cameras Product Center at
find.pcworld.com/63430.
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But not all megapixels are
created equal: Cameras with
larger sensors and lenses tend
to take better shots, regard
less of their megapixel count.
Opticalzoomlens: In a low
end camera, a more-powerful
optical zoom lens beats one
with more megapixels: With
it, you won't have to magni
fy your subject and then use
software to crop the image
(losing some of the resolu
tion in the process). Another
point-and-shoot feature to
look for. if you're a landscape
photographer is a wide-angle
lens (about 30mm or lower
on the wide-angle end).
Don't confuse digital zoom
(which simply magnifies cap
tured pixels) with optical
zoom (which moves the lens
to magnify the subject). Op
tical zoom preserves the
camera's full maximum reso
lution and lets you focus in
tight on faraway action.
With digital SLRs, you can
buy any lens you need. To
determine a lens's effective
focal length, multiply its
nominal focal length by
the camera's sensor size.
Batteries: Cameras
may use plain alkaline
AA batteries ($5 for
four), rechargeable
nickel metal hydride
(NiMH) AA batteries
(about $14 for four), longer
lasting lithium AA batteries
($10 for four), high-capacity
disposable CRV3 batteries
(around $10 apiece), or pro
prietary rechargeable batter
ies ($25 to $65 to replace).
Movies and sound: Many dig
ital cameras can capture still
shots and short video clips.
Even digital SLRs now shoot

video-in high definition.
Most point-and-shoot cam
eras capture video at 640 by
480, but high-def video is
becoming more common.
Exposure settings: All digital
cameras let you shoot in a
fully automatic mode. Most
models also offer aperture
and shutter-priority modes,
so you can adjust how large
the lens opening is or how
long the shutter remains
open, while the camera con
trols the other settings.
Photographers use aper
ture priority to control an
image's depth of field-say,
to blur the background of a
shot but keep the foreground
sharp. Shutter-priority mode
helps capture fast-moving
subjects. A camera set on
full automatic would try to
keep both foreground and
background in focus, caus
ing a moving subject to blur.
Most cameras that offer

THE NIKON 05000 Is an entry

level digital SLR camera.

priority modes also permit
full-manual exposure con
trol, in which you select val
ues for both variables.
Scene modes: Many camer
as try to entice prospective
buyers with an array of scene
modes, such as those for the

beach, fireworks, or under
water. Some cameras let you
reassign a preset mode-or a
customized mode of your
own-to a position on the
control dial, for easy access.
Some digital SLRs set aside
positions on their control
dial for storing customized
settings; many have scene
modes, too. Some point-and
shoots let you store custom
ized settings as a mode with
in the scene-modes menu.
Face detection: Nearly all
new point-and-shoot camer
as now offer face detection,
a feature that attempts to
optimize both focus and
exposure for the subjects.
Some new cameras also have
smile recognition, which
will automatically take a pic
ture when someone in the
frame smiles; this feature is
great for baby pictures.
Image stabilization/anti
shake: Some cameras offer
antishake (or image stabili
zation) as a shooting mode
or as a feature that you
can toggle. It's helpful
in low light and in
other difficult shoot
ing situations, but
you can't use the fea
ture in conjunction
with any other scene
mode. More-advanced
cameras, including SLRs,
may employ optical image
stabilization (in which an
element in the lens adjusts
to compensate for move
ment) or sensor movement
(in which the camera's sensor
moves to compensate for
the shaking). Both arrange
ments are more effective than
digital image stabilization.
-PC World Staff

acwor Superguides
Digital Music & Video

Superguide

Mobile Mac

Superguide

•

I

Superguide

Mac Security

Superguide

MAC BASICS
SUPERGUIDE
l '~I

Macwo~d

Staying true to our goal to offer
you the most comprehensive
coverage of the most
innovative and exciting new
products, we introduce the
Macworld Superguide series.
These books are produced by
the Macworld staff and are
packed with practical how-to's,
in-depth features, tips and
tricks, and more.

Macworld Superguides are available in 3 convenient formats: 1) Downloadable POFs: Get immediate access. 2) Printed Book: Order a
handy, full-color printed book on high-quality paper. 3) PDF on CO-ROM: Don't want to download the PDF, get it on CO-ROM.
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Trailblazing Ultramobile
PC Still Rough in Places
ultramobile PC (UMPC) that
combines a 1.3GHz Intel
Atom CPU with Wi-Fi, Blue
tooth, and GPS capabilities.
Measuring 6.0 by 3.3 by
0.9 inches and weighing
about 14 ounces, it comes in
three configurations . A $S99
model packs a 60GB hard
drive but lacks a 3G slot. A
$699 version offers a 32GB
solid-state drive and again
no 3G slot. The $799 model
I tested has a 32GB solid
state drive and a 3G slot.
The 4.8-inch, 1024-by-600
pixel display is crisp, bright,
and respons ive. You get a
four-way joystick, but no

LOOKING FOR A handheld
that bridges the gap between
netbook and iPhone? Viliv's
SS Premium straddles that
divide, with mixed results.
A "portable media player, "
the tablet-style Viliv SS is a
small, loaded touchscreen
Windows XP Home Edition

SS Premium I Viliv
Speedy, well-connected UMPC has
an inconvenient software keyboard.
Street: $599, $699, $799

find .pcworld.com/63418

a crisp, bright 4.8-lnch display.

mouse or keyboard-and on
the tiny Windows display,
precise fingertip touches are
a challenge. To help, a stylus
that looks like a guitar pick is
strung onto the hand strap.
The translucent software
keyboard occupies the full
width and half the height of
the display, which makes for
large keys but too often puts
the keyboard on top of the

field or line you're typing.
(You can supply your own
USB keyboard and connect
it to the Viliv's USB port.)
Disappointing 3G perfor
mance and an awkward soft
ware keyboard will deter
some buyers, especially at a
price ($S99) equal to that of
a nice, lightweight netbook.

-YardcnaArar

The Fastest Way to Learn a Language. Guaranteed.
Rosetta Stone· brings you a complete language-learning solution, wherever you
are: at home, in-the-car or on-the-go. You'll learn quickly and effectively, without
translation or memorization . You'll discover our method, which keeps you excited
to learn more and more.
• You' ll experience Dynamic Immersion· as you match real-world images to
words spoken by native speakers so you'll find yourself engaged and learn your
second language like you learned your first.
• Our proprietary Speech Recognition Technology evaluates your speech and
coaches·you on more accurate pronunciation. You'll speak naturally.
• Only Rosetta Stone has Adaptive Recall; that brings back material to help you
where you need it most, for more effective progress.
• And Rosetta Stone includes Audio Companion- so that you can take the
Rosetta Stone experience anywhere you use a CD or MP3 player.

100% GUARANTEED

Innovative software. lmmersive method . Complete mobility. It's the total solution.
Get Rosetta Stone-The Fastest Way to Learn a Language. Guaranteed:
C2008 Row1t1 Slone lid. All ril llh mtMd. Offer appll6 to Ptuonal £drhon cnty. Patent n1hls pendinz. Otter cannot be combined wih any oU1tf off tr.
Prites subject to chanie witOOut rkltkt. SiJ.,\lotlth Mcnty·Back Guarantee is rimited to product puithases made dittctly trom Rosetti Stone and don
not loclude rel um $hippin&. Gum nlee does llGt app!'f to an cnhne subtcri ~ t~ or to Audio Companron p1.1rtl\ased separalely from the CO-ROMproduct.
All ma terial s ln<ludtd with the p1odoc1 at !Tit lime al purchase must be returned lo&elher and undama i ed to be eligible for any eichange er relun<I.

Call

(877) 412-5752

SIX-MONTH MONEY-BACK
Level 1

Reg. $259

NOW $233

Level 1&2

Reg. $399

NOW $359

Level 1,2&3

Reg. $499

NOW $449

Online

RosettaStone.com/pws099

Use promotional code pws099 when ordering.
Offer expires December 31 , 2009.
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Motorola's Comfortable
Stereo Bluetooth Headset
IF YOU PREFER the comfort
of stereo Bluetooth headsets,
give the Motorola MotoRokr
5305 a try. The 5305 handles
calls and music with aplomb,
yielding great-sounding con
versations and tunes, a comfy
fit against your ears, and light
weight-all for a scant $60.

Motorokr 5305 I Motorola
Low-cost stereo headset delivers
solid audio and a comfortable fit.
Street: $60
find.pcworld.com/63420

The 5305 sports a behind
the-ear design. I rotated the
earpads until the earhooks
nestled against the tops of
my small ears. The nonadjust
able neckband hovered above
the back of my head, without
bopping against my neck.
Even after 2 hours, the
headset felt secure yet not
cumbersome, thanks to its
cushiony foam pads .
Phone calls through the
5305 were usually good or
great, but at times my voice
sounded far away, slightly
muffled, or robotic to call
recipients . They sometimes
heard background noise in

MOTOROLA'S 5305 headphones
deliver good sound quality.

my immediate vicinity, too .
Incoming voices were clear
but on occasion a bit muffied.
Music sounded fairly good,
with warm, bright tones and
a solid bass, even near the
limit of the headphones'
33-foot Bluetooth range.
The 5305's controls are
housed on the right head
phone, with a ridged symbol
to help you find each one by
feel. These ridges are tiny,
though, so you might take a
while to get used to them.

The volume rocker was less
accessible, but offered well
defined tactile feedback with
a solid, punchy mechanism.
For stereo Bluetooth head
phones that can manage calls
and play music, $60 is a terrif
ic price. If you aren't sold on
earbud models, the earpad
based 5305 is a fine choice.
And if looks matter to you,
you'll like the set's hand
some black and silver hues.
-Aoife M. Mc&loy

. • 1•nkgard.com
Environmental. Saving ink. Saving money.

SAVE YOURSELF 75°/o ON INK AND TONER!
Imagine how much money you can save ...
.. .to find out .,.-visit inkgard .com
• Minimize cartridge waste .

PAY 100%
W/O INKGARD
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Widescreen LCDs Step Up Their Image Quality
a speaker bar that runs along
the bottom. Such extras
make it ideal for people who
are looking for a monitor
with multimedia capabili
ties. Only the L215p 's lack
of a DVI port may limit its
appeal (it has HDMI and
VGA connectors, only).
The NEC P221 w, a 22-inch
widescreen LCD, showed
the best image quality of the
bunch with impressive han
dling of both text and graph
ics. Colors in several of our
test photographs looked es
pecially realistic. Though it's
pricier than most competing
models, the P221 w justifies
the extra cost for users who
need high-end image quality.
Two HP monitors make the

THE FIVE MONITORS on

Mild
this m~nt~'s chart
- - - _ range m diagonal
screen size from 20 inches
to 22 inches. They also
reflect the diversity of LCD
monitors available today.
One is designed for multime
dia enthusiasts; another will
appeal to users who favor
recycling and energy conser
vation. All of the monitors
that we tested delivered
solid image quality, though
we detected some slight dif
ferences here and there
between the models.
Our Best Buy, the 21.5
inch Lenovo L215p, pro
vides great image quality; it
also has a built-in Webcam
at the top of the screen and

THE LENOVO L215P gives graphics the full-HD lOBOp treatment.

list as well: the HP LP2275w,
a 22-inch widescreen LCD;
and the HP 2009m, a 20-inch
widescreen LCD. The larger

PC WORLD TOP 5 20- TO 22-INCH WIDESCREEN LCD MONITORS
MOO EL

-·
m
m
PCWRatlng

lliDI Lenovo L215p
.:lI!lll'S254
find.pcworld .com/63336

82

Performance

•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Motion test: Very Good

Features and specifications
• HOMI and VGA ports
•Tilt and swivel adjustments
• 1920by 1080 native resolution

VERY GOOD

BOTIOM LINE:This 21 .S·lnch. full-HO 1080p model showed fine text and nice colors. but it lacks a DVI port.

2

HP LP2275w
SlSD
find .pcworld.com/

63338

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Motion test Superior

• OVI and VGA ports, DisplayPort
•Tilt, height, and swivel adjustments
• 1680by1050 native resolution

1

BOTIOM LINE: For users seeking a monitor that lets them perform basic tasks, this 22-lnch wldescreen should fit the bill.

3

NEC P221w
$

499

find .pcworld.com/63337

•Textquality:VeryGood
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Motion test: Superior

•OVlandVGAports
•Tilt. height, swivel, and pivot adjustments
• 1680by1050 native resolution

1

BOTIOM LINE: This attractive, well-designed, and adjustable 22-inch wldescreen LCD offers impeccable image quality.

4

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality:Very Good
•Motion test: Good

HP2009m
$200
find.pcworld.com/63339

• DVI and VGA ports
• Tiit and swivel adjustments
• 1600 by 900 native resolution

BOTIOM LINE: Hewlett-Packard's affordable 20-inch widescreen display delivers impressive text and graphics.

5

•Text quality: Very Good
•Graphics quality: Very Good
• Motion test: Very Good

Dell G2210t
$240
find. pcworld .co m /633~ 0

• OVI and VGA ports
•Tilt adjustment
• 1680 by !050 native resolution

BOTIOM LINE: With energy-saving modes and a great price, this 22-inch monitor rewards thrifty and conscientious buyers.
CHART NOTE: Ratings are as of 7/9/09.

MORE ONLINE
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unit performed well in our
subjective tests, but showed
unusually high contrast in
some photos, which might
be off-putting to some users.
Meanwhile, the 2009m dem
onstrated nice image quality,
and its 20-inch screen size
might appeal to customers
interested in a slightly more
compact display.
The energy-conserving
Dell G2210t rounds out our
chart. Dell reports that it
manufactured the G2210t
using recycled materials, and
that the monitor's cabling is
free of PVC and other harm
ful chemicals. Its three ener
gy modes allow you to scale
the unit's brightness and
energy consumption to the
level that you wish to work
with. Its appealing green
oriented features aside, the
G2210t faltered slightly in
our image quality tests: Its
text looked sharp, but it dis
played some slight dullness
when showing photographs.
-Kalpana Euenson

Visit find .pcworld.com/63428 for in -depth reviews , full test results , and detailed specs for all desktop monitors.
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Google Voice:
One Number
to Manage
Them All
GOOGLE VOICE, NOW in a
wider beta version, delivers
on its promise of elegant,
comprehensive phone line
management. And at least
for now, the service is free .
Google Voice assigns one
phone number for managing
all your phone numbers, and

DOWNLOAD THIS
Apps for Staying Informed and in Touch Online
HAS YOUR LIFE moved to the Internet? If
so-or if it only seems that way-these three

your own documents. Or you could use iCyte.
With a free iCyte account and browser add

free downloads will help keep you safe, in

on, you simply right-click a Web page and cre

formed, and in touch online. A smart security

ate a "cyte," which saves a snapshot of that

tool eliminates irritations with the built-in fire

page to your online iCyte account. You can add

walls of newer Windows OSs, making caution

the cyte to an existing project or use it to start

less onerous. A browser add-on helps you keep

a new one, and you can attach tags and notes

and tag information from the ever-changing

to the cyte. Storing the data online with iCyte

Web. And a beautifully sim
ple video calling program

PC World ·

News

-

Rttvuiw-. •

How-To

Downlo.lld !i

Shop & Comp.11rtt

with your less tech-sawy
friends-without having to

T

walk them through a painful

Gmail Calendar Documents

Fori..1

lets you chat face-to-face

installation process.

Windows 7 Firewall
Control Free
Do you want to be able to

.

ti

lnbox (1)

exercise fine-grained control

Starred

over the firewall built into

History
Spam

Trash
Contacts

it lets you manage your voice
services online. The number
is tied to you, not to a geo
graphical location, a specific
handset, or an IP address.
The service lets you route
incoming calls to specific
phones, record greetings,
and update contact informa
tion internally or in other
Google tools. Google Voice
has a few quirks, but a ser
vice that manages the multi
ple phone lines in our lives
should have universal appeal.
-]if[Bmolucci

Windows 7 and Windows

ICYTE SAVES AND tags Web pages for retrieval and sharing onllne.

Vista-especially over the
way it blocks outbound connections? Good

means that you don't have to worry about los

luck. Even if you manage to unearth the con

ing the data after a crash, and that you can easi

trols buried deep in Windows menus and appli

ly share it with others. Of course, it also means

cations, you'll be baffled. Luckily, Windows 7

that you'll need Internet access to get to your

Firewall Control Free solves the problem.

saved information. find.pcworld.com/63404

-Erik Larkin

With Windows 7 Firewall Control Free, you
can tell the Windows firewall to forbid applica
tions to make outbound connections to the

Logitech Vici

Internet, or you can customize how they make

When you think of Logitech Vid , think of aver

those connections. When you run the program,

sion of Skype that is easier to use and delivers

anytime an application tries to access the Inter

superior quality. The upgrade in ease of use is

net, a screen will pop up, with the application's

due to your being able to choose people to chat

name, its publisher, and similar details about it,

with on the basis of their e-mail and a photo

as well as its path and file name. You can then

they submit when they sign up, not some po

enable or disable the inbound or outbound con

tentially obscure screen name. The on-screen

nections it tries to make, either permanently or

interface is simple but intuitive.

just that one time. find.pcworld.com/63405

-Presto11 Gralla

You have relatively few settings to tweak
just options for automatic call ans~ering, noise
reduction, included devices, and volume. That's

iCyte

a good thing, as the goal Vid is aiming for is to

Google Voice IGoogle

The here-today-gone-tomorrow nature of Web

make video calling a simpler process.

Beta service, not rated

pages can stymie researchers who try to go

Phone management service is

back to cite or review information they found at

powerful, flexible, and very cool.

an online source, only to discover that the page

(any vintage) or has a Logitech Webcam owner

Free

in question has changed or vanished. To save

on their contact list. find.pcworld.com/63403

find .pcworld.com/63422

the data, you could cut and paste everything to

Vid is easy to use, and it's a free download for
anyone who either owns a Logitech Webcam

-]011 L. Jacobi •
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BY ADAM PASH
ILLUSTRATION BY ADAM McCAULEY

You w0 rk with Internet sites and tools like Arna

and fast shipping are well known, but
sometimes you can save money by buy
zon, Gmail, iTunes, and YouTube every day, and you're probably
ing elsewhere. Book Burro (find .pcworld.
com/63426), a Firefox extension, inte
fairly adept at using them. But today you'll become an expert. For
grates with Amazon and searches your
,each of these essential Web resources, we identify tips, tricks, and
local library and other online bookstores
to pinpoint the cheapest price-which,
shortcuts that will help you use them better and more efficiently.
if it finds the book
at your library, is
able or its price falls.
Find deep discounts:
most likely zilch.
If you 're a serious
Organize your gift·giving: If you want to
Comparison-shop
from your phone:
make your gift-giving more structured,
big-deal hunter, plan
required. Sign up when you
Amazon's Gift Central {find.pcworld.com/
When you 're out
a trip to JungleCrazy
check out. Learn Mor e
(www.junglecrazy.com).
63348) has you covered. This site offers
shopping, you may
This clever Web site
gift ideas for all occasions, organized
be tempted to grab
rounds up deeply
by price, relationship, age, and even
the first item you
discounted Amazon
personality. Desperate to find some
see on the shelf just
thing original? Gift Central even has a
items (everything is
because it's there.
page of suggestions For the One Who
reduced in price by
Buylater notifies
If you have a touch
Has Everything {find .pcworld.com/63349).
at least 70 percent). The goods
you when the price
more patience,
Buy an item when it's available (or when
here aren't all gems, but you' ll
of an Amazon item
however, the Ama
you can afford it): Ever come across an
occasionally find a diamond in
you want drops.
zon Mobile App
item that you're dying to buy-but it is
the rough. You can dig for items
for BlackBerry {find .
not in stock, or you just can't afford it
by using the search box or by
pcworld.com/63351)
right now? The BuyLater Firefox exten
clicking through on the tag links, or
or the Amazon Mobile App for iPhone
sion {find.pcworld.com/63425) adds a Buy
plumb the depths of cheapness in the
{find.pcworld.com/63352) can be the per
This Later button to Amazon pages and
one-cent bin {find.pcworld.com/63350).
fect shopping companion. Snap a pho
alerts you when the item becomes avail
Get books for less: Amazon' s low prices
tograph of the item you want to buy,
and Amazon Mobile will auto
matically recognize the product
and show you how much it costs
on Amazon (and let you buy it).
Find the best products: Buying
a product on Amazon is easy
when you already know exactly
what you want, but it can be
trickier when you have only a
more general idea. That's where
SavvyGraph (www.savvygraph.
com) comes in. Run a search of
your keywords (for example,
"SO" HD1V") at this handy site,
and it will return a chart that
graphs products based on their
Amazon rating and their num
ber of reviews received (pre
sumably the more reviews a
product has, the more accurate
the rating will be). For a quick
glance at the cream of the crop,
look for items located in the
top right of the graph (highest
rated and most reviewed).

Amazon
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tion. Not only is it faster
than the eBay you're
used to, but also it sup
plies a real-time auction
counter (so you don't
have to reload item
pages to see how much
time is left), built-in item
reminders, and alerts
when you've been out
bid. And eBay Desktop
updates automatically,
so you never have to
refresh your browser.
Get a great deal on mis
spelled items: The most
important thing a seller
can do is to make sure
that potential buyers can
find the item being auc
tioned. But for buyers, a
misspelled auction title
spells G-R-E-A-T D-E-A-L. The Typo
Buddy site (www.typobuddy.com) search
es eBay (and Craigslist) for all possible
misspellings of your search term-so if

Craigslist

WatchasearchviaRSS: Craigslist doesn't
offer e-mail alerts when someone lists
an item you' re looking for. So instead,
grab the RSS feed of any search (the
link is at the bottom of the page), and
add that to your newsreader.
Search all of Cralgslist Though Craigs
list emphasizes local classifieds, you
may want something so badly that
you're willing to go anywhere to get it.
The free Craigslist Reader (find .pcworld.
com/63354), a Windows application,
searches the entirety of Craigslist in
one fell swoop (in addition to supply
ing a host of other useful features).
Beabetterseller: Listing items for sale
on Craigslist couldn't be easier, but you
can improve your chances of closing a
sale by taking just a few simple steps .
Rule #1 : When you can, take a picture.
Nobody wants to buy something sight
unseen. Rule #2: Don't be stingy with
details. Buyers want to know what an
item is all about, and the more info you
offer them at the outset,
the less time you'll spend
Sl 150 · Holtvwood Aoartment - Move:ln Today
answering e-mail queries.
1 bedroom (Sl 150 per bedroom)
View apartment listings on
111bathrooms
Non-Sublet
a map: Location is every
Hollywood at Garfield Hollywood CA US
Hollywood
thing when you're looking
Added today (<24 hours)
for a new place to live, and
Craigslist' s spartan inter
face offers little help in
locating listings on a map.
Enter PadMapper (www.
padmapper.com), a Web site
that searches Craigslist
and plots rentals on a
Google Map. That's easy
,
apartment hunting!
I

eBay

PadMapper maps the
you're lucky, you may
Bring eBay to your desk
discover a mislabeled
locations of the listings
from a housing search
auction that eludes
top: eBay may have
lived out the first 1O+
everyone else.
run on Craigslist.
I
years of its life in your
Get cash back on Buy It
' ~------------------'
Now purchases: Micro
browser, but today the
best eBay experience comes in the form
soft's new search engine Bing (www.
of eBay Desktop (find .pcworld.com/63416),
bing.corn) is doing everything it can to
attract new users from Google, even
the auction site's free desktop applica-

paying people to use it. Right now if
you search for an eBay item through
Bing, you can get up to $200 cash back
(see fi nd.pcworld.com/63353) on qualify
ing Buy It Now items. You
have to click through to the
eBay item from Bing, keeping
an eye out for a gold cash-back
icon, so it's a little more com
plicated than just buying
straight from eBay, but under
the right circumstances the
savings may be worth it.
Find rare items as soon as they
are listed: If you're looking for
something specific and your
searches come up empty, give
eBay's saved searches (in the
My Account section) a try.
Once you set up a saved search,
eBay will e-mail you daily for
up to one year when new
items that match your search appear.
Automate last-minute bidding: As eBay
veterans know, due to the phenomenon
known as "sniping, " the only bidding
that matters in an online auction hap
pens during the final moments. Free
app JBidWatcher (find .pcworld.com/63427)
tracks multiple auctions and submits
»
your maximum-offer, last-minute
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bids in sequence automatically. You can
also tell it to refrain from bidding on any
remaining auctions in a series of related
auctions the moment you win one.
Track your profits and losses: If selling
on eBay is more of a vocation than a
hobby for you, head over to ProfBay
(profbay.com), a Web site that tracks and
graphs your eBay profit margins after
subtracting your listing, shipping, and
other selling fees from the equation.

Flickr
Find free-to-use photos: If you're looking
for art to use in your personal blog, but
you'd rather not receive a cease-and
desist letter for misappropriating a
copyrighted photo, head to Flickr's
advanced search page and check the Onfy
searrh within Crcatioe Commons-licensed
comem box. Any photos that this search
turns up are free for you to use on your
site (often with the proviso that you in
clude an attribution). It's a lot easier
and cheaper-than hiring a lawyer!
Download the appropriate tools: Using
Flickr is much easier with its accompa
nying desktop application, Flickr Desk
top Uploadr (find .pcworld.com/63355).
66 I PCWORLO.COM
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to Flickr via e-mail (it's convenient for
uploading images to Flickr from your
iPhone, for example). To take advan
tage of this feature, just open your ac
count's e-mail settings (find .pcworld.com/
63356) and copy the Flickr upload e-mail
address to your contacts. When you
e-mail an image to Flickr, the message's
subject becomes the photo's title and
the body becomes its description.
Spice up your PC with your photostream:
As a photo enthusiast, you've undoubt
edly put a lot of work into organizing
and uploading your pictures to Flickr,
so why not show your handiwork on
your desktop? Free application Flickr
.Net Screensaver (find .pcworld.com/63358)
displays Flickr images as your screen
saver. You can specify the included
images based on such criteria as tags,
groups, or the user who generated the
image. To add a little flair to your desk
top wallpaper, try John's Background
Besides making drag-and-drop batch
Switcher (find .pcworld.com/63357), a free
uploading of your pictures a breeze, it
app that rotates your desktop wallpa
allows you to tag, title, set privacy lev
per by pulling photos from Flickr.
els, create sets, and more-all from one
Find a great camera: Like the look of
quick, convenient desktop app.
some Flickr pies and wish you could
Upload your videos in high definition: The
get the same results? Flickr can't teach
central concern at Flickr is still photog
you the skills of an expert photographer,
raphy, so you may
but it can tell you what cam
not have noticed
era took the picture. Check
I
\
I
last year when
Fllckr's 'Taken with'
the 'Taken with' section of
I
I
Flickr activated a
data reveals when a I
any
pie's Additional Infor
I
video-sharing fea
photo was taken and II
mation panel, or head to
ture for Pro users,
with what camera.
'tI the Flickr Camera Finder
I
or earlier this year
(find.pcworld.com/
Additional Information
when the site en
63359) for a look
abled video shar
at the most popu
E:) 0 Some rights reserved
ing for all users.
lar cameras used
Pro users can
on Flickr and the
even upload high
pictures that they
c Taken wiUl a Nikon 070.
def videos with a
More properties
have taken.
O Taken on March t 2. 2005
file-size limit of
Protectyourpri
o 150 peop4e call this photo a favorite
SOOMB-though
vacy: Flickr is
o Vlewed 17,103 times
all Flickr videos
great for sharing
are limited to a
pies with friends
maximum length of 90 seconds, so be
and family, but you may not want pro
sure to choose your moments wisely.
spective employers to see last year's
Upload pies on the go via e-mail: When
Mardi Gras set. Go to Flickr's Privacy
you signed up for Flickr, the service as
page (find.pcworld.com/63360) to designate
signed you a top-secret @Jflickr address
who can see your photos (you can adjust
for you to use in sending your pictures
privacy settings on any individual photo

,,----------------,,

- Google Calendar
10 p Write PC World Arti

gadget from Gmail Labs. This gad
get creates a handy daily agenda
TOllnorrow (fri, Jun 19)
tracker in your Gmail sidebar
that pulls scheduling data direct
Forecast for 90027 (
ly
from your Google Calendar.
'\
I
Automateyourinbox:
Gmail 's
I
I
so no one, friends
Add a dynamic
lack of folders throws some users
I
I
and family only,
for a loop initially, but most peo
list of your Google :
contacts only, or
Calendar appoint- II
ple don't take long to fall in love
I
I
ments to your
anyone can see it)
with labels as an organizing tool.
I
I
whether the pies
Use the Labels drop-down menu
Gmall sidebar.
_____________ .- , II
to label any e-mail message, or
should show up
in search results,
just press L if you have enabled
and which privacy settings Flickr should
shortcuts and then start typing the
apply when you upload new photos.
label you want. If you find that you 're
constantly labeling and archiving the
same type of e-mail, though, try creat
ing a filter that archives, marks as read,
stars, labels, forwards, or deletes any
message that matches your criteria.
Turn on keyboard shortcuts: Why waste
Simply click Creareajilurnext to the
time moving your hand to the mouse
Gmail search box, enter your filter cri
every time you want to open, compose,
teria, and start automating your in box.
Take advantage of labs: Gmail Labs is
search for, or label.an e-mail message?
Gmail's keyboard shortcuts keep your
hands on t he home row and your inbox
clean. To activate them (they're not
enabled by default) , open the General
tab of your Gmail settings, click Key
boardsltoncttts 011, and then press the?
key while anywhere in Gmail to see a
full rundown of your shortcuts at any
time. Google Calendar shares many of
the same shortcuts (including the '?'
query) and enables them by default.
Makethem betterwith extensions: Gmail
and Google Calendar are a great pair of
productivity apps, but if you want to
squeeze even more functionality out
of them, try the Better Gmail 2 add-on
(find .pcworld.com/63361, Firefox only),
which adds a handful of excellent fea
tures to Gmail, including hierarchical
labels and file-attachment icons. Mean
while, Better GCal (find.pcworld.com/
63362, also Firefox only) completely
redesigns the Google Calendar skin.
Integrate Gmail and Google Calendar:
Gmail knows when you've been invited
Google's playground for testing provi
to a meeting, and it offers to add the
sional features like Forgotten Attachment
meeting to Google Calendar automati
Detector (helps you avoid the obloquy
cally. You can make the two even closer
associated with forgetting to include an
attachment), Ofiline Gmail, and Tasks
friends by enabling the Google Calendar
....

Gmail & Google
Calendar

(Google's budding to-do list app). The
Gmail team is constantly adding new
Labs features, so enable Labs and start
digging for great new functionality.

Google
Navigate results from your keyboard:
Google's Experimental Search page (find.
pcworld.com/63365) is full of fun experi
ments from the search giant. One of the
best is the keyboard shortcuts experi
ment, which adds Gmail-li.ke keyboard
shortcuts to Google search results; for
example, pressing 'J' or 'K' moves up or
down, respectively, between results.
Getto know search operators: Google
made its name by delivering powerful
search results in response to queries of
any level of sophistication, but learning
to use Google's search operators can
really hone your Google-fu. The Google
Help Cheat Sheet (find.pcworld.com/63366)
rounds up some of the finest, such as

define: (for quick dictionary lookups),
site: (to return results from a specific
Web site) , and OR (as in 'pc OR world').
Convert nearly any measurement Aside
from working as a simple calculator, »
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Google is also a great tool for convert
ing units of measure. Need to know
how many ounces are in a cup? Enter
ounces in a cup in Google. Or try some
thing exotic, like how many furlongs
are in a league. Google can handle it.
Narrow down your results: Usually you
can find what you're looking for on the
first page of Google results, but if you
need something very specific-say, a
page that was published in the last 24
hours-click the new Show Options link
above your search results. Among other
features available is the interactive Won
der Wheel, a spidering graphical repre
sentation of queries related to yours.
Square your results: If you're a hard
core data nerd, give Google Squared
(tind.pcworld.com/63368) a try. This new
search tool returns results as structured
data in a spreadsheet to help you get a

bird's-eye view of the data contained in
the results. Search for ' DSLR cameras',
for example, to compare and contrast
prices and resolutions for digital SLRs.

iTunes
Clean up your metadata and album art: You
could painstakingly correct every mis
labeled track in your iTunes library, or
you could let TuneUp (find .pcworld.com/
63417) do the job. This clever application

68
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TunejUp™

scans your music,
·"'
uncovers messy or
Clean your mislabeled music
incomplete meta
data, and automati
"'
cally fixes it, figuring
Find your missing cover art
out where all of
,',
your tracks by
,,
that versatile and
.,__ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

~

(!)

0

you should
ditch. Then
click the Delete

checkedtracks

button to re
move them.
Find free
music: Though
Tuneup tidies up
prolific figure cur
the iTunes Music Store isn' t big
messy iTunes data
rently known as
on handing out free tunes, the
and finds missing
Unknown Artist
Free on iTunes page (find.pcworld.
album cover art.
really belong.
com/63367) hosts a regularly re
Missing album
freshed lineup of tracks, music
art? TuneUp can
videos , TV shows, and other
take care of that, too. The limited pro
special content for free downloading.
gram is a free download, but if your
Remote-controliTunes: If you have an
library needs a lot of work, you'll prob
iPhone or an iPod Touch, ·you also have
ably want to upgrade to TuneUp Gold,
the best iTunes remote control money
for unlimited metadata cleaning.
can buy. Download Remote (!ind.pcworld.
Drop your duplicates: iTunes does its
com/63370) to your iPhone or Touch (it's
best to let you know when you have
free); pair it with your iTunes library
(run Remote on your iPhone, tap Add
Library, and follow the pairing wiiard
on the next screen); and then use it to
control your iTunes playback, make
playlists, and adjust the volume from
Remote's iPod-like interface.
LetiTunesbeyourDJ: Want to listen to
music selections that have something
in common, without building a playlist
of your own? iTunes' Genius feature
creates playlists based on songs that it
thinks (binarily speaking} sound good
together or share a similar mood; and
iTunes' DJ feature lets any guest with
an iPhone or iPod Touch request, add,
reorder, or remove songs from the DJ
playl_ist on the fly, using the Remote
application (mentioned above).
Automatically sync any iTunes folder: If
you're like most folks, much of your
duplicate tracks in your library (you can
iTunes library's music originated from
ripped CDs and, ahem, unspecified on
search for them by selecting File•Show
line resources . Instead of adding new
Duplicates), but it's best simply isn't
good enough. Free application Meta
tracks to iTunes manually, point iTunes
iPod (find.pcworld.com/63369) quickly
Folder Watch (tind.pcworld.com/63372) at
digs up and clears out your dupes like a
any folder(s) on your hard drive, and
pig hunting truffies. Fire it up, and click
this free app will automatically add new
tracks to iTunes as soon as it sees them.
the S1art button to let it analyze your li
Getto know yoursmart playlists: Smart
brary; if it finds repeat entries, click the
2x button to view the duplicates, with
playlists do a great job of slicing and
Meta-iPod's best guesses for which
dicing your music into playlists with
ones you should save and which ones
out requiring you to spend hours sift

your browser to the site's Local Gas
Prices page (gasprices.mapquest.com),
you can also see the price of gas at
each station, sorted by price. And for
a tool to calculate the total cost of a
trip, click the Gas Calculator link.
Find places of note: Besides handling
popular local business searches, Map
Quest's sidebar toolbox has a big
Where It's At icon that, when enabled,
displays places of note on your map.
Send directions to your phone or car:
Rather than printing out travel direc
tions, try using the 'Send to Cell'
feature to send your MapQuest map
to your cell phone. Better yet, if your
car is equipped with GM's OnStar
GPS technology, you can beam your
directions directly to your car-just
click the Send to OnStar link.

Wikipedia
ing through every song yourself. Just
set your criteria and let the smart play
list create itself. Make a best-of playlist
from your most-played tracks added in
the last year, for example, or rediscover
songs with a smart playlist that looks
for songs with a low play count.

MapQuest
Avoid traffic jams: Once you've mapped
out where you're going, plan your best
route by ticking the Traffic box at the
top of your map. Where possible, Map
Quest displays current traffic condi
tions, including traffic flow (normal to
stop-and-go), accidents, and construc
tion. You can still use "bad traffic" as
an excuse for being late, but not if your
boss is the trust-but-verify type.
Find a nearby coffee shop: You used
MapQuest to figure out how to get
where you're going, so why not let it
help you figure out what to do once
you get there? After you've mapped an
address, use the Search Nearby form or
the MapQuest sidebar toolbox to find
a nearby coffee shop, restaurant, movie
theater, bar, dry cleaner, or pawn shop.
Streamline full-address lookups: You may

occasionally look up an address by man
ually filling in each field of MapQuest's
traditional address/city/state/zip search
form; but more often than not, you just
copy and paste the whole address from
an e-mail message or from a source on
the Web. So rather than tediously copy-

Carry Wikipedia on your iPod: Free applica
tion Encyclopodia (find.pcworld.com/63371)
puts the world's largest online encyclo
pedia in your pocket. And if you have an
iPhone or an iPod Touch with an Inter
net connection, let Wikipanion (find .
pcworld.com/63374) optimize Wikipedia
for your device's touchscreen.
Learn from your screensaver:
Screensavers usually display
pretty pictures when your com
puter is inactive, but why not
use the space to dish out a little
Lowest: 52.91
old-fashioned learnin' instead?
Highest: $3.09
Rectangle Red's aptly named
Use our gas calculator and
search for more fuels In
Wikipedia Screen Saver (find.
different locations.
'
'I pcworld.com/63375) displays new
Ciiek here
random pages from Wikipedia
at regular intervals.
Download Wikipedia to your com
Find the cheapest
ing the address,
puter: Wherever you have an In
gasoline available
city, and zip code
ternet connection, Wikipedia's
nearby with Map
piecemeal into
wealth of knowledge is just a
Quest's gas tool.
each field, click
quick search away. But when
the Use Copy 6
you aren't connected, try Wiki
Pasrc Fonns link in
pedia for Schools (schools·wikipedia.org),
MapQuest and then paste the entire
address into the text area in one block.
a downloadable selection ofWikipedia
articles that you can burn to a DVD and
Find cheap gas nearby: MapQuest's
carry with you everywhere. For an alter
Search Nearby feature will find the gas
nate version ofWikipedia that you »
station closest to you; but if you point
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YouTube-viewing strangers. To avoid
becoming the next Star Wars Kid, keep
a close eye on the Privacy setting (pub
lic or private) when you upload a new
video. For fine-grained privacy options,
point your browser to www.youtube.com/
account#privacy/search . There you can
control who may see your YouTube
channel (your channel is like your user
home page), what browsing activity
YouTube displays in the Recent Activity
section of your channel, and how other
users can find and contact you.
Make and share Quicklists: To optimize
your YouTube viewing, get to know the
service's QuickList feature (find .pcworld.
com/63379). With it you can queue up
video after video for a continuous flow
ofYouTube goodness. You can even
save a QuickList and share it with a
friend. To get started adding videos to
a QuickList, click the + icon on the bot
tom left of any video thumbnail.

video you'd like to download (for exam
ple, kickyoutube.com/watch/?v=ZEigvdbziaB).
When you get to the site, select the file
type your device supports, and let the
KickYouTube Web site (kickyoutube.com)
take care of everything else.
Protect your privacy: Every so often,
through a cruel turn of Internet fate , a
seemingly private video becomes the
object of amusement for millions of

Streamline your uploads: Uploading a
video to YouTube is easier than ever,
but uploading high-quality videos can
take hours. To avoid delays in your
Internet browsing, save your YouTube
uploads until you're ready to hit the
sack. You can upload multiple videos
simultaneously, and when you wake up
in the morning, your new video master
pieces will be live on the site. •

can install on your laptop, give Pocket
Wikipedia (find .pcworld.com/63373) a try.
Learn to edit Wikipedia entries: Wikipedia
is built on user-contributed submissions
and edits. To participate,
,,
whether by supplementing an
article or correcting a typo,
click the Edit this page link
Anyone can edit
high-quality play
above any section-no mem
Wikipedia entries.
back the default set
, ting. Log in to You
bership required. Read Wiki
Simply click the
I
pedia's 'How to edit a page'
Tube, and change
'edit this page' link :
I
your playback set
(find.pcworld.com/63376), and
and get to work.
I
... ____ __ _______ ... , I
you'll soon be an editing pro.
tings (find.pcworld.
Track Wikipedia edits: The
com/63381 ) by select
ing I haoe afast co1111ection. Alwaysplay
dark side of a collaborative, anonymous
online encyclopedia is wiki-vandalism.
higher-quality oideo when it's aoailable.
To track changes to Wikipedia edits in
Download videos for your portable device:
side Wikipedia, click the History link at
If you have an Internet connection, You
Tube delivers videos reliably. But when
the top of any page; but to turn those
sometimes confusing edit trails into an
it comes to watching a YouTube video
easier-to-understand chan, visit Web
on your iPod, things get dicier. Here's
how to ensure a smooth transfer: Add
site WikiDashboard (wik idashboard.parc.
'kick' to the beginning of the URL of the
com). Another safeguard is WikiAlarrn
(wikiatarm.com), a free service that tracks
Wikipedia articles of your choosing and
e-mails you when someone edits them.
Get adaily dose of Wikipedia in your inbox:

Web site DailyLit (www.dailylit.com) de
livers bite-size chunks of the classics to
your e-mail in box every day. If you pre
fer nonfiction, subscribe to DailyLit's
Wikipedia Tours section (find.pcworld.
com/63377) for a daily dose ofWikipedia
articles covering everything from mas
terpieces of Western art to Wine 101.

YouTube
Hide inane comments: When you stop in

at YouTube, you'd appreciate a little
civility. Unfortunately, many YouTube
commenters have the manners-and
the writing skills-of a marmoset. The
YouTube Comment Snob (find.pcwortd.
com/63380), a Firefox extension, filters
comments to hide those containing too
· many misspellings, all caps, no caps,
excessive punctuation, or profanity.
Play back high-quality videos by default:

It's great to be able to watch virtually
any YouTube video in high quality, but
it's a pain to switch each one to ' HQ'.
If your connection is fast enough, make
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PowerShot SD1200 IS
PowerShot camera's 10MP
resolution makes it a breeze
to print large Images with
clarity and detail
Photo equipment features a
large 2.5-lnch LCD sc reen
Smart Auto Mode
lntelllgenlly selects
settings for th e camera
based upon 18 predefi ned
shooting situations
Digic 4 Image Processor with
evolved face detection
technology that tracks the
faces of moving subjects

All Canon cameras shown on this page include Canon USA, Inc. one-year limited warranty/registration card.

r----------,

Text the word Canon
I to the number 797979
I & receive $1 Q Off
I

1

I

HD shooting at 1280 x 720 pixels with HDMI output lets you see
all the beauty of your HD Images and movies on your HDTV

a purchase of $100 or more.

I Offer expires 12/31 /09.
L

__________

PowerShot SX200 IS
Experience the unprecedented image qualify and point-and-shoot
convenience of Smart AUTO. along with enhanced operability
and an Intuitive new menu

SX200 IS captures
close-up. wide-angle
shot s with stunning
12x optical zoom
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s· Active Matrix TFT
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Color LCD Screen

o
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PowerShot A1100 IS

FS1 O Flash Memory Camcorder

Digital camera's 12 megapl xels mean clear.
sharp Images eve n at poster size

Audio and video device boasts 48x advanced zoom

Canon's 4x opti cal zoom camera gets
close enough fo r all the details

· ..·

.. . .',, ~

Camera features
2.7 " wldescreen
LCD display
Dual flash
memory

Optical image
stabilization
to reduce blur

SGB
bullt·ln memory

Your whole order ships for just $2.95.
Spend less on the brand names you love.
Shop more Canon products at Overstock.com.

canon

' Enter promo code on order review page under billing information section. Offer limited to one use per cusromer and expires 12/3 1/09. Producls limlled to availabili ty. Prices subject to change.
Additional charges may apply. Offer applies to the lower 48 United Stales and APO/FPO with destinations standard shipping only. Offer excludes orders comprised solely of products from the
"Books , Music. Movies & Games·, "Real Estate", "Auctions· and "Cars· categories. This coupon cannot be combined wi th any other offer or coupon. "Overstock.com" is a registered trademaik
of Overstock.com. Inc. All third party trademarks ere the property of their respective owners and are used only to identify products offered for sale by Overstock.com, and their owne rs are not
affiliated with or sponsors of Overstock.com. Inc.
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say it up front:

The iMac is no longer the final word in
all-in-one PCs. Though Apple's latest
aluminum iMacs were the performance
champs in our tests, new competing
all-in-ones are changing the game.
Makers now emphasize design and
style, and touchscreens are becoming the
norm. Some models have multitouch
displays, which let you use two fingers
to pinch, push, rotate, and scroll items .
Several big-screen units have Btu-ray
drives and act as Media Center HD1Vs.
Also on the rise are budget all-in-ones
with netbook-like specs. Though they
almost always run Windows XP instead
of Vista, their single-touch displays and
low price (roughly $500) are attractive.
To reflect those differences, we split
our chart of 11 all-in-one PCs-and the
corresponding reviews-in two parts.
Our top pick among those sized 20
inches or larger is Lenovo's IdeaCentre
A600. If you're willing to accept a system
with a screen measuring 19 inches or
less, our choice is Dell's Studio One 19.

ALL-in-One Pros and Cons
All-in-ones struggle to equal the perfor
mance of good value desktops, in gen
eral tasks and in games. Their compact
size creates heat and power limitations
that usually require the use of a laptop
CPU. Even the fastest all-in-one here,
74
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Apple's high-end 24-inch iMac, can't
match new desktops like Dell's $999
Studio XPS 435, whose WorldBench 6
score of 125 was 12.6 percent better
than the iMac' s mark of 111.
If all you want is one simple package,
you might be better off with a laptop.
Convertible touchscreen laptops and
Internet tablets are available; even some
netbooks have touchscreens. Most
Atom-based netbooks, sold for about
$500, perform on a par with "nettop"
all-in-ones. The multimedia-minded
might like a desktop-replacement laptop
with a roomy screen of at least 17 inches.
All-in-ones do have benefits, such as
wall-mounting options and touch inter
activity. The PCs integrate add-ons,
too, such as speakers, Webcams, and
Wi-Fi. But you're usually stuck with the
screen and the parts . HP's TouchSmart
PCs and Sony's VGC-LV180J let you up
grade only the memory and hard drive.
iMacs allow easy RAM upgrades, but
anything else involves a 21-screw ordeal.
Shuttle's X50 also accepts memory
upgrades-noteworthy hecause every
other small all-in-one is closed. In the
end, we gave Lenovo's A600 big points
because users can upgrade its hard
disk, optical drive, memory, and fans .

1

Lenovo IdeaCentre
A600

Sharp, angular, and ultrathin,
the 21.5-inch IdeaCentre A600 stands

out. At $1149, it's seriously competitive,
especially since it's so upgradable.
Its score of 87 in WorldBench 6 puts it
in good company, but 28 percent shy of
the leader, Apple's 24-inch iMac.
Though lacking in touch functionality,
the display is strong, delivering power
ful saturation and good contrast for
gaming and Blu-ray viewing. Rivals pro
duced slightly more contrast and richer
black levels. Darker scenes on the A600
seemed brighter than they should be.
The system has six USB ports, a Fire
Wire 400 miniport, a six-in-one card
reader, and an HD1V tuner input. We
would have liked to see some kind of
next-generation connectivity. At least
files will stream quickly over the PC's
gigabit ethernet or 802.11b/g/n Wi-Fi.
The useful Bright Vision utility employs
the 2-megapixel Webcam to gauge your
surroundings and adjust the display for
optimal, no-eyestrain conditions.
The keyboard and mouse (a laptop
style touchpad) are integrated into a
single device. Also bundled is a combo
VoIP handset, air mouse, motion game
controller, and media-center remote
that's awesome in its functionality.

Len ovo ldea Centre A600
$1149
find .pcworld.com/63262

HP TouchSmart IQ816

2

$2100
find.pcworld.com/63003

3

HP TouchSmart IQ500t
$1650
find .pcworld.com/63270

4

Sony VAIO VGC-LV180J
$1999
find .pcworld.com/63002

5

Apple iMac (24 inches)
$2199
·find .pcworld .com/63268

6

Apple iMac (20 inches)
$1199
find .pcworld.com/63267

1

De ll Studio One 19
$9 44
fi nd.pcworld.com/63266

•II
•

MSI Wind Top AE1900

2

(OlSUS)
$529
find.pcworld .com/63264

3

Averatec All-in-One
01130 Series
$529
find .pcworld.com/63263

4

As us Eee Top ET1602
$500
find .pcworld.com/63265

5

Shuttle X50
$550
find.pcwo rld.com/63005

• Gaming: Poor

• 4GB DDR3·106BRAM; lTBstorage
• Blu·ray drive

and extras such as an HDTV tu ner, a
four·ln·one remote, and a 2·mega plxel
Webcam make the ABDOhard to resist.

• WorldBench 6score: 61 Good
•Overall design:Good
•Gaming: Fair

• 25.S·lnch dual·touch display
• 2.lGHz Core 2 Duo TBIOO
• 4GB DDR2·867 RAM;750GB storage
• Blu·ray drive

Slick all·ln·one PC provides a giant
2S.5·1nch display and doubles as an
HDTV, but its performance is starting to ·
slip In comparison with new rivals.

• WorldBench 6score:87 Good
•Overall design: Very Good

• 22.0·inch dual·touch widescreen
• 2.26GHz Core 2 Duo PB400
• 4GB DDR2·600 RAM;lTB storage
• Blu-ray drive

Avibrant, responsive multitouch display
and very good performance make the
IQSOOt a competitive option; the bundled
health and security utility is useful.

• WorldBench 6score;96 Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Gaming:Poor

• 24.0-inch widescreen
• 3GHz Core 2 Duo E8400
• 4GB DDR2-800 R~M ; BOOGB storage
• Blu·ray drive

Sony's speedy all-in·one offering can also
serve as an HDTV. The system is ready to
handle any external device you might
want to connect to it,as well.

• WorldBench Bscore: 111 Superior
•Overall design:Good

• 24.0·inch widescreen

Our top performer runs both Windows
and OS X, but lacks built·in extras such as
a touchscreen, a Blu-ray drive, a media

•Gaming: Fair

•Gaming: Superior

• WorldBench 6score:101 Superior
•Overall design:Good

• 3.0BGHz Core 2 Duo EB435
• 4GB DDR3-1066 RAM;lTB storage
• DVD ±RW drive

card reader. and a TV tuner.

• 20.0-inch widescreen
• 2.BBGHz Core 2 Duo E8135
• 2GB DDR3·1066 RAM; 320GB storage

The 20-'lnch iMac offers terrific general
performance but basic graphics. iMac

• Overall des ign: Good
• Ga mi ng:Poor

• 2.SGHz Pentium Dual·Co re E5200
• 4GB DDR2 ·800 RAM; 32008 storage
• DV D• RW drive

qu ite hl gh·end either, Dell's lB·lnc h
mod el could be a good fl t If your needs
are somewhere In the middle.

• WorldBench 6score: 39 Poor
•Overall design:Fair
•Gaming: Poor

• 18.S·inch single -touch widescreen
• 1.6GHz Intel Atom 230 (dual·core)
• lGB DDR2·533RAM;160GB storage
• DVD±RW drive

The Wind Top AE1900 provides the
netbook·like performance you'd expect
at this price, but sweetens the deal with
alarge touchscreen.

• WorldBench 6score: 39 Poor
•Overall design: Fair
•Gaming:Poor

• 18.4·inch widescreen
• 1.BGHz Intel Atom N270
• lGB DDR2·B67 RAM; 160GB storage
• DVD±RW drive

This all·in·one's 1B.4·inch display doesn't
support touch; but especially on text, its
1680 by 945 resolution is sharper than
that of its main rival , the MSI.

• WorldBench 6 score:41 Poor

• 15.S·inch single-touch widescreen
• 1.SGHz Intel Atom N270
• lGB DDR2·667 RAM ;160GB storage

The Eee Top ET1B02 was among the first

•Gaming:Poor

•Overall design: Fair
•Gaming: Poor

low-cost touchscreen all·in·ones to

debut, but It now feels undersized
compared with newer competitors.

• WorldBench 6 score:41 Poor
•Overall design:Poor
•Gaming: Poor

• 15.S·inch single-touch widescreen
• 1.BGHz Intel Atom 330 (dual·core)
• lGB DDR 2·667 RAM; 160GB storage

Despite the X50's upgradable RAM , this
all·in·one PC is hard to recommend when
newer rivals provide larger screens and

built-in DVD writers for less money.

CHART NOTE S: Ratings are as of 712109. Apple iMacs te sted using Boot Camp and Windows Vista Home Premium 32·bit. Browse to the Find·lt UR Ls for expanded, complete rev iews.

2

HP TouchSmart IQ816

Though the general perfor
mance of the 25.5-inch Touch
Smart IQ816 is slightly weaker than
that of competitors· (let alone cheaper

desktop rigs), this PC offers a huge
multitouch display and some extras .
Judging by its WorldBench 6 score of
81 , it will do fine on everyday tasks. But
that is the lowest mark we obtained from
any all-in-one 20 inches or larger.

High-def content looks good . View
ing the display from above, however,
blows out whites; glancing at it from
below darkens images considerably.
And you can't use the touchscreen to
select a movie's Blu-ray features; in- »
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stead you must tap a virtual remote.
You get five USB 2.0 ports, a mini
FireWire 400 port, an MMC/SD/SDHC
card reader, a slot-loading Blu-ray read
er and DVD burner, a gigabit ethernet
port, 802.llb/g/n wireless, an S-Video
output, S/PDIF audio, and a standard
coaxial input. We especially like how
the IQ816 can transform into an HD
ready 1V with the press of a few buttons.
HP's tweaks separate this PC from its
peers. In particular, the awesome Touch
Smart Center software lets you drag and
throw giant icons to make easy-to-access
app listings, manage and play multime
dia, and launch programs at a touch.

3

HP TouchSmart
IQ500t

· The TouchSmart IQ500t is a
faster, slimmer version of the IQ816.
Even with a speedier CPU than the Len
ovo A600's, the 22-inch IQ500t earned
an identical score of 87 in WorldBench 6.
We saw excellent contrast and im
pressive saturation. Text is extremely
readable, and touching the display elic
its a crisp response. Watching movies
on the Blu-ray drive is a treat; however,
the glossy screen is both a blessing and
a curse. It livens up images with vivid
color and increases the richness of
blacks , but you can't help but see your
self in dark scenes or backgrounds.
Five USB ports , a Webcam, gigabit
ethernet, 802.llb/g/n Wi-Fi, a five-in
76
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one card reader, a 1V-tuner input, an
analog audio input, S-Video , and a coax
ial S/PDIF output grace the PC. While
S/PDIF is great for home theater inte
gration, HDMI would have been better.
The bundled PC-health and security
utility is terrific for checking perfor
mance and connections, and it can help
you plan backups and evaluate storage
capacities. We like it almost as much as
we enjoy HP's TouchSmart Center.
A Media Center remote is part of the
package. But why couldn't HP put such
functions on the keyboard or mouse?

4

Sony VAID VGC

LVlBOJ

The VGC-LV180J is somewhat
sleek, but it's sti.11 an ugly duckling com
pared with some rivals. It's fast, howev
er, and it works as a 1V, with a 24-inch
nontouch screen that can produce high
def at a native 1920 by 1200 resolution.
Its WorldBench 6 score of96 is the
third-best all-in-one result we've seen,
but on modern games it produced bare
ly playable frame rates. On HD content,
the display fared better, but its viewing
angles weren't generous , and we didn't
find the saturation strong enough. In
darker scenes, we noticed the bleeding
of the LCD backlight on the edges.
The ExpressCard reader allows for
laptop-style upgrades like a solid-state
drive, network card, 1V tuner, sound
card, or FireWire 800. The PC also has

five USB ports, 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi, a
gigabit ethernet port, a slot-loading
Blu-ray reader and DVD burner, Memo
ry Stick and SD Card readers, a mini
FireWire 400 port, an optical-out for
your audio, and inputs for S-Video,
HDMI, digital cable, and analog cable.
The wireless keyboard packs controls
for volume, mute, sleep, and jumping
to Media Center. A touchpad is built in,
as well, though Sony also includes a
boxy, four-button mouse in the package.

20-and
24-inch
Apple
iMacs (Aluminum)

5 6

Apple offers four standard configura
tions of its 2009 iMacs: three 24-inch
(1920 by 1200) models, and one
20-inch (1680 by 1050) version. We
tested the 20-incher and the high-end
(3 .06GHz) 24-inch model using Boot
Camp and Windows Vista Home Premi
um 32-bit. They turned out to be the
fastest all-in-ones we've tried to date.
The 24-inch iMac led the way with a
result of 111 in WorldBench 6, and the
20-inch unit had a score of 101 . As for
gaming graphics, while the smaller unit
struggled to reach playable frame rates,
the 24-incher returned the very best
results we've seen from an all-in-one.
A USB 2.0 port replaces the FireWire
400 port, bringing the USB-port total
to four. The FireWire 800 port remains.

A Mini DisplayPort replaces the mini
DVI port for an external display.
The compact wired keyboard lacks a
numeric keypad, as well as the <Home>,
<End>, <Page Up>, <Page Down>, and
<Delete> keys. A full-size keyboard is a
free option if you order on Apple.com.
The 20-incher is good for the price,
but spending $300 more for the entry
level (2 .66GHz) 24-inch model buys
more RAM, twice the storage, and bet
ter performance. If you want top graph
ics , the 3.06GHz iMac is the one to get.

offer an iPhone-like, scrollable program
launcher, but you can' t add programs
or modify the applications it displays .
The connection options are woeful:
You get six USB ports, a seven-in-one
card reader, a too-slow 10/100-mbps
ethernet pon, and only 802.11 b/g Wi-Fi,
not the faster 802.1 ln.
Our test system's included keyboard
had ten buttons for launching apps and
controlling media, plus a volume dial.

1

an 18.5-inch,
single-touch display and standard net
top specs . We tested the entry-level
AEl 900; MS! also sells a version with a
better CPU and more memory.
The AEl 900 managed a mark of 39 on
WorldBench 6. Its integrated graphics
failed to complete our gaming tests.
1l1e display is acceptable, but the 1366
by 768 native resolution is low for a
screen this size; text wasn't crisp. We
also saw too much red saturation in the
high-definition trailers we watched.
MSI's software tries to encourage you
to poke the screen via the use of large
icons for launching apps. Also included
are a couple of games that you control
with the 1.3-megapixel Webcam.
The cramped keyboard manages to fit
in eight media and program-launching
buttons . The mouse is basic. Seeing

Dell Studio One 19

The Studio One 19 is by far the
fastest of the smaller all-in-one
PCs we've tested. But its design ... well,
we could do without the fabric trim (no
matter which of five colors it is) .
In WorldBench 6 it had a mark of93.
But its 320GB drive is far smaller than
those of heftier all-in-ones, and the
screen's 1366 by 768 native resolution
limited it to our 1024 by 768 gaming
tests, where it scored just under a barely
playable 30 frames per second.
Text is easy to read and graphics are
saturated and strong in contrast. You 'll
see your reflection in dark scenes due to
the glossy surface, but the sheen looks
nice. 1he multitouch response lags, as
the mouse pointer delays a little before
springing to the location of your finger.
Dell's TouchZone software seeks to

2 ~;~~~ has

MSI Wind Top AE1900

wireless options for boili would be nice.
The PC has four USB pons; but aside
from a gigabit ethernet port and a four
in-one card reader, that's all you get. At
least 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi is integrated.

3

Averatec All-in-One
01130 Series

4

Asus Eee Top ET1602

A generous 18.4-inch display is
the best feature of Averatec's All-in
One Dl130 Series system.
Its score of 39 in WorldBench 6 puts
it alongside its similarly priced and
configured peers; its integrated graph
ics couldn't finish our gaming tests.
Its resolution of 1680 by 945 is far
greater than the MSJ 's. Text is crisp
and easy to read, even though the dis
play suffers from backlight emanating
from the bottom. Colors are more faded
and plain here than on oilier all-in-ones.
The flimsy keyboard is annoyingly
thin, and the keys are mashed together.
Neither it nor the mouse is wireless.
Five USB ports join a four-in-one card
reader and a VGA output. 1l1e network
connections (10/100-mbps ethernet
and 802.1 lb/g wireless) are anemic.

The 15.6-inch ET1602 , with its
glossy white chassis and trans
parent plastics, resembles an Apple
design. A carrying handle is integrated
into ilie angle-adjustable foot .
»

Its 1366-by-768-resolution single
touch screen is adequate for basic tasks;
colors are bright and vibrant. Beyond
a large-icon program launcher, you get a
few touch-friendly apps, such as games,
a media viewer, and a sticky-notes tool.
The Eee Top got a WorldBench 6 score
of 41, comparable to similarly priced
netbooks . For the basics, it will do.
You get six USB 2.0 ports, two of
which occupy the left side (along with
an SD Card slot) for easy access. The
headphone and mic jacks, however, are
inconveniently placed on the rear. Asus
omits an optical drive, but includes
802.1 lb/g/n Wi-Fi and gigabit ethernet.

5

Shuttle X50

In both screen size and specs,
the XSO is almost identical to
the Asus, aside from a better CPU (a
dual-core 1.6GHz Atom 330). Even with
that faster processor, the XSO merely
matched the ET1602 in WorldBench 6.
The XSO has no touch-customized
programs or interface tweaks. Its stand
doubles as a carrying handle (which
also detaches to reveal standard VESA
mounts) . The connectivity is average,
consisting of six USB ports, a gigabit
ethernet port, a DVJ connection, and a
four-in-one media card reader.

WHEN WIN DOWS 7 officially
launches on October 22. expect
to see it on new multitouch all
in-ones. Look for MSI's 21.6-lnch
Wind Top AE2201 (equipped with
nVidia Ion graphics) , as well as
Acer's Aspire Z5600 and Gateway's One ZX6800 {both 23 inches), In Windows 7
you 'll be able to use !Phone-like pinches, flick forward and backward, hold down one
fi nger then tap another for a right-click menu, tap two fingers to zoom, and more.
Clearly, single-touch all-In-ones won 't be able to support the multifinger gestures;
we don't know yet whether upcoming single-touch models will run the new OS or
stick to Vista. Asus is updating its lineup with the Eee Top ET2203T (21.5 inches) and
the Ion-equipped ET2002T (20 inches). MS! has two 20 -inchers in the works.
If you want the new OS on the Lenovo ABDO, HP IQ500t or !0816, Sony VGC
LVlBOJ, or Dell Studio One 19. you don't have to wait until October. Each model should
qualify for its respective maker's free Windows 7 upgrade program. - Damry Allw
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The PC's front is attractive; a bright,
blue bar of light shoots from the bot
tom. Propping up the XSO in the rear is
a single bar that you can adjust to mod
ify the angle of the display. The includ
ed stylus is hidden near the power but
ton (which meant we often bumped the
button when reaching for the stylus) .
Our XSO test machine didn' t come
with a mouse or a keyboard. Have no
fear, though: Shuttle promises to offer
input-device options on its Web site,
should you order the PC from there.
Roman Loyola and Nick Mediati also contrib
uted to this story. •

Look for
Intel
lnsiaee

AfJERDEEN
SERVERS

AND

STORAGE

HOW MUCH VMWARE
DO YOU NEED?
VMware Certified NAS and Servers

ABERNAS
VMware Certified NAS Up To 100TB

The scalable AberNAS is the only Network Attached Storage appliance in its class to carry the VMware" Ready
Certification. Aberdeen enables VMware-centric organizations of any size to affordably take advantage of
AberNAS's robust leatures such as; superior RAID controller speed, increased scalability and optional
NAS-to-NAS mirroring.

•
•
•
•
•
•

VMware Certified Aberdeen Stirling servers offer a lower cost ol ownership, while eliminating concerns of
compatibility complications. Stirling servers possess exceptional benefits designed to deliver improved
operational efficiency within adynamic VMware environment.

• 5-Year Warranty

Quad-Core Intel• Xeon* Processor 5500 Series
3G B/6GB 1333MHz DDR3 memory
Supports both SAS & SATA Storage Drives
RAID 0, 1. 5, 6, 10, 50, 60 Capable
SAS Expansion Ports & iSCSI Target Capable
DuaVOuad Gigabil Elhernet Ports

1U - 8TB NAS Starting at ........ .....s4,995
2U - 24TB NAS Starting at........ 5 10,495
3U - 32TB NAS Starting at........ 5 12,995
SU - 48TB NAS Starting at........s17,995
6U - 64TB NAS Starting at........ 5 23,495
8U - 100TB NAS Starting at... . .5 33,995

~vmware·
READY

STIRLING 123

STIRLING 1321

1U Dual Xeon Server
• Up to 2x Quad-Core lnlel•
Xeon• Processor 5400 Series
• 32GB FBDIMM max memory
• Up to 4 SATA or SAS drives
• 650\V redundant power
• Pre-inslalled VMware• ESXi
on Disk-on-Module

1 U Twin Node Server
• Up to 2x Quad-Core Intel Xeon
Processor 5400 Ser ies
• 64GB FBDIMM max memory
• Up to 2 SATAdrives
• 980W high efficiency power
• Pre-insl311ed VMware ESXi
on Disk-on-Module

• 5-Year Warranty

• 5-Year Warranty

Starl ing at s1,845

Starting al

5

2,675

STIRLING 244

STIRLING 269

STIRLING 444

2U Xeon Server
• Single Quad-Core Intel Xeon
Processor 5500 Series
• 24GB DDR3 max memory
• Up to 6 SATA drives
• 400W high efficiency power
• Pre-installed VMware ESXi
on Disk-on-Module

2U Quad Xeon Server
• Up lo 4x Six-Core Intel Xeon
Processor 7300 Series
• 192GB FBDIMM max memory
• Up to 6 SATA or SAS drives
• 1200VI redundant power
• Pre-installedVMware ESXi
on Disk-on-Module

4U Quad Xeon Server
• Up lo 4x Six-Core Intel Xeon
Processor 7300 Series
• 192GB FBOIMM max memory
• Up to 5 SATA or SAS drives
• t 200W redundant power
• Pre-lnslalled VMware ESXi
on Disk-on-Module

• 5-Year Warranty

• 5-Year Warranty

2U Dual Xeon Server
• Up to 2x Quad-Core lnlel Xeon
Processor 5500 Series
• 144GBDDR3 max memory
• Up to 8 SATA or SAS drives
• 720W redundant power
• Pre-installed VMware ESXi
on Disk-on-Module
• 5-Year Warranty

STIRLING 209

Starling al s1,495

Slarling at

5

5,275

Starling at

Imel, Intel Logo, Intel Inside. Imel Inside Logo. Penlium. Xeon, and xeon Inside are trademarks or registered trademarl.-s of lnfel Corporation or Its
subsidiaries in the United Stales and olher countries.VMware is aregistered trademark or lrademark of VMware. Inc. In rhe United Stales and/or other jurisdiclions.
For terms and conditions, please see www.aberdeeninc.com/abpoly/ablerms.hlm. pcw03

5

2,095

• 5-Year Warranty
Slarting at 5 5,345

800-500-5623

www.aberdeeninc.com/pcw03
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HOW TO GET THE BEST
FROM YOUR HDTV
BY BECKY WARING · ILLUSTRATIONS BY JASON SCHNEIDER

It's big, it's flat, it's beautiful. But your HDTV may not be
giving you the best picture and sound possible. Take our
advice, and you'll be sure to get the most out of your investment.

»
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BRINGING HOME YOUR shiny new HDTV is just the
beginning of your home theater adventure. Don't settle, as
many HDTV buyers do, for just plugging in the set. The next
steps you need to take are crucial to both your enjoyment of
the set and your getting the most out of your investment.
To walk you through the setup pro
cess , here are 23 tips on everything
from arranging your new 1V in your
home theater, to placing your speakers
for the best sound, to calibrating your
picture to obtain the best images.
Note: To find links to products and
services mentioned throughout this
article, please see the box on page 86.
And if you haven't yet decided which
HD1V model to purchase, check out
PC World's comprehensive HD1V buy
ing guide at fi nd.pcworld.com/63378 .

SET UP YOUR HDTV
When installing your new set, you will
need to keep several things in mind:
where and how to place it for the best
viewing experience, and how to keep
the HD1V safely mounted and clean.

Find the Right Distance
Ifyou were planning to mount the HD1V
over the fireplace, stop right now. Not
only will you develop a permanent crick
in the neck from looking upward, but
you'll likely be seated too far from the
set to see all the pixels you paid for.
The experts vary in their recommend
82
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ed HD1V seating distance, but in gen
eral it will be closer than you think. For
a 42-inch 1080p 1V, the pros at enter
tainment technology company THX
recommend a viewing distance of 4.2
to 6. 5 feet, or 5 to 7. 5 feet for a SO-inch
screen. At the HDGuru.com site, the
calculations are similar-it suggests
5.5 and 6.5 feet, respectively.
The closer you sit to your HD1V,
the wider your viewing angle will
be, and the more immersive your
experience-the same as it is in a
movie theater. THX's distance rec
ommendations are based on a view
ing angle of about 40 degrees.
For HD1Vs, you also need to con
sider the distance at which
you will start to see the pixel
structure or scan lines on your
1V, which will limit how
close you can get. The lower
the overall resolution of your
picture, the farther away you
should to sit to avoid seeing the
lines. For this reason, it's best to
sit farther away from the screen
when viewing 480i, 480p, or 720p
sources on your HD1V than when
you are viewing 1080i or 1080p.
Wherever your set goes, consider
speaker positions as well (see page 87).

See Eye to Eye With Your TV
Whether you choose a wall mount or
a stand, keep your screen at eye level,
and away from direct sunlight or light
fixtures that can cause reflections or
picture washouts. When buying a wall
mount, consider how well it extends,
tilts, turns , fits between the studs in
your house, and manages cables. Also
make sure that the mount can support
the weight of a large-screen set.
Articulating mounting arms such as

the OmniMount UCL-L allow the 1V to
move in and out, up and down, and
side to side, so you can view it from a
variety of seating locations. This type of
wall mount is also perfect for sets in
stalled in deep bookcases or armoires,
as you can pull the 1V clear of the sides
of the cabinet when viewing.
If you rent or you just don't want to
make holes in your walls, you can find
pedestals that look like wall mounts.
This sort of mount fits behind your
existing furniture . Most online sellers
have configurators that tell you which
mounts will best support your 1V.

THE OMNIMOUNT UCL· L lets your HDTV
move from side to side for the best viewing.

If you choose to buy a stand, consid
er its design, access, and ventilation, as
well as its allowances for height and
cable management. Make sure that all
your components (including future
additions) will fit with plenty of air cir
culation in between. Doors help to
control dust, but hold in heat. Better
stands include passive or silent ventila
tion. Finally, anchor the 1V so that it
can't tip over and fall if an earthquake
occurs or if your child runs into it.

Combat Power Fluctuations
Unless you have very poor electrical
wiring, an expensive line conditioner
(or voltage regulator) is unnecessary
to protect your new 1V. What you do
need is a good audio/ video surge pro
tector (preferably with insurance) to
protect against voltage spikes from
lightning and other power surges that
can damage your electronic equipment.
If you have more to spend, invest in

an uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) for your DVRs, game con
soles, media servers, and other
devices storing data on flash or
hard drives-data that could be
corrupted or lost in an outage or
power surge. These secondary drives
are just as vulnerable to sudden power
loss or surges as computer drives are.

Keep a Clean Screen
Flat-panel screens are magnets for dust.
Clean your screen (and the rest of your
home theater components) regularly
with a barely damp microfiber cloth to
avoid leaving streaks. You 'll be amazed
how much brighter and more colorful
your HDTV screen will look.
Don't use glass cleaners containing
alcohol or ammonia. They will dam
age plastic coatings . Similarly, don't
vacuum or brush the screen-doing
so can leave fine scratches. To re
move greasy fingerprints or crayon
marks, use a bit of mild dish soap
and then wipe clean with the
microfiber cloth. Don't use
sprays; the chemicals could enter
crevices or vents in your equipment.

GET THE BEST
VIDEO SIGNAL
With your new set in place, you now
need to make sure all the sources that
will feed video to it-whether your DVD
player, DVR, or cable box-are HD
ready. These tips will help you manage
that process. We also include advice on
finding the best over-the-air HD con
tent and setting up your own free DVR.

Upgrade Video Sources to HD
If you are upgrading from a standard
dcfinition TV, chances are most of your
existing video sources-such as your
cable box, DVR, DVD player, or VCR
are also SD. While your HDTV or AV
receiver will try valiantly to scale every
thing up to HD, they will inevitably
exhibit pixelation and jaggies, especial
ly with motion. SD video from your
cable provider or VCR typically looks
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APC'S AVJlOBLK DOES triple duty as a

surge protector, line conditioner, and UPS.

worse on an HDTV than on an SD set.
The exception is DVDs, which usually
offer widescreen modes. A good upcon
verting DVD player can deliver a very
nice-looking HD picture to your TV, at
minimal cost. Full 1080p DVD players

can be had for as little as $50 to $75 .
Make sure to upgrade your other
video sources, including your cable or
satellite box and/or DVR, to native HD
as soon as possible. You'll see the ben
efits immediately, and make proper use
of all those pixels on your new TV.
Moving to HD won' t be free . Cable
and satellite companies tack on an ad
ditional charge for HD channels and
equipment. And you'll definitely need
an HD set-top box of some sort unless

you have a TV or DVR (like the 11Vo
HD) that accepts CableCard tuners,
or that supports Clear QAM, which
lets you tune basic digital channels
(usually the same as those over the air)
without a decoder. If you're a satellite
subscriber, you may need a new dish,
unless you have a recent one. You can
usually get free installation of an equip
ment upgrade to HD if you agree to
extend your service contract.

Consider Switching Providers
To discover which providers have your
favorite channels in HD, check out
AVSForum.com's nationwide HD
lineup comparison. Double-check
the channel lineups for the pro
viders you are considering (this is
easy to do on TVGuide.com) , as
some local and regional variations
are not covered in the AVSForum
list, although its chart will give
you the big picture.
AT&T U-verse and Verizon FiOS
are tops for HD content. If you live
in their service areas, these two fi
ber providers are great choices. They
deliver high-speed Internet and phone
services along with a host of HD chan
nels. Picture quality is better than that
from cable or satellite-they have so
much bandwidth that they don't need
to compress the HD signal as much.
Watch Over-the-Air HD for Free
You might consider dumping your TV
provider altogether. Free over-the-air
HD broadcasts make that possible-and
all HDTVs sold since March 2007 have
built-in digital tuners . You just install
»
an antenna to pull in crystal-clear

THE TIVO HD DVR can let you receive basic digital channels without an HD decoder.
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programming, with none of the
snow or interference of analog.
Over-the-air HD signals are usually
better than cable or satellite sig
nals , as those must be recom
pressed to fit providers' pipes.
At AntennaWeb.org, you'll see
which over-the-air digital channels
you can receive, and what type of
antenna you'll need. (You may not be
able to receive all networks in your
location.) Not all digital channels will
be HD, or they may be HD only for
certain prime-time programs. Most dig
ital 1V is still 480i. 11tan1V.com has
listings that provide a quick guide as to
which programs are in HD format.
You won't find any cable channels
such as the Comedy Channel, ESPN, or
M1V-over the air. However, many of
these channels provide online streams
of popular shows, which you can send
from your PC or set-top box to your 1V
(see "Stream HD Video From Your PC
and Other Devices " on page 85).

/

Set Up a Free DVR

You don't have to give up using a DVR
to switch to over-the-air programming.
Both the 11Vo HD and Windows Media
Center PCs can record off the air, and
with a PC, you won' t even have the $13
monthly 11Vo charge (if you don't want
11Vo's Netflix and Amazon streaming).
Browse to find.pcworld.com/63385 for a
guide on how to use a USB tuner to
turn your PC into a free HD DVR.

CONNECT THE HDTV
Now you have the task of hooking all
the pieces together. We'll show you
how to choose the best HDMI cables
for your set, how to make sure all the
wiring doesn't take over your living
room, and how to pick the best
universal remote to manage
your new home theater.

you can use an HDMI converter cable
plugged into a DVI port, along with a
separate audio cable, since DVI carries
only video.) Multiple HD sources,
though, may put a strain on your 1V' s
available HDMI ports, as most new
HD1Vs have only three such ports.
To work around that limit, you can add
an external HDMI switcher box, like
those from Gefen, Iogear, and OPPO,
or an AV receiver. If you will be adding
a surround-sound speaker system (as
you should), an AV receiver makes the
most sense (see "Pick the Right AV
Receiver" on page 87). If all you need is
a switcher, get one that supports the
latest version of HDMI. At this writing,
the standard is HOM! l.3a Cat 2, which
supports the Dolby True HD and DTS
HD Master Audio bitstream audio for
mats in Blu-ray discs as well as the deep
color features of the latest HD1Vs.
Coming soon, however, is a new stan
dard, HDMI 1.4; look for HDMI 1.4
products to start trickling out late this
year. This standard adds support for
major new features such as digital cine
ma 4Kx2K resolution; a 100-megabits
per-second ethernet channel between
HDMJ-connected devices; an audio
return channel; extended color spaces;
and 30. Being ready for HDMI 1.4 will

Connect via HDMI

For the best picture quality, you
should connect all HD sources via
HDMI. (With some older components,
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THIS IOGEAR SWITCHING box gives your
HDTV setup additional HDMI ports.

help future-proof your setup. In
any case, it's important to check
the version number on HDMI
cables-this is not always speci
fied clearly, and you won't get
the added benefits of connect
ing HDMI 1.3 devices if you're
using an HDMI 1.2 cable.
If you still have video sourc
es that lack HDMI ports , such as
VCRs or older game consoles, use the
highest-quality connection available.
For example, some of your analog
sources may have hooked up to your
old 1V through composite cables . In
your new system, switch to an S-Video
or component connection if possible.
In order of preference, video connec
tion options are: HDMI, DVI, compo
nent RGB, S-Video, and composite.
Choose the Right Cables

Expensive cables don' t necessarily give
you a better picture. Inventory your
system to determine what cables you
need to hook up all your sources at
their maximum resolutions. Then
go online to buy them; you'll
pay a fraction of retail prices.
Hands down, our favorite such
site is MonoPrice.com , which
sells top-quality cables for relative
peanuts. Even better, this online mer
chant has a huge selection of lengths
and colors. When you 're shopping for
HDMI cables, keep an eye out for high
speed HDMI 1.3a Cat 2 specs, at least
until HDMI 1.4 cables become available.
Tame the Wires

Buying cables of just the right length is
a good start on taming the growing
mass of wires behind your home the
ater, but there's more you can do. For
running ethernet, speaker wire, or
coaxial cabling along baseboards
and picture rails, try using paint
able systems like Wiremold Cord
Mate, which can blend into your
decor. Techflex sleeving can round
up the wires dropping behind your
system, and plain old zip ties can work
miracles in keeping cords in their place.

In addition, label both ends of all
your plugs and connectors so that you
can identify them quickly and recon
nect everything more easily. Our favor
ite labels for such jobs are Hosa Tech
nology's 60-pack of stick-on vinyl labels
(about $12), and Kableflags' SO-pack of
reusable plastic flag labels (about $25).
LINKSYS'S PLK300 NETWORK kit connects

Bring the Net to Your Home Theater
Almost all current home theater com
ponents can now connect to the Web,
including DVRs , Blu-ray players, audio
visual receivers, game consoles, media
players, and Slingboxes-as well as
many of the 1V sets themselves.

four home theater devices to the Internet.

Some of these devices may have wire
less connectivity options, but we rec
ommend making a wired network con
nection to your home theater. Multiple
devices competing for wireless band

width is a recipe for poor performance,
even with 802.lln, and nothing is worse
than watching a movie that stops and
starts due to signal dropout.
A single ethernet cable that runs from
your router to an inexpensive five- or
eight-port switch in your home theater
can connect all your devices. And flat
ethernet cables are available to mini
mize the damage to your walls. Power
line networking is another good option.
The main difference between an eth
ernet and a powerline connection is
bandwidth. You'll divvy up approx
imately 100 mbps among your devices
with a powerline connection, com- »

STREAM HD VIDEO FROM YOUR PC AND OTHER DEVICES
WITH SO MANY free online video sites popping up, from Hutu to ·
Joost to the sports-oriented ESPN360, not to menticin YouTube,
your PC can be a great source of.free HD programming to supple
ment your regular channels. To watch PC-based video on·the big
screen, all you need to do is connect your computer to your TV. Many
newer PCs, both desktops and Laptops, have HOM! outputs,. so you
can hook them up directly to your TV, if the PC is close enough.

THE NETGEAR
Digital Entertainer Elite can play
Just about any video you have stored on your PC.

Use a Media Player Box
If such a direct connection isn't possible, a media player box will
grab video (and music and photos too) from your PC over your
home network and then deliver it to your TV via HOM!. The Apple
TV is one such option that streams whatever video you have in
iTunes, as well as YouTube and even Hutu, if you install the Boxee
Apple TV add-on. My current favorite media player is the Netgear
Digital Entertainer Elite, which can play most any video on your PC,
download BitTorrent videos directly to the built-in hard.drive, and
access Netflix Instant movies using PlayOn PC software.

Upgrade Your Game Console to High Definition
If you own a Sony PlayStation 3 or a Microsoft Xbox 360 Elite,.you
already have an HD-capable console. However, you'll need to
upgrade from SD cables to HOM! versions to see the extra pixels in
games such as Halo 3. The PlayStation 3, with its built-in Blu"ray
drive, doubles as a native HD movie player,' while the Xbox 360 Elite
can act as an upconverting DVD player.
While you're at it, be sure to change the video output setting of
these consoles to 720p or 1080p, depending on your TV's maxi
mum resolution. The PlayStation 3 has a second setting for 24Hz
Blu-ray movie playback, where you can choose Automatic, Off, or
On. If you,havea TV capable of 24Hz 1080p playback, the setting
should be On. You must use HOM! cables and specify HOM! in the
various PlayStation 3 display settings for this to work.

Nintendo Wii owners are out of Luck, as the Wii outputs only
480p-higher quality than SD, but not full HD. (Your AV receiver or
TV can upscale the signal. however.) Original-Xbo~ owners have it
better. While they don't have HOM! ports, they can get 1080i out
put by·using component cables, which carry'analog HD video.

Optimize Netflix, Amazon, and ITunes Video on Your HDTV
To get the best results when viewing video from streaming sources
such as Netflix Instant, Amazon Unbox, and iTunes on your HDTV,
follow three basic rules. first, make sure your source device (Apple
TV, Roku box, TiVo, Xbox, PC, and so on) is set up to output at the
maximum resolution your HDTV can support, such as 720p,1080i,
or 1080p, and that it is connected via HOM! if available.
Second, for PC sources, use the 1:1 pixel mapping mode on your
TV (variously called PC mode, Full Pixel, Pixel for Pixel, or some
similar name), and check that your PC is set to output at the native.
resolution of your HDTV, such as 1920 by 1080 for most 1080p dis
plays or 1366 by 768 for many 720p plasmas. This setting will
ensure that scaling doesn't distort the pixels.
Finally, for all types of streaming sources, make sure you have a
rock-solid Internet connection. If your wireless connection is not
up to the task, you'll soon know it from all the dropouts and glitch
es in your video. In that case, the solution is to switch to a wired
connection such as ethernet, powerline, or coaxial.
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pared with nearly 1000 mbps
on a gigabit ethernet connec
tion. The choice depends on
how many network opera
tions you expect to run at
one time. If you want to
download torrents to your
media server while simulta
neously streaming out from
your Slingbox or watching
movies streaming in from
Netflix, invest in ethernet.

Escape Remote
Control Hell
By the time you install your
1V, cable box, DVR, DVD or
Blu-ray player, AV receiver, and
media player (plus your old
VCR) , you can end up with an im
possible number of remotes. Most flat
panel 1V sets have capable universal
remotes that you can program for basic
control of your peripherals; but their
functionality may be limited, and you
will probably have do a lot of pointing
and clicking to set it up.
Happily, one remote can indeed rule
them all: the Logitech Harmony One.
This is the gold standard in universal
remotes, with a great combination of
touchscreen and buttons, all program
mable from your PC. But plenty of less
expensive options are available. One
good strategy is to keep the custom
remote for the device you use most
often, such as your DVR, and program
a universal remote for everything else.
Finally, if you want to hide your com
ponents in a cabinet, add an infrared
repeater such as the Salamander Cha
meleon Kit to capture signals from your
remote and send them to your devices.

IMPROVE PICTURE

AND SOUND
Your new HD1V is set up and connect
ed, but you still have a few more tasks
remaining, such as calibrating your set
for an optimal picture. And you will
need to place your speakers properly to
ensure immersion in high-quality au
86
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LOGITECH'S HARMONY ONE uni
versal remote is numero uno.

dio. The following tips will
walk you through those final
steps for your home theater.

Calibrate Your Picture
The right color, contrast, and
brightness settings can vary
widely depending on your
viewing environment; they
also depend on your source
material, such as DVD movies,
games, or 1V. Using standard
ized test patterns can help you
optimize these settings.
For quick and easy "free" cali
bration, you can use pretty much
any disc with a movie recorded in
THX audio. THX DVDs and Blu-ray
discs have calibration tools in the DVD
setup area. Just click on THX Optimizer
and follow the on-screen instructions .
Before you start any calibration, how
ever, adjust the room lighting to your
normal viewing level; turn the screen
sharpness down to normal; and make
sure the color temperature is set to
6500 degrees Kelvin (the video stan
dard, aka D65). Some 1Vs offer Warm,
Normal, and Cool color temperature
options; your manufacturer can tell you
which comes nearest to 6500K. For
example, on Panasonic plasma HD1Vs,
Warm is the closest setting.
The THX Optimizer will then lead
you through five test patterns for
adjusting settings. On-screen instruc
tions will tell you what to look for, and
what parameters to adjust. It's best to
go through this procedure while stand
ing close to the screen.
For professional-level calibration,
hire a consultant (Best Buy's profes
sional calibration service runs about
$300; independent AV consultants can
be found online) or do it yourself with
a high-end setup disc such as Joe Kane's
Digital Video Essentials (DVE). DVE
comes in both DVD and Blu-ray ver
sions. Get the latter if you have a Blu
ray player, as the disc includes 1080p

and 720p test patterns. Both versions
come with a set of red, green, and blue
filters that you can hold over the screen
to aid in color corrections, which are
hard to make by eyeball alone.

Eliminate Judder
Most new 120Hz and 240Hz LCD HD1V
sets promise to use their fast refresh
rates to smooth out motion blur, which
can occur at normal 60Hz refresh rates.
Such smoothing or "de-juddering"
technologies are variously called Motion
Flow (Sony) , Motion Picture Pro3
(Panasonic), Movie Plus (Samsung),
and TruD (Sharp), but all of these .
approaches basically interpolate addi
tional frames to reduce motion blur.
Some people love the effect, which
gives a very smooth and stable image.
Others hate it, saying it looks unnatu
ral, especially for film sources; film's
lower native refresh rate gives it a feel
different from video. So you may want
to turn off or reduce smoothing for film
sources, and maintain smoothing for
video sources. Experiment with the
smoothing setting and different sourc
es to determine what looks best to you.
See Every Pixel
Even if your 1V has a native resolution
of 1920 by 1080, you may not see every
pixel of your Blu-ray movies. Many
HD1Vs use overscan, which means that

WHERE TO FIND
WHAT YOU NEED
ON PCWORLD.COM, you can see this
article as a four-part package and get
links to the products and services that
we've mentio11ed here. For "Set Up Your
HDTV," browse to find.pcworld.com/
63396; for "Get the Best Video Signal,"
visit find.pcworld.com/63397; for "Con
nect the New HDTV," go to find.pcworld.
com/63398; and for both "Improve Pic
ture and Sound" and the sidebar
"Stream HD Video From Your PC and
Other Devices" (on page 85), jump to
find.pcworld.com/63391.

the set first upscales the original image
slightly (typically 2 to 10 percent) and
then cuts it off at the edges. Overs can
helps eliminate the edge noise common
to standard definition, but it's bad for
true HD signals, reducing resolution
and introducing interpolation artifacts.
If news tickers on the screen's edge
are cropped off, you likely have over
scan deployed. Check your set's manual
for a mode called Zero-overscan, Full
Pixel, 1:1 Pixel, Pixel for Pixel, or Dot
by Dot. Use this mode, as well, when
displaying an image from your com
puter; otherwise, small type may
be distorted and unreadable. Set
your PC's output resolution to
match that of your 'IV.

Invest In Surround Sound
Just ask George Lucas (who
helped usher in THX)-nothing
will enhance your HD viewing
experience more than great sound.
The important thing here is to get
dedicated speakers, rather than rely
ing on the ones built into your 'IV.
With flat panels becoming skinnier and
bezels smaller, most HD1Vs don' t have
room for anything but rudimentary
sound. If the idea of running wires and
setting up a surround-sound system
turns you off, try a sound bar, a long
horizontal speaker system that pro
vides virtual surround sound with just
one easy connection (or two if you add
a subwoofer) . Sound bars are great for
small rooms, and good ones can be had
for as little as $200. If you're more
ambitious and want to go for 5.1- or
7.1- channel surround sound, read on.
Pick the Right AV Receiver
Unless you buy a home the
ater in a box-a package that
includes both speakers and
a receiver (and sometimes a
Blu-ray or DVD player too) in
one integrated system-you
will probably need to buy an
AV receiver to decode sound
and power your speakers. Surround
sound comes in umpteen flavors, from

companies such as Dolby, DTS, and
THX. Your DVD or Blu-ray box will list
the surround-sound formats offered for
a particular movie; usually it has sever
al. The most important are the venera
ble 5.1-channel Dolby Digital (found in
most DVDs) and Blu-ray's lossless
7.1-channel DolbyTrueHD and DTS
HD Master Audio encoding formats.
You'll want a receiver that decodes all
of those (unless your Blu-ray player has

built-in lossless decoding), has sufficient
power to drive speakers big enough for
your listening room, and has sufficient
HDMI and other inputs for your video
sources . It should also provide 1080p
upscaling of analog sources to HD and
HDMI output. Other features , such as
multiroom support, are optional. On
kyo, Pioneer, and Sony have excellent
receivers priced for different budgets.

Place Your Speakers Correctly
For a 5.1 system, you should place the
center channel just on or under your
'IV, with the left and right channels on

ONKYO'S TX-SR807 AV receiver has six
1080p HDMI 1.3a Inputs for your devices.

either side of the screen, and two sur
round speakers to each side of your
seating area, at ear level. You can posi
tion the subwoofer anywhere in this
sound field, although usually you'll
place it along with the center channel
for ease of cabling, so that the long
wires run only to the surround-sound
speakers. For a 7.1 setup, place two
more surround speakers behind the
seating area. Good locations to hide
speaker wires include along or behind
baseboards, and on top of picture rails .
Once you've placed your speakers
and connected them to your receiv
er, you will need to run through
the receiver's speaker setup and
calibration routine. (The THX
Optimizer mentioned earlier
includes surround-sound setup
tests .) Th.is involves placing a
microphone at certain points
around the room to send feed
back to the receiver, which will
then correct any imbalances in the
sound field and set the crossover fre
quency for the subwoofer. The process
may also include a check to make sure
you've wired all your speakers in phase.
You don't need to have 7.1 speakers
to enjoy the Blu-ray Dolby TrueHD and
DTS-HD Master Audio formats. Both
of them allow for 5.1-channel playback
as well, by either combining or ignor
ing the two extra channels.

Hook Up Those Pesky Rear Speakers
If you're cable-shy, use a sound bar, or '
get wireless surround-sound speakers.
Many newer home theater systems,
including models from Panasonic and
Sony, include wireless speakers by
default, and you can convert
almost any wired surround
sound speakers by using a
wireless transmitter kit (one
from RocketFish costs $100).
But for best results, try to
wire your surround-sound
speakers. Flat, paintable
speaker wire such as DeCorp's
Invisible Wire hides the evidence.
Now sit down and enjoy the HD1V. •
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Give Hardware New Life With Firmware Updates
You can update your
hardware w ithout
buying anything new.
A simple firmwa re
update can add
features, stab ility,
and functionality.
BY DAVID MURPHY

UTIER THE WORD jinnwarc
to the average computer user,
and you'll likely elicit a blank
stare in return. But the con
cept isn't really that hard to
understand, and once you
grasp it, you can quickly im
prove your PC and any num
ber of other devices, making
them faster and more stable,
and supplementing them
with features that they didn't
have out of the box.
Firmware is a set of perma
nent instructions on a piece

of hardware, stored in the
device's read-only memory.
It's analogous to an embed
ded driver, providing the
hardware identical informa
tion each time it powers up.
While you can modify the
hardware's interaction with
your operating system via
software drivers, certain
lower-level functions remain
constant and unchangeable.
That's firmware.
But even though we call it
"unchangeable," it isn't nec
essarily so. Some firmware,
located in the device's PROM
or EPROM (programmable
read-only memory or erasable
programmable read-only
memory), can be altered, or
flashed (the technical term
for upgrading firmware) . You
do this by running software
from the device manufactur-

4 Ched<BIOS lnl'"motion.

ine Updol• e1o s

from 1...,no1

SOME MOTHERBOARD MAKERS offer a Windows-based interface for
updating the firmware, and all you have to do is follow the directions.
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YOUR MOTHERBOARD MANUFACTURER might force you to hunt for
firmware by model name. Make sure that you have the correct file.

er; such programs load new
firmware onto the device to
extend its feature set, life
span, or performance, and
to correct significant errors.
Firmware isn't a PC-only
concept. You can (and you
should) update the firmware
in external devices such as
network-attached and exter
nal storage hubs, as well as
wireless routers and porta
ble media players. You can
even upgrade the firmware
for your phone, depending
on the model. (That's how
people hack the iPhone
and how Apple attempts to
outsmart them. Firmware
updates from Apple over
write the customized firm
ware that some people use
to jailbreak and unlock the
devices, sending hackers
back to the drawing board.)
Other products-like Micro
soft's Xbox 360 console,

which gained features such
as native 1080p HD support
and a new interface via a sin
gle download-can also ben
efit from firmware updates.
The frequency of such
updates varies by manufac
turer and product. Though
you shouldn't expect to find
updates on a weekly basis,
you should perform a firm
ware search for all of your
PC-related devices at least
once per quarter.
Manufacturers often stress
that you should ignore firm
ware updates unless you're
having a problem with your
hardware; but we recom
mend that you run your
hardware on the most up-to
date firmware you can find,
since the increased stability
(as well as the potential to
gain features) is worth it.
Unless you're an expert,
you probably don't want to

_"'.__
use third-party firmware like
the iPhone hacks mentioned
above. Such offerings are
typically more complicated
to install-and more likely to
cause problems-than are
manufacturer-supplied firm
ware updates . They can also
void .a warranty. Unless you
know what you're doing and
you don't mind the risks,
stick to official firmware.
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The Benef its of
New Firmware
What can you update with
new firmware? It varies . Few
devices receive zero firmware
updates over their lifetime
CPUs benefit from mother
board firmware updates, but
are not upgradable them
selves. 'components such as
hard drives and optical drives
are open to firmware up
dates, but the device manu
facturers tend not to release
fixes unless they correct a
specific, disastrous problem.
You'll find the real meat of
firmware upgrading in three
areas: your motherboard,
your networking devices,
and your portable media de
vices . But what will you get
for your meddling? In all
three cases, firmware updates
can provide stability and ac
cess to features that didn't
exist out of the box. You
could potentially increase
the ability to overclock your
motherboard, integrate ad
vanced utilities such as Bit
Torrent downloading into
your network-attached stor
age, or, in the case of a de
vice like Apple's iPhone,
improve the response times
and signal strength of your
mobile gear. Firmware up
dates may not revolutionize
your digital experience, but

MANY WIRELESS ROUTERS Include an option to download and
install a firmware update from within the Web-browser Interface.

they will improve it, and are
often necessary for new driv
er updates or additional de
vice compatibility.
Before you hit your search
engine of choice and start
downloading every firmware
update you can find , it's im
portant to consider a few
points . For starters, even
though firmware upgrading
isn't very difficult to do, it
has the potential to cause
catastrophic damage if you
fail to follow the instruc
tions that the manufacturer
provides . A firmware update
isn 't like a device driver-

I

you can't uninstali it and
reinstall it on a whim. Com
pared with driver installa
tion, rolling back firmware if
your initial installation gets
botched is much harder.
Check, double-check, and
triple-check that you 're
grabbing the correct firm
ware for your device. Some
companies make that easy;
plug your iPhone into your
computer, for instance, and
Apple will automate the
entire process for you.
Other companies, particu
larly motherboard manufac
turers, might force you to

lbmr. fooCOIS
Clpaoty. 7.08 GB

SeN1 J4umber: 868388XZY7H
Phone Numb«: 1 (84 1) 667-238 1

VOi.if l'hone software is ua to d~ . Qdc Qied: for Updzt:e to H:t l " new
~t ots~ .

C !\!!U>!•

SIMPLY PLUG YOUR IPhone into your computer, and Apple's utility
handles the firmware-update process for you.

wade through drop-down
menus of their entire prod
uct line to find your model's
unique ID. Most devices
won't let you install a differ
ent product's firmware , but
on the off chance that yours
does, the last thing you want
to do is flash your product
with the wrong file.
Finally, firmware upgrades
can act as a reset switch.
While some flash utilities let
you save and restore your
settings before and after the
update, a typical update will
revert your device to its fac
tory defaults. If you 've spent
time setting up custom net
working configurations on a
router, for instance, you
should save those settings
prior to a firmware update.
Unless your router offers
some settings-backup func
tionality, you should copy
your router's pertinent set
tings (such as port forwards,
access controls, a11d wireless
network configurations)
into a text document.

Flashing Firmware
How easy it is to flash your
firmware depends on the
type of device and the kind
ness of the manufacturer.
I've illustrated a few scenari
os here, but what you ' ll do
depends on what your de
vice maker provides to you.
The easiest way to update
your motherboard's firm
ware is to use the manufac
turer's Windows-based
flashing application. If your
manufacturer offers such a
program (and that's a big if),
just follow its instructions.
If the device maker doesn't
have such a program, it may
provide a boocable CD in
the form of a download- »
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Here's How
.
~,).

able .iso file (a CD or DVD
image). With luck, double
clicking that file will launch
your disc-authoring software
and prompt you to insert a
CD. But if Windows doesn't
know what to do with that
.iso file, download and in
stall the freeware ImgBurn
{find.pcworld.com/61194), and
then double-click the file.
Reboot with the new CD in
the optical drive; now the
firmware-flashing process
should start immediately.

Update Firmware With
a Bootable USB Drive
Unfortunately, not all manu
facturers make flashing that
easy. Some offer only a
DOS-based flashing utility
that you 're supposed to run
from a bootable floppy disk.
Once you prepare the flop
py, you reboot with the disk
in the floppy drive, run the
flash utility, and then remove
the floppy and reboot again.
If your PC is less than a
few years old, you're proba
bly asking, "What floppy
drive?" If spending money
on an external floppy drive
for a single firmware update
isn't your cup of tea, you'll
need to get creative and
make a bootable flash drive
instead. To do so, grab the
HP USB Disk Storage For
mat utility (fi~d. pcworld.com/
63282). You will also need
the HPUSBFW_BOOT
FILES.zip archive. You
should be able to find it at
4shared (find.pcworld.com/
63283); if it isn't there, track
it down by typing the file
name in a search engine.
Unzip and run USB Disk
Storage Format (if Windows
refuses to run this program
because it requires adminis
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THE FREE IMGeURN app burns .lso files to disc. Use It to turn your
device maker's downloadable file into a bootable firmware-update CD.

trator rights, even though
you 're logged on as the ad
ministrator, right-click the
file and choose Run as admi11
isiracor). Select your flash
drive as the device and pick
the option to format it as a
FAT32 file system. Click the
check box that says Create a
DOS BoocableDisk and select
the folder containing the
unzipped files of the HP
USBFW_BOOTFILES.zip
archive. Once the utility is
done, drag and drop whatev
er files the manufacturer of
your device wants you to
put on the "floppy."
The flash drive is r.eady, but
is your PC ready to boot it?
Try leaving the drive plugged
in while you reboot. If Win
dows comes up normally,

you'll have to tell your PC to
boot from the flash drive.
To do so, restart your PC
and watch for a message (it
will be one of the first things
to appear) telling you which
key to press for the boot
menu, or which key to press
for setup. Press that key
immediately. (If you see
both, press the boot-menu
key.) If you pull up the boot
menu, set the computer to
boot from its USB ports. If
you get the setup screen,
hunt for a section called
Boot Options or Boot Order;
there, make sure USB devic
es are listed before the hard
drive in the boot order. Save
the settings and reboot.
When you boot from the
flash drive, watch the screen;

Network- Device and
Mobile-Gear Updates
NAS boxes, routers, :md
mobile devices are much
easier to update than moth
erboards . On most network
devices , you access the con
figuration screen by typing
its IP address into a brows
er. There, you should be able
to find the firmware-update
option, likely accompanied
by a large browse button.
Click that, select the firm
ware file you downloaded,
and click to update.
We could fill an entire PC
World issue with the exact
means for flashing half the
devices open to firmware
updates. What's most im
portant is the safety of your
devices. Save your settings
and, whenever possible, fol
low the manufacturer's in
structions to the letter,
using the correct firmware.
Take these steps to prevent
mishaps, and you'll quickly
find that updating firmware
can be one of the easiest
and best-upgrades you
could possibly make.
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THE use DISK Storage Format utility (left) will help you create a bootable USe drive to run your firmware
update. Once the drive is prepared, drag and drop your device maker's firmware-flashing files to It.
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Here's How
Learn to Master Wolfram Alpha for Online Research
Wolfram Alpha isn't
your average search
engine . These simple
t ips and secrets will
help you put this
resource to work.
I WAS BORN 5 hours , 17
minutes before a full moon
began to rise over Minneap
olis. The sky was nearly
cloudless , and the tempera
ture outside was 46°F.
I got those facts from Wol
fram Alpha (www.wolframalpha.
com), the new "computation
al knowledge engine. " Sure,
that's just a party trick: I told
the site when and where I
was born, and it produced
those details. But its power
comes from comparing all
kinds of data on its servers.
Instead of crawling sites,
Wolfram Alpha has employ
ees enter and scrutinize
data, applying both manual
and automated methods. It
makes comparisons, over
lays stock charts, creates
tables and graphs that re
port similarities and differ
ences in data, and otherwise
helps you draw conclusions
from intersecting details .
You have to think differ
ently to begin tapping into
Wolfram Alpha 's abilities .
Here are some tips on how
to get started with this
unique comparison engine.

Start With Small
Queries
Though Wolfram Alpha has
been in development for five
years, it often misunder
stands queries. If you en
counter problems with your
search string, begin small.
Try a search for a place; type
92 I PCWORLD . COM
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shows that you're getting
the stock closing price over
that full year for both com
panies . If you want a single
day, revise your search to
specify, for example, 'Janu
ary 24 1984 Apple IBM ' .
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Take Advantage of
Location Awareness
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SEARCHING ON A simple term, such as the name of a state, produces
useful Information, sometimes relating it to the current date.

in 'California ', for insta nce.
Already, you can see how
the tool dynamically incor
porates the current date, as
it reports that the state
joined the union on Septem
ber 9, 1850, which was (as of
June 2009) 158 years ago.
Then pick another term
that will produce overlap
ping or comparative results.
Try 'California income' . Sim
ple enough. Each result in
cludes a pop-up window
that identifies its source, in
case you ever want to dig
into the origins of Wolfram
Alpha's information.
Now try another overlap
ping term, such as 'Califor
nia New York income'. The
site generates a simple table
for comparing income in the
two states . Are you begin
ning to see its potential?
The site is young, and so
far is versed in only certain
topics. Thus , a query on 'San
Francisco income' comes up
empty. If you cut a search
back to its core and the site
stiH has nothing to offer,
that entire topic might be
missing from the current

database. Browse some of
the provided examples (www.
wot framalpha.com/exa mples/)
to find out whether a similar
subject is available.

See If Wolfram Alpha
Understands
After you enter a query, Wol
fram Alpha provides feed
back about its comprehen
sion. If you enter several
similar terms, such as com
pany names, the input inter
pretation line should show
them all. If you're modifying
a search, as in '1984 Apple
IBM' , the interpretation

-r

Wolfram Alpha already knows
something about your search
before you type a single let
ter. By using your IP address
details, it estimates your
location , thereby making
contextual results possible.
Suppose that you're in
Austin, Minnesota, and
searching for info about that
town; the engine knows to
report those results instead
of the data for Austin, Texas.
However, pop-up menus
allow you to correct the tool
in case you do want the
other city-or if you want
results for the first name
"Austin." (If you meet some
one named Austin, by the
way, chances are fairly good
that he's about 15 years old.)
Your location plays a role
in other searches, too. For
example, if you type '7-4
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TO USE THE site's data in Excel, first copy

PASTE THE UNFORMATTED text int o Word and

FINALLY, COPY t hat text and paste it Int o

the plain-text version of the Information.

t hen r epl ace the vertical bars with '•t'.

Excel, w here it will sort neatly into cells.

2009' within the United
States, the engine will treat
the 7 as the month of July. If
you were in Europe, Wol
fram Alpha would treat the
4 as the month of April.

Stick t o the Facts
Steer toward topics that can
be distilled into facts: city
population, movie box
office draw, and Web site
visitor statistics, for exam
ple. Wolfram Alpha com
putes in factual terms. But
watch the right sidebar for
links off-site; for more narra
tive, you can jump to Wiki
pedia and other sources.

Export the Site 's
Resu lts to Excel
Wolfram Alpha's results are
impressive in a Web brows
er, but they don't easily con
vert into Excel spreadsheet
data or into database con
tent. The tool exports strict
ly as a Live Mathematica file
or as a PDF (click the down
load links in the lower right
of the results to get the files) .
Even text results are ren
dered as images, so you
can 't copy cell data and
paste it into Excel either.
You can temporarily turn
the images back into text;
but if you do, they will lose
their cell formatting . Do it
anyway- I'll show how to

move the data into Excel.
It understands many equa
Paste the text into Word.
tions and terms from chem
Use 'Find and Replace' to
istry, engineering, physics,
convert the I characters into
and other sciences. Try typ
tabs: Click the Replace button
ing point values, such as '1,
in the upper right and then
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ... ' (with that
enter the I character in the
space and ellipsis), and the
find field . Enter • t in the re
tool will plot the points and
place field. Click Replace All.
offer its suggestion as to the
source equation.
Copy the text again and
paste it into Excel. It.will
automatically distribute
Compare Medical
itself into cells. If you' re
Results
using another spreadsheet
Employing its medical and
socioeconomic data, Wol
or database that lacks this
fram Alpha can provide use
feature, import the tabbed
ful medical baselines, as well.
text file; nearly all database
apps recognize tab breaks.
Suppose you just had a cho
Wolfram Alpha Profession
lesterol test, as I did, and
al will have direct Excel ex
you have no idea what the
numerical result means.
port. A spokesperson told
me that the paid edition will
Start with a simple query,
be "released in the next few
'cholesterol 153'. (Note that,
as we went to press, '153
months, " with a price to be
cholesterol' didn' t work,
determined. Another extra
feature of Profes
sional will be the
Input intE r::>retation:
option to cross
;i mouur
ban ana
2 bananas
+
reference your pri
Snickers Marathon bar
:3 11l 0 lll1t
0.5
vate data with the
engine results.

Enter Math
Queries
Since it's built on
Mathematica (find.
pcworld.com/63284),
another computa
tional tool, Wol
fram Alpha is an
excellent math aid.

another example of the
engine's limited initial
understanding.) That query
yields a distribution across
the U.S. population. Add
your gender and age for
more-specific results.

Find Nutritional Totals
The database stores details
about food, too . Search for
'banana ' to get fu ll results
about a banana 's dietary con
tents. But try a search for '2
bananas and .5 Snickers bar'
for results that add both of
those items. Note that the
"and" operator is important
here; without it, the engine
will think that you want a
comparison, not a sum.

Explore, Experiment

Wolfram Alpha's database
catalogs even more topics,
such as (at random)
astronomy, color
theory, music, and
conversions. Just
bar
start playing with
searches in an area
Total nutritio n facts i
lndlv1du a ! nutnllon fads
that interests you
servi ng sizes
to gain further in
banana : 2: bananas t236 g )
sight into the en
Snickers Marath on ba r : 0.5 bar (25 CJI
gine. If you have
tot.al cn lorlcs 304
fat calories 7
difficulties, consult
the site's video
"\:. dally va lu e•
IX!tBI fat 3 g
s...
introduction (find .
- satura t ~d fat lg
H .
pcworld.com/63285)
WANT TO KNOW how healthy your snacks are? Enter
or examples page .
- Zack Stem
what you eat (plus 'and ') for combined nutritional data.
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Here's How
Use Adjustment Layers to Tweak Your Photos
THE ABILITY TO edit pho
tos in layers is what separates
digital photography from film
photography. For layers
basics , see find.pcworld.com/
63281. Here, I'll show how to
edit a photo by adjusting.

..,. Layers

image), try Hue/Saturation.
For our example, choose
Levels and click OK in the
New Layer dialog box. In the
Levels control, adjust the
white point, black point, and
gamma, and click OK.

------------·-
Layer\

I
.
--- . -1---------:---------·
<> j
I

Layer•New Adjustment Layer,

into a nearly monochromatic

filu

(•I ~-· •.

Open your photo. Choose

improve exposure, use Lev
els or Brightness/Contrast.
To change color saturation
(or even bleach the photo

~

•

some aspect of it in a layer.
I'm using Adobe Photoshop
Elements, but any editor
with layer support will do.

and note the options. To

Op3city: i3' ,.

Norma:

KEEPING ADJUSTMENTS in a separate layer from
the original gives you flexibility in applying effects.
Thanks to layers , you have
not affected the original. The
technique lets you go a little
too far and then fine-tune the
result. You can now blend
the original with the adjust
ment layer. Click Opaciry in
the Layers palette and back
off from 100 percent until
you find a good combination.

-~-~:
•

·-

------~--------·---'

Bac kground

~

""

TO BLEND THE adjustment layer with the original,
lower the opacity until you get an attractive result.

What if your photo editor
has no adjustment layers or
no option for a certain kind
of adjustment? Suppose you

and set the sharpness. Once
you've made an adjustment
like this in a layer, you can

wanted to sharpen an image
in Elements. Open the photo,
and choose Layer•Duplicare
Layer. With the top layer se
lected in the Layers palette,
click E11hance•U11slrarp Mask

use the Eraser tool to selec
tively remove the effect; you
might want to erase sharp
ening from people's faces,
for instance, while leaving
the background sharpened.

-DaveJolt11so11

LINUX LINE

Maximize Netbook Storage
Ltl sdolCe.xtll

UBUNTU 9.04 is well suited to netbooks, since it not only works
well on most of them but also has ultraquick boot-up. That re
moves the need to hibernate or suspend the netbook each time
you're finished with it, which also removes the need for a large
swap partition (where a hibernate file is stored).
By electing to partition manually during installation, you can
avoid setting up a swap partition and make one big root partition
extremely useful if your netbook has a small hard disk (4GB or
less). Ubuntu will issue a warning, but it will let you continue.
When you boot into your new installation, you can create a swap
file that lives in the root partition. A swap file won't allow hiberna
tion, but it will otherwise act just like a sta ndard swap partition.
These instructions, taken from my book Ubuntu Kung Fu, are for
a lGB swap partition; alter the numbers to make a smaller one.
1. Open a terminal window, and create an empty file in the root of
the file system using the command sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/swapfile
bs=lM count=1024 (be sure to adjust the 'co unt=' figure to at least
match the size of your netbook's memory).
2. Format it as a swap file, by entering sudo mkswap /swapfile.
3. Finally, you need to make Ubuntu mount the new file at boot.
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TO MAKE THE most of a small netbook hard drive with Ubuntu Linux
installed, manually create a single partition using the entire disk.
To do that. type gksu gedit/etc/fstab, and then make a new line at
the bottom of that file, adding /swapfile none swap sw 0 O to it.
You can align the entries on the line under the column head ings
in fstab , but it doesn't matter so long as you have at least one space
between each entry on the line. Once done, save the file and reboot.
Type cat/proc/meminfolgrep Swap to test your new swap file.

-KcirThomas •

Create and Store Remote Data Backups on the Cheap
BACKUPS ARE ONLY as
You run the backup
good as how you make
software
twice, and it
CRASHPLAN PRO ·
and store them . For best
0 Backup
makes
archives
to both
"'""''~""''-" 1--QMlllfOQ<1Mi..c...-i -I
From b1e.'a.lp dttlll\alton r.:;;;-~9U 1oor. a """"a '90)
•)
results, you need redun
.,... Restore
destinations . Then you
Fiad "" 10 tHlOtt by namt Of 1eltd: •om ht l*v"'
@
dant backups , including
move the external drive
i;i SetlinQ•
N1me
Sat
Lltl 8.ektd Up
7110.'091 U PM
one that resides off-site.
to whoever you made the
(9 History
" tJ Progr1m Fllt1
7110/09 1 27 PM
But instead of paying
t ti
PrograrrOata
7HOIG9 1 27 PM
a
exchange
arrangements
--0 Oeslinations
~ l'J
Uttft
711CI091 11 PM
monthly charges to a spe
• ~ C1Hhpl1n
7/10!09 1:t1PM
with. Once they install
AA:-0••
7110.~ 1 11 Pt.I
cialized backup service,
software, you 'll be able
t i1
AppkatlOtt 0111
7/10/Q9 1 11 FM
• I
) Ottpl1y cW.ttd filH
you can set up nearly the
to keep incrementally
Rntor• tht mu1JIU1!l ~to Qu.!1@ and ltni!I?I ""I •» 1unq !tt1
•.r:::.r:-q
same level of protection
b acking up to the off-site
with no ongoing fees.
WITH THE EASY-TO-USE CrashPlan software, you can make ongoing backups
drive for no monthly cost.
First, form an exchange
to two destinations, sending files both to local storage and to an off-site drive.
Though do-it-yourself
plan with another busi
methods can save you
ness or a friend: You host
and then physically move
the system. If you have ten
ongoing fees, CrashPlan also
their b ackup file s, and they
offers upgrades, including a
that device or media to the
or fewer computers-PC,
host yours . This criss-cross
off-site space. Even including
Mac, or Linux-to back up ,
monthly storage option;
should be sufficient for most
you buy a ·$60 license for
kick the tires on t he free trial
the time to ship or drive the
small businesses and many
disk over, the process will be
each one and provide your
to see if it fi ts your needs.
medium-si.z e organizations .
faster-and less taxing on
own storage space, either
Or, if you have more than ten
And instead of trying to
network storage or an at
systems, try CrashPlan Pro,
bandwidth-than uploading
which is mostly the same as
upload everything to an off
tached drive for ongoing,
hundreds of gigabytes.
site location, make a local
local backups , plus a drive ·
the small-office version.
CrashPlan (www.crashplan.
-Zack Stem
backup in a matter of hours,
for storing off-site.
com) offers one way to build
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ASK YOUR QUESTION AT FORUMS . PCWORLD . COM

My laptop has about 20 missing or
corrupt drivers. How do I fix them?
- pinkston32, vio the PCW forums

GD SUPERAnb"Spyware Fttt Edition
SUPERlni~

c:>

•

b OJrnrily .,.,...q your . , . i 

""'-I» part"'*""'~ la ocrnod lorpc:ta'ClllyhalrN ........ ~

s--."'
txe.

-TR\Modh"IO>.TA\\Yndowt~_fm121&n0_.,.,l2.W

START BY RESTORING your system to a point before the prob
lems began. Select Start·All Programs·Accessories·System
Tools·Syste.m Restore and follow the prompts.
If that works , sigh with relief-but consider the fact that you
may have addressed only a symptom. Scan your hard drive with
SuperAntiSpyware (find.pcworld.com/62312) or Malwarebytes (find .
pcworld.com/62315), or both, to make sure it isn't infected. You
might also want to run CCleaner (find.pcworld.com/63017 ), which
can sweep away other, not intentionally malicious, problems.
But what if System Restore doesn't do the trick? In that case:
1. Go to Device Manager: Select Start·Run, type devmgmt.msc,
and press <Enter>.
2. Uninstall all of the corrupted drivers, by right-clicking each
one and selecting Uninstoll.
3, Reboot the computer.
Windows will fi nd and reinstall whatever drivers it can. They
won't necessari ly be the most up-to-date versions, and some will
be generic ones that can run your hardware only in limited ways.
But your computer will be working, and you'll be able to install the

n.u

~

ca ><Iwate.Trac:iq Codde

Dotected terns
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SCAN YOUR PC with a utility like SuperAntlSpyware to make sure
that a malware Infection Isn't the cause of your driver troubles.

other drivers from CDs, manufacturer Web sites, and so on.
Thanks to all the fol ks at the PC World forum s who contributed
to this answer on the origina l thread (find.pcworld.com/63280).
-Li1rcolll Spector •
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Here's How
Three Easy Solutions to Common PC Annoyances
Keep icons organized , replace a laptop's key
board , and run a spelling check on your e-mail.

board stops working because you've beaten it beyond all recogni

L

tion. This month I'll tell you how to cure that horrible hardware

options, includ ing a brand-new replacement for all of Sl2. Shipped.

SOMETIMES, WHAT SEEMS like a big com puting hassle ca n turn
out to be an easy fix- such as when your aging, abused laptop key

headache. In addition, I'll show you how to save the layout of your
desktop icons to make your files and programs easier to find, and
I'll point you to a free spelling checker for Outlook Express.

Then I googled 'Inspiron 9400 replace keyboard' and found
how-to instructions in a matter of seconds. (See, you may th ink
I'm a soopah-genius- which I am-but in many instances it's just
a matter of knowing how to fi nd the information you need.)

Save Your Desktop Icon Layout

Turns out. it's crazy-easy to swap in a new keyboard on most

You know the routine: Some game or application alters your com

notebooks: Simply pry up t he l aptop's bezel, remove a pair of

puter's screen resolution, and when th e screen changes back

screws, and unplug the old keyboard. Put the new keyboard in its

afterward, your carefully crafted desktop icon layout is com pletely

place, close up the machine, and, presto, you're fi ni shed.

messed up. Not cool. Windows. Not cool.

Your mileage may vary, of course , depending on your particular

Fortu nately, I've discovered a little gem of a utility, called Desk

model of laptop. But if you 're suffering with an old, cruddy, gunked

topOK (find .pcworld.com/63314). This nifty freewa re lets you save

up keyboard, it may cost you as little as $12 and 5 minutes to swap

and restore icon layouts. Just set your icons the way you like t hem,

it out. Pretty worthwhil e investment, no?

save the layout, and then restore it later when the need arises.
You're not limited to one layout, either: You can save as many

~--

,!'"'t ~~.~t~;...~

-

-
I

arrangements as you want. which is great if you need different lay
outs for use on, say, your laptop with and wit hout an external mon
itor. DesktopOK works w ith Windows XP and Vi sta.

Replace a Laptop's Sti cky, Broken Keyboard
Keyboards generally don't age very well. My cousin just presented

Stttin9~

-

[ii Always chrtk spelli ng btfore m idin9
Whm chtd:ing sp~ing. atways ignore

me with a vivid example of this: Her Dell Inspiron 9400 lapt op 's

~ \'leads WI UPPERCASE

keyboard was missing its <F5> key. And the keys that remained

f:J WOids wrth numbtfs

intact we ren't in good shape; many were sticky, while others fai led

~ Tht ongrnJI tat in • fep¥ Of fcno.lld

l] Internct Addrr:sscs

to register presses. A lot of the letters had worn oH, too.
Fortunately, a laptop with a rotten keyboard is not necessarily

l.tnguagt

-

·I

destined for the scrap heap (or even for Craigslist) . In fact , if you're
handy enough w ith a screwd river t o know which end drives screws,

MICROSOFT'S FREE WINDOWS Live Mail, a replacement for Outlook

you can probably re place the entire keyboard in about 5 minutes.

Express, has a bui lt-In spelling checker and other new features.

In the case of the I nspiron, my search began and ended on eBay.
A quick search for 'I nspiron 9400 keyboard ' revealed plenty of

Add a Spelling Checker to Outlook Express

eb

Reader Ka rl wrote asking for help with his spelling. Specifically, he

Callgofics •

needed a spelling checker for Ou tlook Express, because the method
IJ otors

Stores

Onlly Oe:tl

he was using was the very definition of "hassle." Karl said that he

CD:»

composed new messages in Word Perfect. ran the spelling check
New DELL lnsplron 640M 1501 6400 9400 Keyboard NC929
Buyer or ..uer ol 1hts item? 5'gr1111 fof yout s1ai:us

there, and then exported the text for import into Outlook Express.
Fortunately, that painstaking procedure can en d rig ht now. One
option is to install an d run a free t hird-party add -on, such as the

7 Gtti fd At JQon as July 6 (conditions)

Miffil:!if i

Stst O!fr
Dul ~

End lime

Shtl'<'"!I

ll'1

~-

tfu111 S20 Wit h ftH shlppng ~!he US

J uJ.29-09 02:16:44 POT (26 days 11 hoots)

r
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placement from Microsoft otters a more streamlined interface and

I

provides several much-needed new features, including dynamic

(mar• seMCu)

search (results appear as you type), spam filtering , and a calendar

$11.89 i s a small price t o pay. And shi pping is free on this one.

I PCWORLO . COM

But instead of that. I recommend upgrading entirely to Windows
Live Mail (find .pcworld.com/63313). This free Outlook Express re

Standatd Flat Ra1• StrpPng Sff.'ICI
StMce to Unlled Stain

FOR OUTFITTING YOUR workhorse laptop w ith a brand-new keyboard,

96

aptly named Spell Checker for OE (find.pcworld.com/63312).

tha t can synchronize with your online Windows Live calendar.
Oh, it has a spelling checker, too. •

PCW Marketplace

Back up today
or call us tomorrow
The grim reality is that sooner or later all digital
media-from hard drive to flash memory-will
fail. When this happens there are only two things
you can do:
1. Restore your data from your backup system
2. Call DriveSavers 800.440.1904 (2417)
At DriveSavers, "We can save it!" is not only
our slogan, it's our solemn pledge. And we have
the track record to prove it.
We've invested over 20 years developing
proprietary techniques and millions of dollars
creating an advanced facility to
save the most valuable data in
the world-Yours!
You can find other alternatives,
but you won't find a better one.
Take our Virtual Tour and see for
yourself: drivesavers.com

Take our Virtual Tour at drivesavers.com

STUDENTS!
- - - - - Get Ready

f91 ..~'"f,~

-·

·

Back-2-Schoon
The industry
standard image
editing software
for print and Web.

Sp«ia/ptiawilhanyOffla. .
Adob<orWacomputthase/

paintern

SRP 5999

The most
Inventive digital
painting software
on the market.

,, ,.

• Photoshop CS4 Ext.
• Illustrator CS4
• lnDesign CS4
· Acrobat Pro 9

VisTablet 12x10 inch
tablet allows you to
explore the internet,
draw, paint, write,
highlight and do
professional or
home photo editing.
SRP S129

0

Adobe Studont Edition• ls available to higher ed (college-level) students
only. Proof of academic status required. Pricing subject to change.

~·-··""'j;;~·;~ey_~o~
www.Journe Ed.com/PCW

~':;;;,'.•"

1.800.874.9001
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Be an iPhone &
iPod Touch Pro

•s-piwow!l
-·

Qty3+

•

Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99

d HP51645a
Remanufactu~ridge.
(No.45}inkca _ . _ . 

·--·--·

Hore great deals at••.

•

1-800-IN<FARM

1nkfarm.com
the ink &toner supersite.™
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• ASLICE OF THE WEB
Choosing a Web browser is like pick-

WHAT WOULD YOU WANT?

ing a car: It comes down to design,

Go to find.pcworld.com/63387

familiarity, reliability, and speed.

and brainstorm with us.

Plus the creature comforts. Our
ideal browser begins with the speed

Building a Better

Browser

of Chrome, Safari, and Opera mixed

,•• PAGETABS WITH PREVIEW

with Internet Explorer 8's Web Slices
(page snippets that are viewed from
the Favorites bar), and Accelerators

..

(time-saving selection-based search).

:

Chrome/Safari title-bar tabs

..•

(which maximize screen

:~

space) can expand to show

' ...

;:J

thumbnails (as in Opera 10).

.: .

.._
FcYICY Fa~t Food, extJcmt
~.eoven ot fast food , a:

........

T~~ wasmode:
;a TbCO ~ 8lnlto Stlptemi

httt>://orl .ly/l<n

..

~

updr.id l rwrv"..t

.,...., o""'°"•
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SOCIAL NETWORKING,STREAMLINED NAVIGATION

ADD-ONS :

PAGE HISTORY .... "•

We stole social networking tools from Flock, which is built on

Firefox's killer feature: 6000+

We love Safari's Top Sites and

the same code as Firefox. Also in are Opera's toolbar (with

free extensions. If Firefox lacks

searchable Cover Flow history

next-page fast-forward) and its mouse gestures (hold the

it. you can add it. Many support

views. But we'd also list such

right button and move left to go back a page, for example).

the Mozilla-based Flock and

details in a left frame for when

To save screen space, we made our menu bar a drop-down.

SeaMonkey browsers, too.

we're not feeling quite so fancy.

Firefox 3.5 I Mozilla
What we took: Add·ons,

Safari 4 I Apple
What we took: Title-bar tabs,

Ch rome 2 I Google

Opera 10 I Opera Software

What we took: Tab·crash pro

What we took: Tabs with page

'Google I'm Feeling Lucky

speed,Top Sites, Cover Flow

tection (as in Internet Explorer

thumbnails, mouse gestures,

Search' from URL bar.

for history and bookmarks. .

B), speed, title-bar tabs.

navigation tootbar, extensibility.

find .pcworld.com/63392

find.pcworld.com/63394

find.pcworld.com/63393

find.pcworld.com/63395 •
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VICES

CAN'T BE WRO NG.

GET MORE Bl:ACKBERRY®
OUT OF YOUR BLACKBERRY.

The new BlackBerry Tour™
runs better on America's Largest
and Most Reliable 3G Network.
With an ultra fast processor, a brill iant screen, global
voice and data coverage, and the Network, you can
do more with your BlackBerry than ever before.

ONLY $199 99
$299.99 2-y r price less $100 mail-in rebate debit card . New 2-yr

=:: BlackBerry Tour.

1.800.2 JOIN IN

verizonwireless.com/tour

activation on voice pla n with email feature, or email plan req'd .

~
ver11 onwire/ess
--

